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The Administration Site is ONLY AccessibleThe Administration Site is ONLY Accessible
Online using an Internet BrowserOnline using an Internet Browser

You cannot access the administration site on the installed version of the software. You can
only access it when you are online on your internet browser

You can only access your Administration Site OnlineYou can only access your Administration Site Online
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If you try and access the administration site from your installedIf you try and access the administration site from your installed
software you will cause an error messagesoftware you will cause an error message

You cannot access the Administrator Site unless you are on an internet browser online
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The Different Functions Available in theThe Different Functions Available in the
Administration SiteAdministration Site
The Modules on the Administration SiteThe Modules on the Administration Site

1: RolesRoles is where you set up what System Permissions and Data Permission each type of User
can access. A user MUST assigned a Role to be able to login to the system.

2: GroupsGroups is where you set up athletes that are included in a Group, and Coaches
(Professionals) who can access the users in that group. A User MUST be either in a group as an
athlete, or be set as a Coach of a Group to be able to login to the system.

3: PeoplePeople is where you can access a complete list of all users that are added to your system.
This is also where you add a new user or import in new users or update any of the user's
account details.

4: Daily RemindersDaily Reminders allows you to set up e-mail or text reminders to be sent at a specific time/
day to help users enter in data

5: Groups Audit: Groups Audit allows you to generate a .csv file of all of the athletes and coaches of groups.

6: License AuditLicense Audit allows you to generate a .csv file of all of the Builder, Admin, Coach-Admin,
Coach and Athlete Licenses on the system

7: Favourite EventsFavourite Events allows you to set up Events as a "Favourite" on multiple users' systems at
once.
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8: Check RolesCheck Roles provides a list of any errors with the way you have set up a Role on the system
(e.g. if you gave a user has access to a form, but you forgot to give them access to a database in
that form and error message will appear).

9: ArchiveArchive PeoplePeople is where you can removed users from multiple groups at once and add them
to an archive group.

10: System MessagesSystem Messages is where you set up the messages to appear on the front Page of a user's
system.

11: Page LayoutsPage Layouts is where you set up the custom layouts to suit the special layout needs of a
particular group or role.

12: Default RolesDefault Roles enable you to set up roles for users who use the "Registration" page to
register new users. Not all sites have this capability.

AnAn "Admin Locks" Module to lock the account information of"Admin Locks" Module to lock the account information of
any user in a locked role from being editable to a Coachany user in a locked role from being editable to a Coach
AdministratorAdministrator

See the Article on "Admin Locks" to find out more about how to lock Coach Administrators from
being able to lock users accounts on the system.
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A new Categories Module is available to set the Categories thatA new Categories Module is available to set the Categories that
Resources and Attachments appear inResources and Attachments appear in

Please see the Chapter on Categories to find out more about this Module; it is a critical for
maintaining your documents and resources, through to your Event Form attachments.
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If you delete a person from the People PageIf you delete a person from the People Page
you are deleting them AND all of their datayou are deleting them AND all of their data
from the systemfrom the system
If you delete someone from the People Page of the Site you willIf you delete someone from the People Page of the Site you will
delete them and all of their data from the systemdelete them and all of their data from the system

If you click on Delete, you are completely removing a user from the system. Any data that is
stored by them, or for them will be deleted as well.

You can Remove a User from a Group or from a Role and thatYou can Remove a User from a Group or from a Role and that
will NOT remove them from site. It will only remove them fromwill NOT remove them from site. It will only remove them from
the group or roles that you selected to remove them from.the group or roles that you selected to remove them from.

The example here shows that an athlete is being removed from a Group. Their name, data and
information will still remain on the system even if they are not added to a group. When they are
added back into a group any of their data will be available to view.
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When you use the "Add Multiple" button to addWhen you use the "Add Multiple" button to add
multiple people, system permissions or datamultiple people, system permissions or data
permissions, only the visible permissions will bepermissions, only the visible permissions will be
addedadded

"Add Multiple" allows you to add multiple users, permissions or system permissions at
once. However, if you use the Add Multiple button when you add in Multiple Users, and you
perform multiple searches in the text box, ONLY the users that are ticked AND visible at the
time you click "Add People" will be added. There is a way around this, but you need to read
the documentation here.

An example of the "Add Multiple" Buttons that appear on theAn example of the "Add Multiple" Buttons that appear on the
Admin Site (this example is showing the buttons in a Group)Admin Site (this example is showing the buttons in a Group)

To add multiple users to a group, you can click "Add Multiple Users".
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For this example, Add Multiple Users was clicked. When youFor this example, Add Multiple Users was clicked. When you
first view the list all of the users appear. Now click the "Deselectfirst view the list all of the users appear. Now click the "Deselect
all" button to deselect all of the users namesall" button to deselect all of the users names

To limit the names of the users you can type in a searchTo limit the names of the users you can type in a search
parameter. "Coach" was added to limit the list of users shownparameter. "Coach" was added to limit the list of users shown
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If you placed a tick beside the Head, Basic, Pro and Elite CoachIf you placed a tick beside the Head, Basic, Pro and Elite Coach
and then add in a new search parameter (as shown below), theand then add in a new search parameter (as shown below), the
Users that are ticked but are NOT showing will NOT be addedUsers that are ticked but are NOT showing will NOT be added
(e.g the coach users will be hidden when Jamie is typed in the(e.g the coach users will be hidden when Jamie is typed in the
search box)search box)

If you ticked the coaches that you wanted to add, AND then you typed in a new search
parameter (like "Jamie", as shown below), the Coach names would be hidden from view. Only
users that you can SEE in the list are added when you click the "Add People" button. It was
designed this way as some users forgot to tick the "select all" to deselect all of the users, they
added in a search parameter and click on Add People, and then hundreds of athletes/users
were added to a group because they were still selected in the background.
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The user performs a search for a Jamie and they place a tickThe user performs a search for a Jamie and they place a tick
beside this user. If they click the "Add People" button now ONLYbeside this user. If they click the "Add People" button now ONLY
the users that you can see in the list with a tick will be added tothe users that you can see in the list with a tick will be added to
the system. The users that are ticked and NOT showing (e.g. thethe system. The users that are ticked and NOT showing (e.g. the
coach users) will NOT be addedcoach users) will NOT be added
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To get all of the users that you have ticked to be added (e.g theTo get all of the users that you have ticked to be added (e.g the
Coaches AND Jamie), you MUST remove the search parameterCoaches AND Jamie), you MUST remove the search parameter
and have it blank so that all of the user appear. You can thenand have it blank so that all of the user appear. You can then
see all of the users that were tickedsee all of the users that were ticked

The example here shows that when you remove the search parameter, all of the users appear
and you can see which users are ticked.

N.B. if you didn't deselect all of the user initially when the user list first appeared then you will
have a lot of users that are still ticked!!

The same work flow can be applied when adding multipleThe same work flow can be applied when adding multiple
System Permissions or Data PermissionsSystem Permissions or Data Permissions
If you have any questions, ask your Distributor
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You can Import Multiple Users at a time, butYou can Import Multiple Users at a time, but
you only get ONE chance to do it correctly, andyou only get ONE chance to do it correctly, and
it cannot be undone if you make a mistakeit cannot be undone if you make a mistake
You can import multiple new users onto the system at once.You can import multiple new users onto the system at once.
These users can be imported in and you can even import themThese users can be imported in and you can even import them
into a Role and a Group. You need to know three key pieces ofinto a Role and a Group. You need to know three key pieces of
information to import users correctly.information to import users correctly.

On the People Page you can add in multiple users at once by importing them in.

1. You MUST format the spreadsheet correctly.1. You MUST format the spreadsheet correctly.

You must format your import spreadsheet correctly.

We recommend the following layout. Please see the Administration lesson on ImportingImporting
Multiple Athletes/ProfessionalsMultiple Athletes/Professionals before you attempt to import multiple users into the system. If
you do not have a password, or a date of birth field, or an e-mail field it blank, the import will
fail.

Format the Spreadsheet so that you include the following columns:Format the Spreadsheet so that you include the following columns:

First Name (column A)

Last Name (column B)

Username (column C-this can be set up using a concatenate function =(lower(concatenate(A2,
".", B2)))
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Password (minimum of 6 characters)

Email Address -You MUST enter in one, even if it is fake or you will not be able to import the
users

Date Of Birth (e.g. 12/03/1978.. you must remembermust remember the format you use when you go through
the import process)

YOu can import the following information, and even multiple addresses and phone numbersYOu can import the following information, and even multiple addresses and phone numbers

Middle Names

Known As

Sex

Country Code

Prefix

Number

Type

Address

Suburb

City

Country

Postcode

You can also set up columns to Import the users directly into a Role and into a group, or as aYou can also set up columns to Import the users directly into a Role and into a group, or as a
coach of a group. For example:coach of a group. For example:

Role: Athlete

Group as a Coach : blank

Group as an Athlete 1: First team

Group as an Athlete 2: Second team

N.B. If you have strange characters or fields in the sheet, when you save the form as a .csv forN.B. If you have strange characters or fields in the sheet, when you save the form as a .csv for
importing, this may affect you column layout and cause an error when you import. Remove allimporting, this may affect you column layout and cause an error when you import. Remove all
comma's from the sheet using the find and replace all capability.comma's from the sheet using the find and replace all capability.
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2. Once you import in new users, you cannot override their2. Once you import in new users, you cannot override their
personal details (e-mail, username, dob, address etc) withpersonal details (e-mail, username, dob, address etc) with
another import.another import.

Once you import in users into the site, you cannot override this information. This means if you
do not have an address,or a phone number for an athlete and you choose to import in multiple
athletes, you cannot do another import later to import in their phone and address. Once you
import the user in, you will need to manually open each athlete's data and change it and save it.
If in doubt.. ask your distributor

3. If you know that you need to import in users to update3. If you know that you need to import in users to update
groups or roles in years to come, ensure you use agroups or roles in years to come, ensure you use a
standardised username layout.standardised username layout.
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If you are planning on updating your groups and roles each year by doing an import to update
their groups and roles, always use the same username formatusername format to avoid accidentally adding in
duplicates to the system. If you use first.last name (jamie.anderson) one year and then you
import in some users with different case First.Last (Jamie.Anderson) the system will recognise
this as a different user. Please be consistent to avoid a lot of duplication checks!!!!
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The user who is the Main Administrator for anThe user who is the Main Administrator for an
application cannot be deleted by otherapplication cannot be deleted by other
AdministratorsAdministrators

For every system there is one primary Administrator for thatFor every system there is one primary Administrator for that
application. This person now cannot be removed by any otherapplication. This person now cannot be removed by any other
usersusers

Previously, if a user was given access to the Administration site as an "Administrator" they could
remove any user from the system, including the main system administrator. This has been
updated so that the main administrator cannot be removed.

The image in the step here shows the Not Authorised MessageThe image in the step here shows the Not Authorised Message
that appears when the main system administrator has beenthat appears when the main system administrator has been
selected to be deletedselected to be deleted
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Users (People) on the SystemUsers (People) on the System
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Administration Site: People permissions layoutAdministration Site: People permissions layout
changechange

When you viewed a users details on the Admin Tool, there wasWhen you viewed a users details on the Admin Tool, there was
no clear layout for the permissions or groups. This has beenno clear layout for the permissions or groups. This has been
amended.amended.

Click to access the users details.
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To simplify the layout of the Permissions and Access theTo simplify the layout of the Permissions and Access the
following order has been set when viewing a userfollowing order has been set when viewing a user

When you open a user's account details, you can access all of the Roles, Groups and System
Messages. Previously, the permissions and groups were not displayed in a succinct order. This
has been changed. The modules and permissions are ordered as follows:

#1: Role/s (what Event Forms and Modules the user can access)

#2: Group/s as a Coach (which groups they can view)

#3: Group/s as an Athlete (which groups they are included in)
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The Messages and Performance Alerts are listed nextThe Messages and Performance Alerts are listed next

After the Roles and Groups the following permissions are listed:

#4: System Messages (messages that show on the home page)

#5: Monitored by Performance Alerts (if they are monitored by any performance alerts that are
set up)

#6: Notified of Performance Alerts (if they receive notification of any alerts that are set up)
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Lastly, the Coach- Admin Permissions are listed. These areLastly, the Coach- Admin Permissions are listed. These are
ONLY used for the Coach-Admin licence, not for theONLY used for the Coach-Admin licence, not for the
Administrator licenceAdministrator licence

Most users will not have any permissions in this list.

#7: Groups as an administrator (Groups that the Coach can access on the Admin Tool and enter
in new athletes into)

#8: Roles as an administrator (Roles that the Coach can add any new or existing users into from
the Group of athletes they have access to)
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What is a user?What is a user?
What is a user?What is a user?
A user is someone who has access to your application. They have a username and password.
Each user can be an athlete, a coach or an administrator.

What is an athlete?What is an athlete?
An athlete is a user who can only enter data for themselves, and look at their own information.

What is a coach?What is a coach?
A coach is a user who can enter and view data for an athlete or a group of athletes

What is an administrator?What is an administrator?
An administrator is someone who can access the administration tool and add new users,
groups and roles.
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Adding in a new user and setting them up withAdding in a new user and setting them up with
Roles in a Group, or as a Coach of a GroupRoles in a Group, or as a Coach of a Group

This is how to add in a new users to the system, one user at a time. To enter multiple users,
set them up on a spreadsheet and import them (see importing multiple users).

On the Administration Site click on "People"On the Administration Site click on "People"

Select "Create new Person"Select "Create new Person"
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Add in their first name, last name username and the like asAdd in their first name, last name username and the like as
shown belowshown below

Set up the Users detailsSet up the Users details

-First Name-First Name: the first name (must be entered into the system)

-Middle Names: the-Middle Names: the Middle Name

-Last Name-Last Name: the Last Name (must be entered into the system)

-Username-Username: is used when they login (must be entered in the system). We suggest using first.lastWe suggest using first.last
namename

-Known As-Known As: The name that is shown when others are viewing their information

-Email Address-Email Address: Your e-mail is the address that any reports, messages, or new passwords are
sent to

-Sex-Sex: Male/Female

-Picture-Picture: An image of the athlete can be displayed beside your Know as details. Browse, select
and upload the image.

N.B. If you do not select "Upload" your picture will not be updated
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Add in a unique Password into BOTH columns and keep a copyAdd in a unique Password into BOTH columns and keep a copy
of this as the system does NOT send out the password due toof this as the system does NOT send out the password due to
confidentialityconfidentiality

Critical Information about PasswordsCritical Information about Passwords

You MUST add in a password for each new user into BOTH password boxes. if you do not, you
will not be able to save the details about the new user.

The Password is NOT shown with the user account information due to security, so once you
enter in the password you need to securely keep a copy of it so you can include it in the users
login e-mail.

Passwords need to be a minimum of 6 characters. For security try and use a mix of letters and
numbers. NEVER use a simple 123456 or just a first name.

The Generate Random should ONLY be used when you are adding users to the system and theyThe Generate Random should ONLY be used when you are adding users to the system and they
will NOT be logging in to enterwill NOT be logging in to enter oor view data about them selves. This was set up specifically tor view data about them selves. This was set up specifically to
allow the Administrator to add new athletes whom would not be logging to the site.allow the Administrator to add new athletes whom would not be logging to the site.

Date of Birth can be typed directly into the date box using theDate of Birth can be typed directly into the date box using the
MM-DD-YYY format (05-27-1984)MM-DD-YYY format (05-27-1984)

-Date Of Birth: You can type in the date and the month and the year like this:-Date Of Birth: You can type in the date and the month and the year like this: 05-27-1984 to typeto type
the date directly into the systemthe date directly into the system
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UUse the << arrows to move between years and the < to move between months to select the
correct date using the pop-up calendar. Move to the correct date and then right mouse click on
the correct day.

Sex: Click on the drop down and select the correct gender.Sex: Click on the drop down and select the correct gender.
Please ensure this is correct as this information is used inPlease ensure this is correct as this information is used in
reports and the likereports and the like

Address and Phone numbers: You can add multiple addressesAddress and Phone numbers: You can add multiple addresses
and multiple phone numbersand multiple phone numbers

-Address:-Address: You can select to include a Primary and/or Alternate Address

To add an additional address click the "Add Address" button

-Phone Number:-Phone Number: Phone numbers are used for text messages. Phone numbers need to be
entered as International Code, National Prefix (drop the 0) and then Local Number. For
example, 0064 (03) 453 2768 becomes 643 453 2768, or a New Zealand cell phone 0064
0275663 877 becomes 642 756 63877.
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You can add multiple phone numbers by clicking the "Add Phone Number". Ensure they are
labeled correctly (e.g the mobile is actually the mobile number).

Mobile Phone Number Test:Mobile Phone Number Test: Once you write in your cell phone number, you can click on the
"test""test" button. The system will send a text message to that phone number to verify it is correct. A
notification will also appear saying "valid phone number". If it doesn't then try again. It is criticalIt is critical
that you add in the correct Phone numberthat you add in the correct Phone number as text messages may go to this number regarding
confidential information.. so you MUST test it.

Internationalisation... what language will appear on loginInternationalisation... what language will appear on login

You can select what language you the application site to appear. The available languages are:

English

German

Spanish

Portuguese

The entire site will appear in that language apart from the labels for athletes and coaches.
These must be set by your site Builder.
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Please note that there is now a new "Active" button on thePlease note that there is now a new "Active" button on the
Users account information that indicates whether a User CANUsers account information that indicates whether a User CAN
or CANNOT login. Please Tick "Active" to activate their accountor CANNOT login. Please Tick "Active" to activate their account

An active button has been added to each users account. A user CANNOTCANNOT login unless they have
Active ticked for their account information. This Active button is only visible when viewing the
Users account information on the admin tool. The users will not be able to see this on their own
account information on the application. If you do NOT activate them then they will not be able
to login.

Favourite Events and Sidebar WidthFavourite Events and Sidebar Width

Favourite Events:Favourite Events: These are events that you can choose to appear as a separate button at the
top of the Home Page, and that event appears at the top of the list in the sidebar, as well as
having links to it by the athlete's picture on the sidebar and on the Sidebar that always show.
Usually you would select an event that is used daily, but you do not have to select any events.

Sidebar Width is set in pixels.Sidebar Width is set in pixels.

The default width is about 220-250 pixels. You can make it wider or narrower to fit your needs
(see the section in the application help on section width for more details).
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YOU MUST CLICK "SAVE" to update you account informationYOU MUST CLICK "SAVE" to update you account information

Make any necessary changes and select "Save""Save" to update the users account.

If you click Save and you have an error message, or if you have error messages about e-mailIf you click Save and you have an error message, or if you have error messages about e-mail
address or invalid usernames please see the next lesson on error messagesaddress or invalid usernames please see the next lesson on error messages

Once you click "Save" additional boxes appear for you to addOnce you click "Save" additional boxes appear for you to add
the new user into an existing Role/s and into an existing Groupthe new user into an existing Role/s and into an existing Group
as a coach or into a Group as an athleteas a coach or into a Group as an athlete

In order for a user to be able to login to the system,In order for a user to be able to login to the system, they MUST be added to a Role that enables
them to enter/view information on the system.

They MUST either be added as a Coach of a group, or as an athlete in a group. See the help
sections on Roles and Groups to find out critical information about setting these up. However, if
your athletes do not need to login then they will only need to be added to the correct Groups as
an Athlete.

Once you have added them to the system, double check theirOnce you have added them to the system, double check their
login information is correct by logging in on the system as thatlogin information is correct by logging in on the system as that
user, and then send out their login information and securityuser, and then send out their login information and security
information now.information now.
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For this example we are adding the new user to a group as anFor this example we are adding the new user to a group as an
athlete (so they will only be able to see their own data) and toathlete (so they will only be able to see their own data) and to
an Athlete Role (so they can only access limited forms)an Athlete Role (so they can only access limited forms)

Once you have selected the correct role, click add to RolesOnce you have selected the correct role, click add to Roles

Click on Add Role to add the user to this Role

Add them to the correct groups by searching for the group,Add them to the correct groups by searching for the group,
clicking it and then clicking "Add to groups as an athlete"clicking it and then clicking "Add to groups as an athlete"
(obscured by the drop down)(obscured by the drop down)

The example here shows that the athlete has been added to 2 groups.
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New Password Security Criteria: 8 charactersNew Password Security Criteria: 8 characters
with at least 1 Upper Case, 1 lower case, and 1with at least 1 Upper Case, 1 lower case, and 1
numeric characternumeric character

To ensure passwords are in line with best practice security protocols, if you update your
password you will be required to adopt an 8 character password; with at least one upper
and lower case letter, and one number, e.g., For example s8x34Yt1

If you change your password, then it must meet the newIf you change your password, then it must meet the new
Password Security criteriaPassword Security criteria
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If the password is too short, the "at least 8 characters" error messageIf the password is too short, the "at least 8 characters" error message
will appearwill appear

Every new password and changes to old passwords will need to be at least 8 characters.
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If a number is not included as part of the password, the "at least 1If a number is not included as part of the password, the "at least 1
number" error message will appearnumber" error message will appear

For example, a password of upytYwyy does not include a number, so an error message will
appear. When a number is added (e.g., upytYw4yy), the error will be resolved.
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If only uppercase, or only lowercase, characters are used then an errorIf only uppercase, or only lowercase, characters are used then an error
message will appearmessage will appear

For example, a password of 8987657yz or 8987657YZ has both numbers and letter, but at least
one upper and lower case letter need to be used. When a character using each case is added
(e.g., 8987657yZ), the error will be resolved.
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Once an 8 digit character is entered into both password boxes, theOnce an 8 digit character is entered into both password boxes, the
account details can be saved.account details can be saved.

N.B. If any other account information is being changed, this willN.B. If any other account information is being changed, this will
NOT require the password to be updatedNOT require the password to be updated
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For example, if a user's phone number, name or address are changed, this information can be
changed and saved without having to update a password. It is ONLY if the password box is
changed that it must be updated to fit with the new standards.

If you changed the password online and you use the installedIf you changed the password online and you use the installed
version, please ensure you load the installed version to updateversion, please ensure you load the installed version to update
the password to the local desktop databasethe password to the local desktop database

After the installed version of the software loads, type in the NEW password into the Password
box and click Login Online. A notification will appear that there is a differences in passwords
between the installed software on this computer and the main server where you access your
data from online. Click OK.OK.
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Simply retype in the original password (the one before you updated it)Simply retype in the original password (the one before you updated it)

The database will be rebuilt, enabling the new password to be used toThe database will be rebuilt, enabling the new password to be used to
access the installed software. Click OK to close the programme, thenaccess the installed software. Click OK to close the programme, then
reopen it again.reopen it again.
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The software will load and the new, more secure, password can beThe software will load and the new, more secure, password can be
used to access the installed system online and offlineused to access the installed system online and offline

N.B. If you updated your password on the installed version ofN.B. If you updated your password on the installed version of
the software, you will still need to retype in your old passwordthe software, you will still need to retype in your old password
the next time you load itthe next time you load it
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Even if you change a password on the installed version of the software online, the next time you
login to the software there will still be difference in passwords between the installed software
on this computer and the main server where you access your data from online. Click OKOK and
retype in the old password just as the previous steps had outlined.
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Sending out the new users login informationSending out the new users login information

Once you have added a new user to the system you need to send out a welcome e-mail that
includes information about their login details and important security information

You CANNOT send out login notifications from theYou CANNOT send out login notifications from the
administration Tool because the passwords are securelyadministration Tool because the passwords are securely
encrypted that they are not stored as password on the systemencrypted that they are not stored as password on the system
If you have just entered a new user, add in the correct username and password information
into an e-mail to them.

If you have imported a large group of athletes you will need to complete a mail merge
combining the username details with your own welcome and security information (an example
is shown below).

Write out your Welcome and Login information detailing whyWrite out your Welcome and Login information detailing why
the site was created, the address, their login details, privacy andthe site was created, the address, their login details, privacy and
data protection act requirements, and who to contact if theydata protection act requirements, and who to contact if they
need assistanceneed assistance
Dear User,

Welcome to the first version of the on-line and off-line Performance Monitoring Software.Welcome to the first version of the on-line and off-line Performance Monitoring Software.

The programme has been created by ___________to enable you to track important aspect of your
athletes' ______________ information. The software has been designed in conjunction with
________ to enable you to safely store, track and monitor your athlete's _______ information. The
forms have been developed to accommodate the information that you track, and some of the
forms may need to be updated to better reflect your data capture and reporting processes. You
will need to liaise with ___________ if you have any queries about the actual data that is captured.

1.Your Account1.Your Account

A new account has been created for you on the on-line SMARTABASE system. You can login on-
line using a Chrome (preferred option), Firefox or an Internet Explorer Internet Browser from
anywhere with internet access. Access is only available over an encrypted connection so you
must type in “https://” to access the system. This provides a secure link that has the same level
of data security as a bank. An installed version is also available for you to use.

2. Login Information:2. Login Information:
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Access your system using: https://my.smartabase.com/sitename

Your Login: alice.samson

Your Password: ashyi2876

Kindly note that the application name (https://my.smartabase.com/sitename), your username
and your password are all case sensitive (e.g. lowercase).

Please save this email for future reference because it contains important login instructions. If
you encounter any difficulties while logging in, please contact us at help@smartabase.com

3. Important Security Information:3. Important Security Information:

The information that you store on the system is valuable. It is your responsibility to keep your
password safe and secure. If you think that your password has been breached immediately e-
mail Smartabase help@smartabase.com

You will be able enter and access information for a test group of players to become familiar
with the system, and the groups of players that you are responsible for recording data for.

Each time you login on-line, you MUST logout at the end of each session. The installed version
simply needs to be closed.

4. Privacy4. Privacy

Your information will be stored on the ____servers in the _____ and will only be shared with
other staff who have access to your athletes' data. The data will only be used in conjunction
with the Terms of Service and will not be shared with anyone else. Profiler is registered with the
UK Data protection act and your use of the software needs to comply with this act.

5. What Next?

- Login to the system and enter in data using the Enter Data button for the test athlete group
that you have access to ____________will initially liaise with you to discuss your feedback about
the system and take you through it if required. If additional changes are required to forms or
fields then these will be made through______

- Help Documentation is available on the link at the top right of the site.

- Access the Help button- on the left of the website you will always have access to a “help”
button where you can enter in any questions directly.

-If you notice that you are accessing the wrong groups of athletes, please e-mail
help@smartabase.com immediately.

Best wishes, the ____________ and the Smartabase/Profiler Team.
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You must send out login information to the user.You must send out login information to the user.
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Adding a User: understandingAdding a User: understanding
the different types of errorthe different types of error
messagesmessages
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Red Error messages when you add a new user?Red Error messages when you add a new user?

When you add in a new user and you get a new error message, it will either be because:

1. Another User is already using the username or e-mail address

2. The person already exists on the application

3. The person already exists on another application but you cannot access them.

Adding a new person and you get error messages and cannotAdding a new person and you get error messages and cannot
press the save button?press the save button?
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Username and E-mail address is taken message. If you have aUsername and E-mail address is taken message. If you have a
message saying that the username and e-mail address alreadymessage saying that the username and e-mail address already
exist for a user on the system, change the username, or checkexist for a user on the system, change the username, or check
to see whether the person is already on this siteto see whether the person is already on this site

Each user must have a unique username and e-mail address. You cannot have 2 users on a
system with the same username or e-mail address. For this example, double check that the
person that you are trying to add is NOT already an existing user by searching for their details
in the person search box (shown in the step below).

The user was actually on the system already?The user was actually on the system already?
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Type the persons First name and see the matches which appear, then try their last name and
see which matches appear. Remember that some users may be called by shortened first names
or different spelling, so try different variations to ensure that the users is NOT already on the
system. If they are NOT on the system try adding them again with a different username.
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Yellow Unexpected Error Message: This canYellow Unexpected Error Message: This can
occur because a user exists on a different siteoccur because a user exists on a different site
that it set up to share users betweenthat it set up to share users between

When you enter in a new user and there are no username or e-mail taken errors, but when
you save the person an unexpected error occurs, this will be because the user exist in a
different application/site that you are set up to share with on the same server.

Sometime users may exist on different sites and you want to add their details to your site.
You can do this by importing their correct details into your site. This will enable them to use
the same username and password they use on their existing site that that they will be able
to use on the site you are adding them to.

An Unexpected Error Message will occur if you are adding in aAn Unexpected Error Message will occur if you are adding in a
new user to your site, but they exist on a separate Site (e.g theynew user to your site, but they exist on a separate Site (e.g they
are on smartabase.com/allstars AND you want to add them toare on smartabase.com/allstars AND you want to add them to
smartabase.com/performance).smartabase.com/performance).
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You can see here that on a different site (smartabase.com/allstars), we are adding the SAME
user details sam.jones and sj@smartabase.com (from the smartabase.com/performance) .You
can see that the username and e-mail are added and no errors appear because they are not an
existing user on this new site (on the allstars site). However, when you click "Save" and you will
get an unexpected error because they already exist on a different application (see the image in
the step below).

When you click save for the user, an unexpected error messageWhen you click save for the user, an unexpected error message
appears because the user exists on a different site.appears because the user exists on a different site.

Ask your distributor to help you copy across users from one site to another
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RolesRoles
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Administration Site: Role permissions layoutAdministration Site: Role permissions layout
changechange
The layout of the Permissions and Access has been updatedThe layout of the Permissions and Access has been updated
when you view a Role.when you view a Role.

When you view, or set up a Role, the access and permissions now have a standardised layout
(as shown in the images below).

The People, Permissions and Data Permissions appear firstThe People, Permissions and Data Permissions appear first
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The permissions and access is outlined as follows:

#1: People (the people who can access this Role's Modules and DataPermissions)

#2: Permissions (the system Modules which all people in this Role can access)

#3: DataPermissions (the read, write, linked access to the Profile Forms, the Event Forms and
Databases which all people in this Role can access)

The Messages, Page Layouts and Admins are then listedThe Messages, Page Layouts and Admins are then listed

The remaining permissions and access is outlined as follows:

#4: System Messages (messages that appear for all users in this Role on the Home Page)

#5: PageLayouts (a specific layout of the Home Page including module names etc)

#6: Admins (Coach-Admin administrators who can assign users to this Role. This is ONLY
assigned to the Coach-Admin, not the Administrator licence).
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What is a RoleWhat is a Role
A Role MUST be given to each User or they will not be able toA Role MUST be given to each User or they will not be able to
login and access the system.login and access the system.

Roles define what System Modules each user can access and the Data Permissions they can
access:

1. System PermissionsSystem Permissions include the modules that a Users can access: such as Performance
Alerts, Athlete history, the Sidebar, Excel Reports and the like. For a full list of System
Permissions see the lesson on "System Permissions in Roles"

2. Data permissionsData permissions includes access to Enter, View and/or Delete the Event Forms, Profile Pages,
and Databases that have been created on your specific application

Each user has to be assigned at least one Role before they can access the system.Each user has to be assigned at least one Role before they can access the system.
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Each User Must have access to the System PermissionsEach User Must have access to the System Permissions
including the Enter Data button to be able to login to theincluding the Enter Data button to be able to login to the
software. If athletes are not logging on then they do not needsoftware. If athletes are not logging on then they do not need
system permission accesssystem permission access

You system permissions may include any of modules in the above image.
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You MUST also enable access to Data Permissions/ProfileYou MUST also enable access to Data Permissions/Profile
Permissions, Linked Permissions and/or Calendar PermissionsPermissions, Linked Permissions and/or Calendar Permissions
that reflect the Event Forms, Profile Forms and Databases thatthat reflect the Event Forms, Profile Forms and Databases that
each user in each role needs access toeach user in each role needs access to

Your system permissions will be unique to your system and the data that your organisation/
sport captures (as shown in the image here). All of the Data Permissions for Read, Write, Delete,
Calendar and Linked Permissions are explained in the next lesson.
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Adding a RoleAdding a Role
Roles allow you to assign the System Permissions (such as theRoles allow you to assign the System Permissions (such as the
Performance Alerts and Athlete History buttons shown here),Performance Alerts and Athlete History buttons shown here),
through to Data Permission Accessthrough to Data Permission Access

Roles contain the list of System and Data permissions and Users that have access to specific
components and forms on the system:

1.System Permissions include the modules that a Users can access. In the image here the Yearly
Plans, Performance Summary Reports, My Resources and Performance Alerts Modules are
System Permissions that have been included in this Role.

2. The Data Permissions will be seen when the user selects to "Enter Data For Athlete", "Enter
Data for Group" or "Athlete Profiles"

3. Each User can have one or multiple roles. For a user that has multiple roles they will see all of
their combined system and modules when they login.

To add a Role, click on "Roles"To add a Role, click on "Roles"
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Click on "Create New Role"Click on "Create New Role"

Name and Describe the New Role, then click "Save"Name and Describe the New Role, then click "Save"

Additional sections will then appear to set the Data Permissions, Permissions and Users

Adding in the correct People to this RoleAdding in the correct People to this Role

1. Type in the name of the Person in the Text Search Box.

2. If that user has been added to the system, their name will appear.

3. Select the User and click "Add person" (as shown in the image in the step below).
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Select the User and click "Add person"Select the User and click "Add person"

To Add Multiple Users at a time, click "Add Multiple People"To Add Multiple Users at a time, click "Add Multiple People"
(shown in the image in the step above) and place a tick beside(shown in the image in the step above) and place a tick beside
the users you want to includethe users you want to include

Ensure there is a tick beside the names you want to include and select "Add People" at the
bottom of the selection box. These users will be added to the People section (as shown below).

All of the Users will be added and they will be displayed for you.All of the Users will be added and they will be displayed for you.
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Add the System Permissions to Modules (the systemAdd the System Permissions to Modules (the system
components that appear when you login to the site, e.g.components that appear when you login to the site, e.g.
Performance Alerts, Profile Data etc)Performance Alerts, Profile Data etc)

In order for the person to be able to login, they MUST be given access to the "Enter Data"
permission. The other permissions that you have access will depend on the type of system that
you have developed.
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Set up the System Permissions that the People in this Role canSet up the System Permissions that the People in this Role can
access by placing a tick beside the Permission Name. Detailsaccess by placing a tick beside the Permission Name. Details
about these System Permissions are included in the next lessonabout these System Permissions are included in the next lesson

1. Click on "Add Multiple Permissions"

2. Place a tick beside each of the modules that the user has access to.

3. Click on "Add system Permissions"

Or you can type in the name of the permission into the Search box and ensure a tick is placed
beside each one.
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Set up the Data Entry Permissions that the People in this RoleSet up the Data Entry Permissions that the People in this Role
can accesscan access

All of the Event Forms, Profile Forms, Databases and the like will be displayed in a list with
Delete, Read, Write, Linked and Calendar Access for each. You need to select which of these you
want to include in this Role. For example, a coach may only have read and write access the
Fitness testing forms, and a Doctor may have read only access to the fitness forms but read and
write access to the Medical Forms. Here you can see that this role has access to enter in new
event forms like the Aerobic Max Heart Rate, to only see the database entries from the Agility
Session, and to add and view the database entries for the Aerobic Activity Database.

There are five permissions for each Event/Profile Form:There are five permissions for each Event/Profile Form:

Delete: This allows users to delete the entry from the system.Delete: This allows users to delete the entry from the system. ONLY administrators should be
given delete access because you need to ensure that data is not removed from the system
accidentally.

Read:Read: This allows users to access (read) the data that has been entered by a coach or athlete
on the reports and history pages of the application, but not enter in any new data.

Write:Write: This allows users to enter and editenter and edit existing information that is entered into an Event/
Profile

Linked:Linked: This allows users to access the data that is linked*linked* from a record that you don't have
access to in a form that you do have access to. Link access allows you to access the linked data
without actually accessing the original data capture form that it is pulled from.

CalendarCalendar: This allows users to see the event if it is entered on the calendar*. They can only see
the event name on the calendar, but they cannot open or see the data entered in it.
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*Please note that the Linked and Calendar permissions are explained in the next lesson as they
are new permissions that have been added.

DatabaseDatabase Read/Write/Delete

Read access allows users to read and select from the list of database fields (e.g. from a list of
exercises) in the data entry form, but they cannot enter in new database fields (e.g. add new
exercise into that database list) unless they have "write" access to it.

Write access allows users to enter in new database fields into the database list (e.g. adding in a
new drill into an agility database). Set this permission carefully as you may only want one or two
users adding in new database fields so as to avoid double ups on your database.

Delete allows users to remove fields from database, but again be very careful with this
permission as you may have data that is entered on the system for a database field, and if it is
removed then the data entered will show blank.

Category: This allows users to access Resources and Resource-Attachments stored in thisCategory: This allows users to access Resources and Resource-Attachments stored in this
Category (see the Chapter on the Categories Module for more assistance)Category (see the Chapter on the Categories Module for more assistance)

N.B. There is no read or write permission for this. If a user has access to a specific Category they
can access the Resources in it (as long as they have access to the Resources Module). If the user
has access to the System Permission Upload-Resources, then they can also upload new
Resources into the Category they have been given access to.

To add a Data PermissionTo add a Data Permission

1. Type in the form permission into the search box

2. Click on the permission (as shown in the image here).

3. Click on "add datapermission"

4. Then the data permission will be added to the Permission's List

To add Multiple Data Permissions (as shown in the image in the step below):To add Multiple Data Permissions (as shown in the image in the step below):

1. Click on Add Multiple Data Permission

2. You can limit the search to linked form, read or write access of forms or even delete forms
using the search box (as shown in the image in the step below)

3. Place a tick in the box beside the Forms and Events that they need access to

4. Click on "Add data Permissions""Add data Permissions"
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Use the search box when you want to add multiple permissionsUse the search box when you want to add multiple permissions
or to search for permission types. You can type in the Searchor to search for permission types. You can type in the Search
box to limit your search by form name or permission typebox to limit your search by form name or permission type

You now have a search box to use when you enter in multiple data permissions. This means
you can now type in read, or write or calendar (as shown here) and all of the specific permission
types appear. Place a tick beside the forms select "Add Data Permissions".

N.B. Please note that you can ONLY enter in the permissions that are ticked and in view when
you select "Add Permissions", or "Add Athletes". This means that if you tick some options and
type in a different term into the search box, any options that you have ticked that are hidden
because of the new search term will not be added to your list permissions list.
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Another example of limiting permissions by Permission type:Another example of limiting permissions by Permission type:
Add in Multiple Data Permissions and use the Search Box toAdd in Multiple Data Permissions and use the Search Box to
limit the permissions enabling you to enter in specificlimit the permissions enabling you to enter in specific
permissions a lot more rapidly.permissions a lot more rapidly.

Click on "Save" on the Roles PageClick on "Save" on the Roles Page
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To Remove/Clear Data Permissions, Permissions or Users, useTo Remove/Clear Data Permissions, Permissions or Users, use
the delete or "Clear All"the delete or "Clear All"

If you want to remove a User, Permission or System Permission click on the "Remove" beside
the name of the Permission, Data Permission or People. You will be asked if you are sure you
want to remove them, click "Yes"

To clear ALL of the People or Permissions from a Role, go to the "Clear All" button. You can clear
all of the users or permissions in each relevant section for that Role by selecting Clear All. Again,Again,
be cautious with this as it cannot be undone!!be cautious with this as it cannot be undone!!
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System Permissions in RolesSystem Permissions in Roles

This information is intended to provide a brief overview of the System Permissions that can
be assigned to a role to enable access to different modules/features on a users site. As an
administrator it is important to be able to understand exactly what it is that you are
assigning access to, especially the read and write aspects.

Please read the site documentation regarding each module to understand how the end
user interacts with the system.

System Permission AccessSystem Permission Access

It is important to note what modules you have access to with your system. If you purchased
a Bronze Site and you have given access to the yearly plan module as a system permission
in a role this module will not show up on the users system. Only modules that are included
as part of your Site purchase, or that have been purchased additionally, will be enabled on
your actual site, even though they appear in the System Permissions list
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A full list of all of the System Permissions is outlined here. If youA full list of all of the System Permissions is outlined here. If you
need more detail about how some modules work then it isneed more detail about how some modules work then it is
important that you read through the Help Documentation onimportant that you read through the Help Documentation on
the users main sitethe users main site

About Page This Module has been disabled in the system forAbout Page This Module has been disabled in the system for
removal or further development. However, if it is ticked as aremoval or further development. However, if it is ticked as a
system permission it will not affect your systemsystem permission it will not affect your system
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Account Read and Write shows the users account details on theAccount Read and Write shows the users account details on the
sitesite

Account Read: allows the users to see their account details but NOT change or update them

Account Write: allows the user to see and update their details

The Account Link on the Users siteThe Account Link on the Users site

The Account Read and Write enables the account button to show on the users site. They can
then click it to read or write their account details (shown below).
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The Account Page on the SiteThe Account Page on the Site

The Add Athletes Page sets up a button to appear on the HomeThe Add Athletes Page sets up a button to appear on the Home
Page of the users site informing them that they need to contactPage of the users site informing them that they need to contact
their administrator to add athletes to their sitetheir administrator to add athletes to their site

The Add Athletes button as it appears on the Home PageThe Add Athletes button as it appears on the Home Page
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When clicked it provides information about who to contact to addWhen clicked it provides information about who to contact to add
athletes to the siteathletes to the site

Athlete History Page shows the History for all the Events FormAthlete History Page shows the History for all the Events Form
that a user has access tothat a user has access to

Athlete History appears on the Home Page of the main site. It enablesAthlete History appears on the Home Page of the main site. It enables
a user to review all of the history for an athlete by event form. If theya user to review all of the history for an athlete by event form. If they
are an athlete with this permission they can see all of their ownare an athlete with this permission they can see all of their own
history.history.
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Athlete History Page where users can access all history by event form.Athlete History Page where users can access all history by event form.
This images show the history for the Daily Monitor Event FormThis images show the history for the Daily Monitor Event Form

The Calendar Permission enables the users to see eventsThe Calendar Permission enables the users to see events
entered for a single athlete at a time in a calendar viewentered for a single athlete at a time in a calendar view

The Calendar Module is in the Tabs along on the top of the siteThe Calendar Module is in the Tabs along on the top of the site
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It shows the calendar view for each athlete's data that is enteredIt shows the calendar view for each athlete's data that is entered
(green) and planned (orange).(green) and planned (orange). If the athlete has this permission it onlyIf the athlete has this permission it only
shows their datashows their data

From the calendar page users can click to open records, enter in new records and view training
blocks that have been applied to this athlete.

Dashboards: These Modules have been disabled in the systemDashboards: These Modules have been disabled in the system
for removal or further development. Including this permissionfor removal or further development. Including this permission
will not affect a users sitewill not affect a users site
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Delete All enables a user (who MUST also have delete access toDelete All enables a user (who MUST also have delete access to
the event form as a Data Permission) to delete multiple recordsthe event form as a Data Permission) to delete multiple records
from the athlete history and/or reports page at a time. Thisfrom the athlete history and/or reports page at a time. This
should NOT be enabled on many users systemsshould NOT be enabled on many users systems

The Delete All button appears on the Reports Page and the AthleteThe Delete All button appears on the Reports Page and the Athlete
History Page and instead of having to open each record individually toHistory Page and instead of having to open each record individually to
delete them, all records showing in the history or report can bedelete them, all records showing in the history or report can be
deleted. This button should not be enabled as part of normaldeleted. This button should not be enabled as part of normal
permissions because deleting data completely wipes the data from allpermissions because deleting data completely wipes the data from all
sitessites

The image here shows all of the 1and 3RM events in the athlete history. If Delete All is selected
then they will all be removed from the system. The records will be completed wiped from all
users records.
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All of the records are deleted from the system. Again, be Very carefulAll of the records are deleted from the system. Again, be Very careful
enabling this permission as some users have mistakenly deleted dataenabling this permission as some users have mistakenly deleted data
using this buttonusing this button

Enter Data enables users to Access any event forms that theyEnter Data enables users to Access any event forms that they
been given Write Permission for as part of their Databeen given Write Permission for as part of their Data
PermissionsPermissions

The Enter Data for Athlete button appears on the Home Page of theThe Enter Data for Athlete button appears on the Home Page of the
site: Users MUST have this permission enabled to be able to enter datasite: Users MUST have this permission enabled to be able to enter data
into the system. When a User clicks Enter Data they can see all of theinto the system. When a User clicks Enter Data they can see all of the
event forms that they have access to (as shown in the image in theevent forms that they have access to (as shown in the image in the
step below)step below)
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List of event forms to select fromList of event forms to select from

A new record being entered for a single athleteA new record being entered for a single athlete
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Enter Data for Group is the same as enter data, but it allowsEnter Data for Group is the same as enter data, but it allows
users to enter an Event Form for multiple athletes at a timeusers to enter an Event Form for multiple athletes at a time

The Enter Data for Group button appears on the Home Page of the siteThe Enter Data for Group button appears on the Home Page of the site

Click Enter Data for Group and then select the event form. Not allClick Enter Data for Group and then select the event form. Not all
events will show here as some forms like Injury records may be set forevents will show here as some forms like Injury records may be set for
single athlete entry onlysingle athlete entry only
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When Entering Data for a Group of athletes the event form questionsWhen Entering Data for a Group of athletes the event form questions
appear in a table format and the athletes appear on the left. The dataappear in a table format and the athletes appear on the left. The data
is stored for each athleteis stored for each athlete

Excel Report Read and Write enables access to the ExcelExcel Report Read and Write enables access to the Excel
Reports Module. This allows users to combine multiple eventReports Module. This allows users to combine multiple event
types and profile information into an Excel worksheet templatetypes and profile information into an Excel worksheet template

Excel Reports Read:Excel Reports Read: allows the users to access the Excel Reports Module and run public Excel
Reports that have been created by other users.

Excel ReportsExcel Reports Write:Write: allows the user to create their own Excel Reports and access reports
created and shared by other users.
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The Excel Reports Module appears on the Home Page of theThe Excel Reports Module appears on the Home Page of the
sitesite

Using the Excel Reports Module you can run existing reports (ReadUsing the Excel Reports Module you can run existing reports (Read
Permission) or set up new Excel Reports (Write Permission)Permission) or set up new Excel Reports (Write Permission)

The Excel Reports can be set up in a variety of ways for individual athlete to ranked group
reports. Please see the Help documentation in the main system to find out more about how to
run and create Excel Reports
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Excel Report ExampleExcel Report Example

Group Performance Profiles and Performance Profiles enable aGroup Performance Profiles and Performance Profiles enable a
user to run a pdf report of data in an Event Form which is set touser to run a pdf report of data in an Event Form which is set to
be a Summary field (an Advanced Field permission set in thebe a Summary field (an Advanced Field permission set in the
Event Form Builder for each field)Event Form Builder for each field)
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The Performance Profile buttons appear on the Home Page of the site.The Performance Profile buttons appear on the Home Page of the site.
They create a pdf of an athletes data and compare it to other users (asThey create a pdf of an athletes data and compare it to other users (as
shown in the image in the step below) and the group Performanceshown in the image in the step below) and the group Performance
Profile will create a Table view of a group of athletes dataProfile will create a Table view of a group of athletes data

Performance Profile Reports can be set up to include multiple formsPerformance Profile Reports can be set up to include multiple forms
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Their output is a pdf. The image here shows the athlete's progress andTheir output is a pdf. The image here shows the athlete's progress and
comparison to other age groups.comparison to other age groups.

Group Performance Profiles are set up the same way by selecting theGroup Performance Profiles are set up the same way by selecting the
report settingsreport settings
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The output is a pdf document showing the ranked results in a tableThe output is a pdf document showing the ranked results in a table
formatformat

The Groups button is critical for coaches who access more thanThe Groups button is critical for coaches who access more than
one group of athletes. Without the Groups module they cannotone group of athletes. Without the Groups module they cannot
change between groups on their systemchange between groups on their system

Athletes do not need this permission, but most Professionals will require this permission.
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The Groups button appears on the Home Page of the site, and a linkThe Groups button appears on the Home Page of the site, and a link
appears in the top right of the pageappears in the top right of the page

It allows users to show only the data and information for a singleIt allows users to show only the data and information for a single
group of athletes at a time. This limits the amount of data that showsgroup of athletes at a time. This limits the amount of data that shows
and enables faster entry and analysisand enables faster entry and analysis
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Import Data and Import Profile Data allows a user to importImport Data and Import Profile Data allows a user to import
data into an Event Form or a Profile Form from a .csv formatdata into an Event Form or a Profile Form from a .csv format

Import DataImport Data allows users to import historical records into an Event form that they have access
to.

Import Profile DataImport Profile Data allows users to import Profile information into a Profile Form that they have
access to.

The Import Data and Import Profile Data buttons appear on the HomeThe Import Data and Import Profile Data buttons appear on the Home
page of the systempage of the system
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Both types of importing require that you select the Form name thatBoth types of importing require that you select the Form name that
you want to import the data for, then you map across the users, andyou want to import the data for, then you map across the users, and
the data/profile fields and then import it into the systemthe data/profile fields and then import it into the system

You can import in any type of data into the system as long as the file is in the correct format.
Please see the help documentation on the site for more information about how to correctly
import in Event and Profile data.

Messaging permissions allow users to access the internalMessaging permissions allow users to access the internal
messaging module in the system, and to send messagesmessaging module in the system, and to send messages
externally to users e-mail accountsexternally to users e-mail accounts
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The Messages capabilities appear with the account information (topThe Messages capabilities appear with the account information (top
right of the page) and in multiple pages (in the calendar, the athleteright of the page) and in multiple pages (in the calendar, the athlete
history, the reports) throughout the sitehistory, the reports) throughout the site

The Messages appear as an internal Inbox that can be checked liked mail. Users can also send
messages to other users in the system form the Inbox, or from Reports pages (as shown in the
image here).

Once a user clicks on "Send Message" they can send messagesOnce a user clicks on "Send Message" they can send messages
to users in the system via internal mail (to their Inbox) or toto users in the system via internal mail (to their Inbox) or to
their external e-mail accounttheir external e-mail account
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Pending Form Data Import allows a users to import data that isPending Form Data Import allows a users to import data that is
set up to be imported from the Smartspeed systemset up to be imported from the Smartspeed system

This should only be enabled for users who sync with the Smartspeed timing system.

The Import Pending Data button appears on the Home Page of theThe Import Pending Data button appears on the Home Page of the
systemsystem

It allows users to sync data that is sent from the Smartspeed systemIt allows users to sync data that is sent from the Smartspeed system
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Performance Alerts Read and Write enable users to set up orPerformance Alerts Read and Write enable users to set up or
view Alerts for information that they need to be notified of inview Alerts for information that they need to be notified of in
the systemthe system

The Performance Alerts button is on the Home Page of theThe Performance Alerts button is on the Home Page of the
SystemSystem

Either Performance Alerts Read or Write enables users to access all ofEither Performance Alerts Read or Write enables users to access all of
the alerts that have been triggered that they have been set to bethe alerts that have been triggered that they have been set to be
notified of (by another user)notified of (by another user)
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Either Performance Alerts Read or Write enables a user to create newEither Performance Alerts Read or Write enables a user to create new
Performance Alert for the data and the athletes they have access toPerformance Alert for the data and the athletes they have access to

The Performance Standards and Performance ExplanationsThe Performance Standards and Performance Explanations
Read and Write permissions are going to be removed from theRead and Write permissions are going to be removed from the
System Permissions List. These capabilities can only be set upSystem Permissions List. These capabilities can only be set up
on the Builder Site and all users have access to Performanceon the Builder Site and all users have access to Performance
Standards/Explanations on the actual site that have beenStandards/Explanations on the actual site that have been
createdcreated

Access to Performance Explanations Read and Write and Performance Standards Read and
Write
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Performance Summary Reports enables access to view thePerformance Summary Reports enables access to view the
Performance Summary DashboardPerformance Summary Dashboard

The Performance Summary Dashboard button is available on theThe Performance Summary Dashboard button is available on the
Home Page of the siteHome Page of the site

It is set up by the System Builder on the Builder site and should showIt is set up by the System Builder on the Builder site and should show
the important performance data for the athletes. Users can onlythe important performance data for the athletes. Users can only
access data in this Report that they have permission to read or writeaccess data in this Report that they have permission to read or write

The Personal Bests enables access to the Personal BestsThe Personal Bests enables access to the Personal Bests
Module. This shows the best values for an Event Form Field ifModule. This shows the best values for an Event Form Field if
that field has been set to show as a Personal Bests (in thethat field has been set to show as a Personal Bests (in the
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Advanced Form Properties in the Builder Site). It compares anAdvanced Form Properties in the Builder Site). It compares an
athlete to other athletes in their immediate group. The Personalathlete to other athletes in their immediate group. The Personal
Bests Group Selection enables comparison against athletesBests Group Selection enables comparison against athletes
from different groupsfrom different groups

The Personal Bests button appears on the Home Page of the siteThe Personal Bests button appears on the Home Page of the site

The Personal Bests are shown per athlete. If the Compare to Group isThe Personal Bests are shown per athlete. If the Compare to Group is
enabled then users can select which groups to compare to as wellenabled then users can select which groups to compare to as well
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Personal Groups Read and Write enables a user to create theirPersonal Groups Read and Write enables a user to create their
own personal groupings for athletesown personal groupings for athletes

A user must be given bothboth read and write access to this to be able to access the Personal
Groups module.

The Personal Groups button appears on the top right of the pageThe Personal Groups button appears on the top right of the page
beside the account information. Personal groups can be created andbeside the account information. Personal groups can be created and
accessed viewing/entering group dataaccessed viewing/entering group data

Personal Groups List accessible from personal groups buttonPersonal Groups List accessible from personal groups button
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Print Page enables users to print off any data on the system inPrint Page enables users to print off any data on the system in
a pdf formata pdf format

The Print Page appears on the Home Page of the siteThe Print Page appears on the Home Page of the site

It allows users to print off event results for single or multiple eventIt allows users to print off event results for single or multiple event
forms. It can be used to print off planned training sessions through toforms. It can be used to print off planned training sessions through to
combined reportscombined reports
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The Profile Data System Permission MUST be enabled for anyThe Profile Data System Permission MUST be enabled for any
users who needs access to any Profile forms. Profile Formsusers who needs access to any Profile forms. Profile Forms
cannot be accessed unless this Permission is givencannot be accessed unless this Permission is given

The Profile Forms button appears on the home page, and also on theThe Profile Forms button appears on the home page, and also on the
bottom left in the sidebar (if access to the Sidebar is enabled)bottom left in the sidebar (if access to the Sidebar is enabled)

Once they access the Profile Module, users can edit or review theOnce they access the Profile Module, users can edit or review the
athletes profile information depending on their read and write Profileathletes profile information depending on their read and write Profile
form data permissionsform data permissions
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The Recent Entries Permission enables access to all of theThe Recent Entries Permission enables access to all of the
recent entries entered by athletes or professionalsrecent entries entered by athletes or professionals

The Recent Entries appears as a Tab on the top left of the pageThe Recent Entries appears as a Tab on the top left of the page

It shows all of the recent entries across all athletes (the athleteIt shows all of the recent entries across all athletes (the athlete
history only shows on athlete at a time), any overdue plannedhistory only shows on athlete at a time), any overdue planned
entries and can be viewed by event formentries and can be viewed by event form
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Reports Module and associated capabilitiesReports Module and associated capabilities

The Reports Permission MUST be enable to access the Reports PageThe Reports Permission MUST be enable to access the Reports Page

Reports- ExportReports- Export enables users to export data out of the system as a .csv file

Reports- GroupingReports- Grouping enables users to run a pivot type analysis on report data

Reports- InvestigateReports- Investigate enables users to run an investigate report and investigate any relationships
that exist in the data

Reports- PDFReports- PDF enables users to create a pdf report of the data in the reports page (as a
combined pdf or as one Event Form at a time)

Reports- Send to Front PageReports- Send to Front Page enables users to set up a Front Page reports from the reports page

Reports- Send to Front Page of UsersReports- Send to Front Page of Users enables users to set up Front Page reports on other users
systems

Reports -Send to UsersReports -Send to Users enables a users to set up a Report and send it to other users' Reports
Pages

Reports- Summary StatisticsReports- Summary Statistics enables a users to generate a summary statistics report that
includes range, average etc for the data in a report

N.B. The Reports-Export and Reports - PDF enable users to create a .csv and a pdf from theN.B. The Reports-Export and Reports - PDF enable users to create a .csv and a pdf from the
reports page data AND from the Athlete History page as well. If these are NOT enable then areports page data AND from the Athlete History page as well. If these are NOT enable then a
user cannot create a pdf or a .csv from an event form.user cannot create a pdf or a .csv from an event form.
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The Reports button appears on the Home Page AND as a Tab on theThe Reports button appears on the Home Page AND as a Tab on the
top left of the pagetop left of the page

Once a user runs a report any of the report permissions that they haveOnce a user runs a report any of the report permissions that they have
will appear on the top right of the Reports pagewill appear on the top right of the Reports page

To find out how each report capability works please see the Help Documentation on the main
site.
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The Resources Module allows users to access and downloadThe Resources Module allows users to access and download
documents and resources that are stored in a centraldocuments and resources that are stored in a central
"Resource" store. The Resources Upload Permission allows the"Resource" store. The Resources Upload Permission allows the
user to edit and upload additional resources to this centraluser to edit and upload additional resources to this central
repositoryrepository

The My Resources button appears on the Home Page of the main siteThe My Resources button appears on the Home Page of the main site

If any Resources have been uploaded these will be available toIf any Resources have been uploaded these will be available to
download and comment ondownload and comment on

N.B. A New Resources Layout is now available on all sites (as shown in the image in the step
below)
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New Resources Search PageNew Resources Search Page

If the user has been given access to the My Resources- Upload they willIf the user has been given access to the My Resources- Upload they will
be able to edit existing and upload new resourcesbe able to edit existing and upload new resources

The Upload Resources is available on the legacy and the new My Resources Modules. N.B. In
the new My Resources Module, user will only be able to upload Resources into categories that
they have been given permission to access

Schedule page enables users to see the schedule of all athletesSchedule page enables users to see the schedule of all athletes
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The My Schedule button appears on the Home Page of theThe My Schedule button appears on the Home Page of the
main sitemain site

You can select the date and the number of days that you want to seeYou can select the date and the number of days that you want to see
your athletes scheduleyour athletes schedule

The Search Page module enables a user to search their systemThe Search Page module enables a user to search their system
for users who they need to findfor users who they need to find
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The Search button appears on the Home Page of the main siteThe Search button appears on the Home Page of the main site

Users can search through People, Staff and Group information to tryUsers can search through People, Staff and Group information to try
and find usersand find users

The Sidebar enables users to see athlete history, see eventsThe Sidebar enables users to see athlete history, see events
and enter in new data directly from the Sidebarand enter in new data directly from the Sidebar
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The Sidebar appears as a separate sidebar on the left of the pageThe Sidebar appears as a separate sidebar on the left of the page

Summary Statistics Report enables user to create summarySummary Statistics Report enables user to create summary
statistics for reports that have been created on the Reportsstatistics for reports that have been created on the Reports
pagepage

Summary Statistics Reports Read enables a user to access reports that have been created by
other users

Summary Statistics Reports Write enables users to create new and access Summary Statistics
Reports that have been created by other users.
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The Summary Statistics Report button appears on the Home Page ofThe Summary Statistics Report button appears on the Home Page of
the main sitethe main site

Summary Statistics Reports were built to summarise Reports that haveSummary Statistics Reports were built to summarise Reports that have
already been built on the Reports Pagealready been built on the Reports Page
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An example of a Summary Statistics Report pdf outputAn example of a Summary Statistics Report pdf output

Training Blocks enable users to set up a block of training thatTraining Blocks enable users to set up a block of training that
can be applied to a single or multiple athletes, e.g. reps, sets etccan be applied to a single or multiple athletes, e.g. reps, sets etc

Training Blocks ReadTraining Blocks Read enables a user to see any Training Blocks that have been made public and
apply them to their athletes.

Training Blocks WriteTraining Blocks Write enables a user to create their own Training Block, share it and apply the
training block to a single or multiple athletes.
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The Training Blocks button appears on the Home Page of the systemThe Training Blocks button appears on the Home Page of the system

Users can create a specific block of training for athletes based onUsers can create a specific block of training for athletes based on
%1RM or %Vo2Max, or with a set weight%1RM or %Vo2Max, or with a set weight

Yearly Plans enable a users to see a yearly plan for an athleteYearly Plans enable a users to see a yearly plan for an athlete
that can link to actual datathat can link to actual data

Yearly Plans ReadYearly Plans Read enables a user to see plans that have been created by other users.

Yearly Plans WriteYearly Plans Write enables a user to create new plans and review plans that have been created
by others.
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The Yearly Plan button is available on the Home Page of the siteThe Yearly Plan button is available on the Home Page of the site

Users have access to create (with write permissions) and view yearlyUsers have access to create (with write permissions) and view yearly
plansplans

An example of a yearly plan for an athleteAn example of a yearly plan for an athlete

If you require more details about any of these, firstly review theIf you require more details about any of these, firstly review the
Help Documentation available from the main site, or ask yourHelp Documentation available from the main site, or ask your
DistributorDistributor
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The Search Module System PermissionThe Search Module System Permission

The SearchSearch module was created to enable a user to search for an athlete or a user with
whom they are not familiar. A Doctor may have met with a "Max" who was a "Cyclist" and in
the Junior academy that is managed by a specific coach. The Doctor needs to find out more
details about the athlete or enter in data for the athlete. Previously, to find out what group
the athlete was he/she would have had to search through the groups, or know the athletes
last name. Now a user can go straight to the "Search" module, add in "Max" to the people
search, add in a group parameter for cycling, or even add in a staff label of who the
athlete's manager is and all possible matches will appear. It is particularly useful in large
system with a lot of athletes. In smaller system, many of the coaches or staff will know the
athletes details. Your administrator will consider whether this module should be enabled
depending on the type of organisational set up that you have.

1.0 There is a Search Module which allows Coaches and1.0 There is a Search Module which allows Coaches and
Professionals to search for an athlete/player when they do notProfessionals to search for an athlete/player when they do not
know many details about the athlete/playerknow many details about the athlete/player

The new Search Permission enables a coach or professional to search for users when they do
not know many details about them. They can use details such as an e-mail address, first name
or even search by group that they think an athlete is in to find the athlete in the system.

N.B If the Search button does not appear on your home page, you have not been given accessN.B If the Search button does not appear on your home page, you have not been given access
to this Module. Talk to your administrator about this if you think you require it.to this Module. Talk to your administrator about this if you think you require it.
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1.1 To set up access to this Module you MUST enable it for a1.1 To set up access to this Module you MUST enable it for a
user's Role in the System Permissions in the Administration Siteuser's Role in the System Permissions in the Administration Site

To enable the search module it is needs to be added to a users Role. You can create a new role
or open an existing role and add it to the Role's Permissions List (shown in the step in the image
below).

1.2 Type in "Search" into the Permissions text field and click on1.2 Type in "Search" into the Permissions text field and click on
"Search Page" then click "Add Permission""Search Page" then click "Add Permission"

Add the Search Permission into the Role by typing "Search" into the text box and then clicking
"Add permission". Alternatively, you can click add multiple permissions and only tick the Search
Page in the Multiple Permissions List.
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Once the Search Page is added to the Role all users with accessOnce the Search Page is added to the Role all users with access
to that Role will now have the Search Module available on theirto that Role will now have the Search Module available on their
Home PageHome Page

There is documentation in the Main system's Help Documentation reviewing how to use the
search button. It is similar to the content shown in the steps below:

2.0 In the Search Module users can search through names, e-2.0 In the Search Module users can search through names, e-
mails, groups, staff, event and even profile data to find a user,mails, groups, staff, event and even profile data to find a user,
or a group that a user is inor a group that a user is in

The image here shows that when you place a tick beside the type of information you want to
search through, additional search options can be applied. These can be used separately, or
combined to run a particular search all of the athletes on the system that you can access.

The most important aspect of the search tool is that you MUST add in search parameters intoThe most important aspect of the search tool is that you MUST add in search parameters into
the people, staff or groups search fields. This search module was created to enable users tothe people, staff or groups search fields. This search module was created to enable users to
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find an athlete or find an athlete's details when they do not have first and last name for anfind an athlete or find an athlete's details when they do not have first and last name for an
athlete or when they do not know which group of athletes they are in. This Search tool isathlete or when they do not know which group of athletes they are in. This Search tool is
designed for typing in minimal details for searching and bring up the athletes details, or to loaddesigned for typing in minimal details for searching and bring up the athletes details, or to load
the group that the athlete is in. The Event and Profile searches are designed to be used INthe group that the athlete is in. The Event and Profile searches are designed to be used IN
CONJUNCTION with the people search parameters.CONJUNCTION with the people search parameters.

3.0 People Search: search through athlete details using partial3.0 People Search: search through athlete details using partial
searches for first name, last name or e-mailsearches for first name, last name or e-mail

When you tick on the "people" tick box a search box will appear for you to type in the details
that you know about an athlete. It may be a first name, or just the first part of a name that you
are not familiar with the spelling. For this example, we are using the partial search for any users
with Ma in their first name, last name or e-mail address. This is not a case sensitive search.

3.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system3.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system
with "Ma" in their e-mail address or name.with "Ma" in their e-mail address or name.
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All results that match the search term (partial or full match) will be returned. The image here
shows that "Ma" was included as part of an athlete's username as well as in their e-mail
address.

You can click directly on a blue link (e.g. the e-mail address link) to load that users details
(shown in 3.2 below).

N.B. If a group name appears that matches your search parameter, you can click on it to load
that group (as shown in step 3.3 below).

3.2 You can click on the name of a user (shown in step 3.1) to3.2 You can click on the name of a user (shown in step 3.1) to
be taken to their athlete history page where you can reviewbe taken to their athlete history page where you can review
their details or enter in data for themtheir details or enter in data for them

3.3 You can load a group of athletes that were highlighted in3.3 You can load a group of athletes that were highlighted in
the search in Step 3.1 and then access the data for the entirethe search in Step 3.1 and then access the data for the entire
group of athletesgroup of athletes
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4.0 You can click to on staff labels to be shown the athletes that4.0 You can click to on staff labels to be shown the athletes that
are coached/managed by one of these coaches/professionalsare coached/managed by one of these coaches/professionals

If you add in a Staff Label search you can view which athletes and groups this coach has access
to. In this example we are going to see what athletes Coach Joe has access to.

N.B You will only be shown the athletes that you have access to ensure data security. Coach Joe
may have access to more groups and athletes, but if you do not have permission to view them,
you will not be shown those results.
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4.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system4.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system
that this Coach accesses. Just as for the "People" search (in 3.1),that this Coach accesses. Just as for the "People" search (in 3.1),
you can click to load an athlete's details. All of the groups alsoyou can click to load an athlete's details. All of the groups also
appear for you to load if you need to load a different group.appear for you to load if you need to load a different group.

All results that match the search term (partial or full match) will be returned.

1: You can click directly on a blue link (e.g. the e-mail address link) to load that users details
including player history and sidebar

2: You can click to load a Group of athletes are coached by that specific coach
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5.0 The Groups Search allows you to search through Groups5.0 The Groups Search allows you to search through Groups
that you currently have access tothat you currently have access to

The groups search button allows you to search through any groups that you have access to. The
example here shows a search for "Premier".

5.1 The athletes that are in that group will be loaded for you to5.1 The athletes that are in that group will be loaded for you to
select individually. You will also be able to load any otherselect individually. You will also be able to load any other
groups you have access to as well.groups you have access to as well.
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The groups search parameter will only show groups that you have access to.

6.0 The best use of the Search Module is to combine search6.0 The best use of the Search Module is to combine search
parameters, e.g People, Staff Label and Groups etc. For thisparameters, e.g People, Staff Label and Groups etc. For this
example we are searching for an athlete who has "will" in hisexample we are searching for an athlete who has "will" in his
name, his coach is named Joe and he is a rugby playername, his coach is named Joe and he is a rugby player

You may know a few parameters about an athlete that you are searching for. In this example
you know the athlete has "Will" in their name, they play rugby and you think they are in Joe's
group. Enter in these search parameters and any potential matches will appear (as shown in
the image in the step below).

6.1 The results here show that there is one athlete matching6.1 The results here show that there is one athlete matching
the Search parameters set in Step 6.0. You can click on the bluethe Search parameters set in Step 6.0. You can click on the blue
link to be taken directly to their history so you can enter data orlink to be taken directly to their history so you can enter data or
view their informationview their information
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7.0 You can also add in Event Data and Profile Data Search7.0 You can also add in Event Data and Profile Data Search
parameters (that function exactly the same way as filters inparameters (that function exactly the same way as filters in
reports or performance alerts), but these are ONLY designed toreports or performance alerts), but these are ONLY designed to
work in conjunction with the user search parameters set forwork in conjunction with the user search parameters set for
people, staff or groups.people, staff or groups.

7.1 Any Users that Match the People, Group and Staff Search7.1 Any Users that Match the People, Group and Staff Search
Parameters who ALSO have a bench press >110 will be shown.Parameters who ALSO have a bench press >110 will be shown.

7.2 However, if you ONLY add in an Event search parameter (or7.2 However, if you ONLY add in an Event search parameter (or
only a Profile search parameter), the search will simply return aonly a Profile search parameter), the search will simply return a
result of all entries for that Event form. The Event searchresult of all entries for that Event form. The Event search
parameters are ONLY designed to be used in conjunction withparameters are ONLY designed to be used in conjunction with
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the people, staff and groups search parameters to help zone inthe people, staff and groups search parameters to help zone in
on an athlete you need to findon an athlete you need to find

The example here shows an incorrect search. The user needs to add in a People search so that
they can use the Event search parameters to narrow down the list of users that they are trying
to find. If they only use the Event parameters, then the system cannot narrow down the
"People" that they are trying to search for, and it will return all usersand it will return all users (as shown in the image in
the step below).
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7.3 ALL of the athletes on the system will show under the7.3 ALL of the athletes on the system will show under the
"Users" link if NO Search parameters are added for the People"Users" link if NO Search parameters are added for the People
section, and all of the events for 1RM bench will show undersection, and all of the events for 1RM bench will show under
the "Events" link. If you want to look at 1RM max values of athe "Events" link. If you want to look at 1RM max values of a
bench press >110 use the Reports Module.bench press >110 use the Reports Module.
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8.0 Profile Data can be used in the same way as Event Data to8.0 Profile Data can be used in the same way as Event Data to
enhance the search when looking for a user. In this example weenhance the search when looking for a user. In this example we
are searching for an athlete named Will who had an Australianare searching for an athlete named Will who had an Australian
accent. We then set up a Profile search for place of birth (asaccent. We then set up a Profile search for place of birth (as
shown here) in addition to the "will" people search.shown here) in addition to the "will" people search.

You may recall that an athlete that you spoke to named "Will" had an Australian accent. In this
example we are using a Profile Data search of Place of Birth to try and find the athlete. The
image in the step below shows that there are two possible matches for this search.

8.1 The output of the People and Profile Data Search8.1 The output of the People and Profile Data Search

9.0 Remember that the Search Module is designed to search for9.0 Remember that the Search Module is designed to search for
athletes/ players on the system. Only use the Event and Profileathletes/ players on the system. Only use the Event and Profile
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Data parameters in conjunction with the People searchData parameters in conjunction with the People search
parameters.parameters.
If you have any questions about this module contact your administrator
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Data Permissions: Understanding the CalendarData Permissions: Understanding the Calendar
and Linked Permissionsand Linked Permissions

Calendar and Linked permissions are included as Data Permissions. It is important that you
understand how these permissions are different from the Read and Write Data
Permissions.

1a. Calendar Permissions: You can now set permissions for a1a. Calendar Permissions: You can now set permissions for a
professional or an athlete to see an event that is scheduled thatprofessional or an athlete to see an event that is scheduled that
they don't have read/write access tothey don't have read/write access to

Previously, a user had to have either read or write access to a form in order to see if had been
scheduled for an athlete. Now, you can enable permissions for each role that allow the user to
see if an event is scheduled on the athlete's calendar page.

You can now enable a professional or a coach to see when an event is scheduled for an athlete,
even though they are not allowed to see any of the data in the form( e.g. they don't have read
or write access to the form) by giving them access to a "Calendar" permission. In addition to
having a read, write and delete permission, you can select a "Calendar" permission now.

Once you enable this permissions, if this event is scheduled for an athlete then it will appear in
their calendar page. The event form won't appear in the athlete history, or reports or sidebar, it
ONLY shows on the calendar so you can see if the athlete has an appointment or training
session scheduled. See the image in the step below for an example.

1b. You can see here that the permissions set in the step above1b. You can see here that the permissions set in the step above
to see the "Calendar" permission for the Blood Test Reviewto see the "Calendar" permission for the Blood Test Review
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Field ensure the entry appears on the calendar. The coach orField ensure the entry appears on the calendar. The coach or
other professional will not be able to see the data from theother professional will not be able to see the data from the
event form, only that it has been scheduled.event form, only that it has been scheduled.

Calendar access ensures you can manage your athlete's schedule more effectively and avoid
scheduling in events at the same time. Previously a user would need read or write access to see
these events on the calendar, now you can use the "Calendar" permission to keep the data
private, but allow for better management.

2a. Administration Site- New Linked Permissions: Set2a. Administration Site- New Linked Permissions: Set
Permissions to see linked data fields (pulled from another eventPermissions to see linked data fields (pulled from another event
form or profile form) and inform reports where theform or profile form) and inform reports where the
professional or athlete does not have read or write access toprofessional or athlete does not have read or write access to
the original form that the data is pulled from.the original form that the data is pulled from.
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You can now enable "Linked" permissions so that a user can access linked data, even if they
don't have read or write access to the Event/Profile form that the data is being pulled from.

If a field is a linked valuelinked value or linked profile valuelinked profile value, or an Inform reportInform report field in "Form B" that pulls
data from "Form A" and the professional or athlete does not have access to "Form A", then any
linked fields or inform reports would simply be hidden in Form B. However, now there is a
linked permissions where a users can be given "Linked" permission to access the data that is
pulled through form Form A, even though they do not have read or write access to Form A (e.g
it won't appear on their event data page, sidebar or reports modules). This means when they
view Form B (as shown above with the Jump Testing Form) and they have Linked Permissions
for Form A (e.g. the sprint testing form), they see all of the linked data and inform report data,
but they cannot read or write any other data to the 30m Form Data. If you are unsure, set up a
new role and test these out, or ask your trainer.

2b. The user is able to see the linked data even though they do2b. The user is able to see the linked data even though they do
not have access to read or write permissions for the actualnot have access to read or write permissions for the actual
event or profile form. They simply have access to a "Linked"event or profile form. They simply have access to a "Linked"
permissionpermission

Remember that the permission needs to be set for the form that you are pulling the original
data FROM, NOT the form that you are pulling to. The example here shows that we have set
"Linked" permissions for the 30m Sprint Form. This means when we view the Jump Testing
Form, we will be able to view any linked fields or inform reports that pull the data from 30m
Sprint Form (which has already been set up on the Builder Site) to the Jump Testing form (as
shown in the image in the step above).
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System Permissions to enable access to theSystem Permissions to enable access to the
capability to set up Front Page Reports on othercapability to set up Front Page Reports on other
Users' systems and to share reports with otherUsers' systems and to share reports with other
UsersUsers

The "Save Copy to Users" and "Send to Front Page of Users" features enable a user to
create a specific type of report on their Reports page and share it with other professionals/
athletes so that the report appears on the other users system automatically. These
permissions must be enabled to allow a user to set up a report that appears in another
User's Reports list, or as a Front Page Report that appears on their Front page (Home page)
when they login.

As an administrator it is your responsibility to decide which users should be able to access
this feature. From a system set up and implementation perspective it is an important
feature to allow an administrator to set up medical reports for injuries or illnesses that are
not fully closed and to set these up as front page reports on all users systems. However, a
number of users will not need to share reports with other users on the system and should
not be given these permissions.

The two new Report Page capabilities for sharing reports, orThe two new Report Page capabilities for sharing reports, or
setting up home page reports on other users' systems aresetting up home page reports on other users' systems are
shown hereshown here

These two features need to be enabled on the Administration Tool by the system Administrator
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These capabilities are set up for each Role in the SystemThese capabilities are set up for each Role in the System
PermissionsPermissions

You can create a new role, or open an existing role and add in the permissions for these
reports. E.g some Medical Team Doctors may need access to set up Medical Reports and share
them with other users, but they do not need the permission to set up new front page reports
for other users. This would mean you could set up two separate roles, or add this capability to
an existing role. The example here shows a single Role being given access to both of these
capabilities.

Open the Role that you want to add the new permissions toOpen the Role that you want to add the new permissions to

The Role may have existing permissions, or it may be blank. Click on the Add Multiple System
Permissions button. The User MUST have access to the Reports System Permission or they
won't be able to access the Reports Page to access these capabilities.

On the Multiple System Permissions Tick Box all of the SystemOn the Multiple System Permissions Tick Box all of the System
Permission appear.Permission appear. Type in Reports, tick Select All (to deselectType in Reports, tick Select All (to deselect
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the boxes) and then place a tick beside the two new reportsthe boxes) and then place a tick beside the two new reports
settingssettings

1: Type in reports to get the "report" permissions to appear1: Type in reports to get the "report" permissions to appear

2: Select the Permissions:2: Select the Permissions:

Reports-Send to Front PageReports-Send to Front Page enables users to set up a report that appears on other Users' Home
Pages when they login (as discussed below). This can be applied to Athletes, Coaches etc

Reports- Send to UsersReports- Send to Users enables users to set up a report and share it so it appears in other
Users' Reports Page Lists (as discussed below). This can only be applied to Coaches and other
Professionals.

3: The User MUST have access to the "Reports" System Permission or they won't be able to3: The User MUST have access to the "Reports" System Permission or they won't be able to
access the actual Reports Page to access these capabilities. So if the "Reports" systemaccess the actual Reports Page to access these capabilities. So if the "Reports" system
permission appears in your Add Multiple Permission list then ensure it is ticked (as shownpermission appears in your Add Multiple Permission list then ensure it is ticked (as shown
here).here).

4: Click "Add System Permissions"4: Click "Add System Permissions"
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Add any Users to the Role and add yourself to the Role toAdd any Users to the Role and add yourself to the Role to
ensure you have set up the permissions correctly and can test itensure you have set up the permissions correctly and can test it
on the siteon the site

On the Reports Module, once a report is run the user can clickOn the Reports Module, once a report is run the user can click
the "Save Copy to Users" button (e.g. the Reports-Send to Usersthe "Save Copy to Users" button (e.g. the Reports-Send to Users
Permission) that are available on the right of the Reports Page.Permission) that are available on the right of the Reports Page.

The user needs to clearly name the report so other systemThe user needs to clearly name the report so other system
Users know exactly what the report is set to showUsers know exactly what the report is set to show

Enter in the Report Name and Click "OK"
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The User can then choose other Users to share this reportThe User can then choose other Users to share this report
setting with. The report will NOT appear in their own reportssetting with. The report will NOT appear in their own reports
list, but if they want to tick themselves then it will be availablelist, but if they want to tick themselves then it will be available
in their listin their list

Please note that if the other users do not have read or write access to the Event Form that was
used to create the report, the report name will still show on their Reports Page, but they will not
be able to load the report. Choose the Users carefully so as not to clutter the other Users'
Reports Page.

N.B. The Send to Front PageSend to Front Page can be applied to Athletes AND Professional (Coaches), and the
Send a CopySend a Copy will also appear on the Athletes and Professional system.

A message will appear showing that the report has been savedA message will appear showing that the report has been saved
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A copy of the report will NOT appear on the Reports Page of theA copy of the report will NOT appear on the Reports Page of the
user who created it, unless they selected their own name in theuser who created it, unless they selected their own name in the
sharing list.sharing list.

A copy of the new report will appear on all of the Users' Reports pages with whom the report
was shared with. An example of this is shown in the step below.

An example of the Reports once it is run by Professional thatAn example of the Reports once it is run by Professional that
the Report was shared withthe Report was shared with

The Professional will have the same report settings, but they may need to update the list of
athletes they run the reports for. They can delete the report at any time if they do not need it
(as shown in the image 2 steps below).
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Unexpected Error: An example of what happens when the userUnexpected Error: An example of what happens when the user
loads a shared Report when they do not have access to theloads a shared Report when they do not have access to the
Event Form used to create the report. They need to delete theEvent Form used to create the report. They need to delete the
report (see the step below).report (see the step below).

When the user clicked on the shared Report to run it and they have not been given access to
the event form that was used to create the report, an unexpected error messageunexpected error message will appear.
This user needs to delete the report from their Reports page (as shown in the image below).
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The Report can be deleted by loading the Reports page, clearingThe Report can be deleted by loading the Reports page, clearing
any reports that have been run and deleting the reportany reports that have been run and deleting the report

1: Go to the Reports Page

2: Click Clear to remove any reports that may be running and to access the Reports List

3: Click the Red delete button on the left of the Report name

4: Click OK to delete the Report

The Shared Front Page Reports are set up and shared exactlyThe Shared Front Page Reports are set up and shared exactly
the same as the "Save Copy to Users" capability. However, thethe same as the "Save Copy to Users" capability. However, the
reports appear on the Users Home pagereports appear on the Users Home page
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Click on "Send to Front Page of Users", then name the reportClick on "Send to Front Page of Users", then name the report
and be as specific as possibleand be as specific as possible

They can then choose who they want to set up the report forThey can then choose who they want to set up the report for

Place a tick beside the users who you want to share the report with. Once you save the report it
will appear on those users home page when they login to the system. It will only appear on your
system if you selected to share the report with yourself.
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The New Front page report appears alongside any other frontThe New Front page report appears alongside any other front
page reports that have already been set uppage reports that have already been set up

The newly created front page report will appear on the front page of the Users that you shared
the reports with. To delete this report, it is done from the Reports page by following the steps
below.

The shared Front Page Report can be deleted by loading theThe shared Front Page Report can be deleted by loading the
Reports page, clearing any reports that have been run andReports page, clearing any reports that have been run and
deleting the report from the Reports Listdeleting the report from the Reports List

1: Go to the Reports Page

2: Click Clear to remove any reports that may be running and to access the Report List

3: Click the Red delete button on the left of the Shared Report name

4: Click OK to delete the Report
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A timeout session expiry length can also be setA timeout session expiry length can also be set
for any Role in the applicationfor any Role in the application

The main application has a Timeout length which is defaulted to 12 hours after no activity.
However, if the majority of the users in your organisation need a lock after 60 minutes, but
some others need a lock after 10 minutes of no activity, the shorter time period could be
annoying for the users only needing 60 minutes. To overcome this, each Role can have a
timeout period set for it. This means doctors in an organisation could be set to 10 minutes,
and an S and C role could be set to 60 minutes, and the timeout would appear accordingly.

Moreover, if the application timeout is set to 240 minutes, and a user has multiple roles and
each role has a different timeout period ranging from 10 minutes to 120 minutes, the
system will always take the minimum length and apply it to this user (e.g. 10 minutes).

Each Role in the Administration Site can now have a timeoutEach Role in the Administration Site can now have a timeout
period set for itperiod set for it

Click on a Role to open it and set a minimum lengthClick on a Role to open it and set a minimum length
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When it opens it will appear with a -1. This means NO timeout lengthWhen it opens it will appear with a -1. This means NO timeout length
has been set for ithas been set for it

Add in the Timeout expiry length in minutesAdd in the Timeout expiry length in minutes

ALL users in this role will now have the session expiry pop up box appear after 10 minutes of no
activity on the application (see below).
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Across the main application, installed online and installedAcross the main application, installed online and installed
offline, a pop up box will appear for any users in this role afteroffline, a pop up box will appear for any users in this role after
10 minutes of no activity10 minutes of no activity

More importantly, a user can be completing data entry, andMore importantly, a user can be completing data entry, and
continue to enter the data after they enter their passwordcontinue to enter the data after they enter their password
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Timeout lengths can be set for as many Roles as required. If aTimeout lengths can be set for as many Roles as required. If a
users is in multiple roles with varying timeout lengths, his/herusers is in multiple roles with varying timeout lengths, his/her
timeout length will be set based on the minimum period settimeout length will be set based on the minimum period set

This user has 3 roles that all have timeout lengths. However, the shortest length will always be
the one that is adhered to, e.g. 10 minutes.

N.B. To remove a timeout length from a role simply clear theN.B. To remove a timeout length from a role simply clear the
time and save it. It will then default to -1time and save it. It will then default to -1
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Admin Site: Separate "Reports - Send Email"Admin Site: Separate "Reports - Send Email"
System Permission to enable users to EmailSystem Permission to enable users to Email
PDF's generated from the Athlete History andPDF's generated from the Athlete History and
ReportsReports

Previously any user who had access to generate a PDF from the Reports or Athlete History
page could generate a report and e-mail it directly to a coach or an athlete in a group. This
capability has been set up as a separate system permission. Additionally, a user cannot e-
mail the report to any user other than a coach of the current group that is loaded.

Users used to be able to create a PDF or PDF Form report andUsers used to be able to create a PDF or PDF Form report and
Email it. This Emailing capability is now a separate SystemEmail it. This Emailing capability is now a separate System
PermissionPermission
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When a user clicks on PDF or PDF Form, they can now onlyWhen a user clicks on PDF or PDF Form, they can now only
generate a report that downloads to their computergenerate a report that downloads to their computer

The ability to send the report via Email has been removed.The ability to send the report via Email has been removed.

All users will no longer have access to Email a pdf report unless they have access to the System
Permission called "Reports- Send Email"
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To Email a report the user will need access to the SystemTo Email a report the user will need access to the System
Permission called "Reports - Send Email"Permission called "Reports - Send Email"

If a user has this permission they will be able to send PDF and PDF-If a user has this permission they will be able to send PDF and PDF-
Form reports to a coach of a group.Form reports to a coach of a group.
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The PDF will be able to be Emailed to a coach of the group that youThe PDF will be able to be Emailed to a coach of the group that you
currently have loaded.currently have loaded.

The user will be selected and the report can be generated.The user will be selected and the report can be generated.

The report will appear in their Email.The report will appear in their Email.
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Site Admin: Edit Athlete Accounts SystemSite Admin: Edit Athlete Accounts System
PermissionPermission

There is a new system permissions that allows users to access most of an athlete's account
information from the main application.from the main application. This means a user does not needdoes not need administration
access to update an athlete's e-mail address, or a phone number.If you have been given
this system permission, it means you can edit most of the account details for any athletes
you manage/access.

N.B. They user edit account permission users cannot change username and password, orcannot change username and password, or
the active and inactive account buttons.the active and inactive account buttons.

The New Edit Athlete Accounts system permissionThe New Edit Athlete Accounts system permission
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To Access the Edit Account on the main application, a userTo Access the Edit Account on the main application, a user
MUST also have access to Profile Data AND read access to atMUST also have access to Profile Data AND read access to at
least 1 Profile Formleast 1 Profile Form

If a user has access to the "Edit Athlete Accounts" systemIf a user has access to the "Edit Athlete Accounts" system
permission, they can edit the account information onlinepermission, they can edit the account information online
through the Profile Pagesthrough the Profile Pages

You can use the Profile Button on the main page, or even through the sidebar
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Select the Player to be updated (either via the Profile button on theSelect the Player to be updated (either via the Profile button on the
main page, or on the profile link on the sidebar-not shown here)main page, or on the profile link on the sidebar-not shown here)

On the Profile Page Overview, an "Edit" button will appear below theOn the Profile Page Overview, an "Edit" button will appear below the
Personal DetailsPersonal Details
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Most of the athlete's account information can be accessed andMost of the athlete's account information can be accessed and
updated as requiredupdated as required

You will have access to upload and edit all of the account information apart from the username
and password buttons, and the active and inactive account button.
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Make any changes and save the them.Make any changes and save the them. For example, a PrimaryFor example, a Primary
Address has been added.Address has been added.

For additional security purposes, once a coach clicks Save, they willFor additional security purposes, once a coach clicks Save, they will
also need to Confirm their passwordalso need to Confirm their password

For security purposes, the coach MUST enter in their password correctly. If it is incorrect, or
they try and cancel out of it, they will be logged out of the system and the changes won't be
saved.
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The account details will be updatedThe account details will be updated

Once you enter in the information and confirm the password, a green notification will appear
showing that the details have uploaded correctly.

These details will be updated on the Administration SiteThese details will be updated on the Administration Site

The details will be updated on any personal details fields usedThe details will be updated on any personal details fields used
in Event Forms,in Event Forms, and in other places where this informationand in other places where this information
might be referenced.might be referenced.
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GroupsGroups
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CRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY ANDCRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY AND
ATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDERATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDER
If you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms soIf you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms so
that ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set upthat ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set up
ANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALLANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALL
The Image in the example here shows that the Athlete called "Testing Athlete2" has been set up
to be a Coach of Group, just to access specific Resource Information. This means if ANY fields in
ANY Event forms are set to Coach Only visibility or Coach only entry, then this user can actually
viewview and enterand enter in these fields; even though they may be on the system as an athlete in 5-6
other groups. .

The image in the step below shows a field set to coach only visibility

Coach Only field exampleCoach Only field example

This field is set up to appear for Coaches ONLY and it should be completely hidden from an
Athlete. However, IF you set up an athlete to be a Coach of a group, they are automatically
treated as a coach.
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In contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you setIn contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you set
up a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fieldsup a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fields
will NOT appear for the Coachwill NOT appear for the Coach

If you have a Coach set up as an "Athlete" in ANY Group at all, then they are recognised first and
foremost as a Coach and they athlete only fields will not appear.
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Athlete Only field exampleAthlete Only field example

These are visible only to Athletes. Therefore, if an athlete is set as a Coach and an Athlete they
will not be able to see these Athlete only fields.

N.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, thenN.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, then
the athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognisedthe athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognised
first and foremost as a Coach.first and foremost as a Coach.

Different Examples for you to consider to ensure you are awareDifferent Examples for you to consider to ensure you are aware
of the correct Coach and Athlete settingsof the correct Coach and Athlete settings

This user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field forThis user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field for
any athletes they have access toany athletes they have access to
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This user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete fieldThis user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete field
and they can only see their own dataand they can only see their own data

This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different :This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different :
they are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, butthey are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, but
no athlete entered fieldsno athlete entered fields

Because Coach status overrides Athlete status, if an athlete
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However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group:However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group:
They can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but noThey can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but no
other athletes when this group is loadedother athletes when this group is loaded
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Thinking about your Grouping Structure/s is theThinking about your Grouping Structure/s is the
FIRST step you need to take before you createFIRST step you need to take before you create
any new groupsany new groups
Groups: set access and athlete structureGroups: set access and athlete structure

A group defines a group of athletes

A sub group defines a group of athletes within a group

Any Professional who has access to a Group will automatically have access to all athletes in
subgroups under that parent group.
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Before you Add a new Group you MUST review your athletesBefore you Add a new Group you MUST review your athletes
grouping structure. An example of a "Tree" structure is showngrouping structure. An example of a "Tree" structure is shown
here but you may have 3-4 different "Tree" grouping structures.here but you may have 3-4 different "Tree" grouping structures.

Before you create and set up your groups, you MUST consider how your athlete's are currently
grouped and you need to consider groups based on which professionals need to access which
group/s of athletes, and to meet your data analysis needs.

The most critical step that you need to do RIGHT NOW is to get a blank piece of paper so thatThe most critical step that you need to do RIGHT NOW is to get a blank piece of paper so that
you can draw down the different groups of athletes.you can draw down the different groups of athletes.

Take some time to write down your grouping structure and make sure you write in if there is a
Main groups of athletes, and then which groups needs to be set up as subgroups.

Each group can only have one parent group, so if you are creating separate grouping
structures, you need to draw them and then add in the athletes into the lowest groups (e.g. the
subgroups).

If you have different breakdowns of groups for coaches that only work with one athlete, or that
work with a specific sport (e.g. cycling), or with a specific classification of athlete then consider
creating separate grouping structures. These can easily be set up under a main "Coaching"
group or "Classification" Group, with all of the smaller coaching groups being set up as
subgroups. The individual coaches would have access to their own group, and an administrator
could access the main group.

If in doubt, think about the "Tree" structure and set up your groups accordingly. You can have
multiple grouping structures, but we urge you to draw each of them first on a piece of paper as
separate groups. Remember also that you will need to maintain these groups over time, so
think carefully.
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The grouping structure shown here shows that Athlete Main Group needs to be set as a group,
and the Elite, National, Development groups would be set up as subgroups under that group. In
this example, there would actually be NO athletes in the"Athlete Main group", as the athlete
names would be entered into the subgroups. However, these athletes are shown on the system
when viewing the Athlete Main grouping.

N.B subgroups are set up the same as a creating a new group is created, but they are simply
added in as subgroup as an existing group.

Why are Groups Important? They are critical to set up forWhy are Groups Important? They are critical to set up for
Access and for Analysis.Access and for Analysis.

You need to set up groups based around the access that each different type of professional
may need.

You also need to ensure your analysts or professionals have the correct grouping structures to
performance analysis on the correct groups of athletes.

Talk to the different Professional who are building this site and double check that you are
setting up the correct groups and subgroups based on what your organisation/sport needs.
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Administration Site: Group permissions layoutAdministration Site: Group permissions layout
changechange
The layout of the Permissions and Access has been updatedThe layout of the Permissions and Access has been updated
when you view a Group.when you view a Group.

When you view, or set up a Group, the access and permissions now have a standardised layout
(as shown in the images below).

The Coaching Staff, Athletes and Subgroups appear firstThe Coaching Staff, Athletes and Subgroups appear first

The permissions and access is outlined as follows:

#1: Coaching Staff (the people who can access all of the athlete's in this group, and any
subgroups of this group)
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#2: Athletes (the people who are monitored as part of this group)

#3: Subgroups (any Groups that are set up to be Subgroups of this Group)

The Performance Alerts, Messages, PageLayouts and AdminsThe Performance Alerts, Messages, PageLayouts and Admins
are then listedare then listed

The remaining permissions and access is outlined as follows:

#4: Monitored by Performance Alerts (a list of all of the alerts that are used to monitor the
athletes in this Group)

#5: System Messages (messages that appear on the Home Page for all users in this Group)

#6: PageLayouts (a specific layout of the Home Page including module names etc that appears
for all users in this Group)

#7: Administrators (Coach-Admin administrators who can assign users to this Group. This is
ONLY to be assigned to the Coach-Admin, not the Administrator licence).
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How to Create a New Group of athletes/playersHow to Create a New Group of athletes/players
To Add in New Group, Click on the Groups ButtonTo Add in New Group, Click on the Groups Button

Click on "Create New Group" on the right of the pageClick on "Create New Group" on the right of the page

Name the Group, Add in a Description (that you can use laterName the Group, Add in a Description (that you can use later
on to help distinguish the group) and click Saveon to help distinguish the group) and click Save
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Now you can Add in the athletes that you want to be includedNow you can Add in the athletes that you want to be included
in this group. Add them one at a time, or click on "Add Multiple"in this group. Add them one at a time, or click on "Add Multiple"
(as shown in the image below)(as shown in the image below)

Now click on "Add Athlete" to add them to the groupNow click on "Add Athlete" to add them to the group

The person's name will be added to the list of users in this group (as shown in the image in the
step below).
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You can add multiple athletes at once by clicking on the "AddYou can add multiple athletes at once by clicking on the "Add
Multiple People" buttonMultiple People" button

Then select the users you want to add by ensuring a tick isThen select the users you want to add by ensuring a tick is
beside their name and unticking those that you do not want inbeside their name and unticking those that you do not want in
your groupyour group

You can use the search box to limit the users that are shown, but if you type in "demo" and tick
the athletes and then you type in another selection like academy, then the athletes that are
ticked and hidden will not be shown added. Only the athletes that are ticked and are showing in
the Add multiple people box will be added to the group.
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Now Adding Coaching Staff.. this is the people who will haveNow Adding Coaching Staff.. this is the people who will have
access to all of the users in this group, and any subgroups thataccess to all of the users in this group, and any subgroups that
might be added to this groupmight be added to this group

Add your Coaches, Managers, Doctors etc to this group. Anyone who needs access to this groupAdd your Coaches, Managers, Doctors etc to this group. Anyone who needs access to this group
need to be added as a coach.need to be added as a coach.

Type the name of the person who you want to be added as a coach of this group. This means
the person will have access to all of the athletes in this group and any subgroups that you add.

If you have other groups already set up on the system, you canIf you have other groups already set up on the system, you can
add these into the subgroups section. This means these anyadd these into the subgroups section. This means these any
coach in this current group will have access to ALL subgroupscoach in this current group will have access to ALL subgroups
and the athletes in those groups data.and the athletes in those groups data.
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There is a section where you can add groups to performance alerts that have been set up by
users. Unless you are sure you understand which alerts need to apply, then please do NOT use
this feature.

Once you have set up the group all of the athletes and coachesOnce you have set up the group all of the athletes and coaches
and subgroups will be saved. The list will appear on the groupsand subgroups will be saved. The list will appear on the groups
list and when you look at an athlete or a coach you will see theylist and when you look at an athlete or a coach you will see they
now have this group on their user information (see the twonow have this group on their user information (see the two
steps below)steps below)

The Demo Coach Information shows he is a coach of the AllThe Demo Coach Information shows he is a coach of the All
Athletes groupAthletes group
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An athlete in the All Athletes group information shows that areAn athlete in the All Athletes group information shows that are
now part of that group as an athletenow part of that group as an athlete
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Adding Group that becomes a Sub GroupAdding Group that becomes a Sub Group
A group can be set up as a single group, as a parent group withA group can be set up as a single group, as a parent group with
multiple subgroups under it, or as a single subgroup (one groupmultiple subgroups under it, or as a single subgroup (one group
can only be a subgroup to one parent group)can only be a subgroup to one parent group)

To add a new subgroup you need to click on the "Create NewTo add a new subgroup you need to click on the "Create New
Group" buttonGroup" button

To create a subgroup you first need to create a group

Name the group, add in a description and click SaveName the group, add in a description and click Save
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Select the Group that is going to the "Parent" Group so that thisSelect the Group that is going to the "Parent" Group so that this
current group will be a subgroup of that group.current group will be a subgroup of that group.

Choose the group that you want to load as the parent group.

#1 Click Save and #2 OK on the pop up box and the "Sub#1 Click Save and #2 OK on the pop up box and the "Sub
group" group will be as as a subgroup to the All Athletes group.group" group will be as as a subgroup to the All Athletes group.
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Now add the athletes, coaches, and any groups which need toNow add the athletes, coaches, and any groups which need to
be subgroups of this current group.be subgroups of this current group.

On the actual site when you look at the group "All Athletes"On the actual site when you look at the group "All Athletes"
Group you can see that the "Sub group" group is a subgroupGroup you can see that the "Sub group" group is a subgroup
that can be loaded as part of the All Athletes Group or as it'sthat can be loaded as part of the All Athletes Group or as it's
own groupown group
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Copy Athletes from an Existing Group toCopy Athletes from an Existing Group to
Another GroupAnother Group

To easily copycopy athletes from an existing group into another, follow the steps below:

1. Click on Groups1. Click on Groups

2. Open up the Group that you want to copy an existing group2. Open up the Group that you want to copy an existing group
to, or create a new group (as shown previously)to, or create a new group (as shown previously)

Click on the group you want to copy an existing group into. For this example, the 1st team will
be opened. Or, create a new group (discussed in "Adding a Group").
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3. In the Athletes section any existing athletes in that group will3. In the Athletes section any existing athletes in that group will
appear. Click on "Copy From Group"appear. Click on "Copy From Group"

4. Select the Group of Athletes that you want to add to the4. Select the Group of Athletes that you want to add to the
existing groupexisting group

1. Click on the drop down arrow and select the group you want to copy the athletes fromfrom.

2. Click the "Copy athletes to this group" (which will copy the athlete from the selected group, to
the current group)
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5.0 Place a tick beside the name of the athletes from the5.0 Place a tick beside the name of the athletes from the
selected group (from step 4.0) that you want to copy to theselected group (from step 4.0) that you want to copy to the
current groupcurrent group

1. Click beside the name of the athletes you want to copy over

2. Click "Copy users"

6. Those athletes will now be added to your group6. Those athletes will now be added to your group

The athletes will now also appear in this group, e.g the chosen athletes from the testing group
will now appear in the Team 1 Athletes section. You can select to copy in additional athletes
from other groups if required.
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Need a complete list of allNeed a complete list of all
Groups, and Coaches of GroupsGroups, and Coaches of Groups
for the site?for the site?
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The "Groups Audit" button does a completeThe "Groups Audit" button does a complete
export of all groups and coaches of each groupexport of all groups and coaches of each group
into a csv spreadsheetinto a csv spreadsheet

To have a complete review of which athletes are in each group and see who can access that
group, the Group Audit capability was created.

1. To Review all of the groups and the professionals/coaches1. To Review all of the groups and the professionals/coaches
that access each group, use the Groups Audit buttonthat access each group, use the Groups Audit button

Click on Groups AuditGroups Audit

2. A .CSV report will be generated.2. A .CSV report will be generated.

1. Click on the blue Group Audit.csv link to open the file.
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3. The file will be downloaded and will be available on your3. The file will be downloaded and will be available on your
downloadsdownloads

Open the file from your downloads

4. All of the Coaching staff and Athletes in each group will4. All of the Coaching staff and Athletes in each group will
appear.appear.

A complete list of all groups, Coaching Staff and Athletes will be generated to review.

The name of the main group will appear and any subgroups will be show with a "-" in front of it,
e.g. "-1st Team"
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5. With the changes in Excel to Excel 2010, when you open the5. With the changes in Excel to Excel 2010, when you open the
csv file some of the group names may not be showing correctlycsv file some of the group names may not be showing correctly
because the "-Name" is being referenced as an equation.because the "-Name" is being referenced as an equation.

To remove this simply do a find and replace all on the = signTo remove this simply do a find and replace all on the = sign
and replace with a spaceand replace with a space
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The Groups and Subgroups Names will appear correctly nowThe Groups and Subgroups Names will appear correctly now
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You can also see which groups each individualYou can also see which groups each individual
has access to, or is in, via the License Audithas access to, or is in, via the License Audit
ModuleModule

The License Audit Module was designed to show what License/sThe License Audit Module was designed to show what License/s
each User has. It also provides a list of the groups each User iseach User has. It also provides a list of the groups each User is
in.in.

Click to generate a .csv file.

Open the csv and see the list of Groups as Coach and Groups asOpen the csv and see the list of Groups as Coach and Groups as
AthletesAthletes

All of the Users' Groups will be displayed.

You can see here that these Users are in the Import Group and the Archive Test Group as
Athletes. They are not the Coach of any Group/.
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Importing a group of PlayersImporting a group of Players
and/or Professionals into theand/or Professionals into the
systemsystem
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Importing Multiple Athletes and ProfessionalsImporting Multiple Athletes and Professionals
into the systeminto the system

The system is designed so that you can import multiple new athletes and professionals at
once. This significantly reduces the time it takes to add users into the system and to assign
them to a Role/s and a Group/s. However, when you import your new users you MUST
ensure that your .csv spreadsheet includes:

1. All of the Required Fields.

2. That if you choose to import those users into existingexisting Groups and Roles you MUST spell
the group and role names precisely as they are in the system with the correct case (e.g.
Athlete vs athletes).

On the People page, click on "Import"On the People page, click on "Import"
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You can upload your spreadsheet directly if it is formatted withYou can upload your spreadsheet directly if it is formatted with
the correct columns, or use the list to create and format a newthe correct columns, or use the list to create and format a new
spreadsheetspreadsheet

Set up your spreadsheet so that it includes the required fields. See the step below for how your
spreadsheet should be formatted.

Include the Required Information

Any additional information that you have about the user

Add them directly into the correct Roles and Groups.

Required Fields: Make sure all of your Users are correctlyRequired Fields: Make sure all of your Users are correctly
formatted and saved as n .csv (comma separate values) file onformatted and saved as n .csv (comma separate values) file on
your computeryour computer

Format the Spreadsheet so that you include the following columns:Format the Spreadsheet so that you include the following columns:

First Name (column A)
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Last Name (column B)

Username (column C-this can be set up using a concatenate function =(lower(concatenate(A2,
".", B2)))

Email Address -You MUST enter in one, even if it is fake or you will not be able to import the
users

Password (minimum of 6 characters)

Date Of Birth (e.g. 12/03/1978.. you must remembermust remember the format you use when you go through
the import process)

YOu can import the following information, and even multiple addresses and phone numbersYOu can import the following information, and even multiple addresses and phone numbers

Middle Names

Known As

Sex

Country Code

Prefix

Number

Type

Address

Suburb

City

Country

Postcode

You can also set up columns to Import the users directly into a Role and into a group, or as aYou can also set up columns to Import the users directly into a Role and into a group, or as a
coach of a group. For example:coach of a group. For example:

Role: Athlete

Group as a Coach : blank

Group as an Athlete 1: First team

Group as an Athlete 2: Second team
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N.B. If you have strange characters or fields in the sheet, when you save the form as a .csv forN.B. If you have strange characters or fields in the sheet, when you save the form as a .csv for
importing, this may affect you column layout and cause an error when you import. Remove allimporting, this may affect you column layout and cause an error when you import. Remove all
comma's from the sheet using the find and replace all capability.comma's from the sheet using the find and replace all capability.

If you are importing more than one phone number or addressIf you are importing more than one phone number or address
you need to set up separate columns for each different type ofyou need to set up separate columns for each different type of
address, phone number etc (as shown here) and the columnaddress, phone number etc (as shown here) and the column
must have a unique namemust have a unique name

E.g for importing a primary and an alternative address, you would set up 6 columns for the
information on the home address (one column to define the type of address {Primary} and 5
columns for the different address details) and then 6 columns for the information on the
alternative address. Remember that the column names have to be unique so if you are
importing two address fields you would need to set it up like:

1.Address Type: Primary

2. Address Primary

3. Suburb Primary

4. City Primary

5. Country Primary

6. Postcode Primary

7. Address Type: Alternative

8. Address Secondary

9. Suburb Secondary

10. City Secondary

11. Country Secondary

12. Postcode Secondary

When you are importing phone numbers and you need to splitWhen you are importing phone numbers and you need to split
a number into the country code, prefix and number and if therea number into the country code, prefix and number and if there
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is 0 at the START of the number in any column you need to addis 0 at the START of the number in any column you need to add
a space to the numbers (as shown in the image here).a space to the numbers (as shown in the image here).

If you are importing phone numbers that have a 0 at the start of the number then the 0 will be
removed if that column is a number format. e.g.

0044 067 007898 should be split into Country Code: 44 Prefix: 67 and Number: 007898.

However, the 007898However, the 007898 will be shown in the excel file as 7898 and will not be imported correctly
(as shown in Column W).

If you simply add in a space (using the space bar) into the numbers (after a number greater
than 0) the formatting will be retained. It will preserve the 0 at the beginning of the number (as
shown in the image above).

Once the csv file is correctly formatted, click on "Choose File",Once the csv file is correctly formatted, click on "Choose File",
Browse through your documents and once you find it open itBrowse through your documents and once you find it open it
and click "Upload"and click "Upload"
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1: Click on "Choose File" and find the file of users to import from your computer files.

2: Then double click on the file name (e.g. New Athletes as shown here).

3: Click Upload

No Map over the columns from your spreadsheet with theNo Map over the columns from your spreadsheet with the
fields in the system. You MUST map over the Date of birthfields in the system. You MUST map over the Date of birth
correctly or the import will failcorrectly or the import will fail

Map the Correct Columns from your spreadsheet to the fields in the import tool as shown in
the image here.

The most critical component is getting the date format match correct.date format match correct.

1: Click on the Format drop down arrow

2: Select the correct format. In the .csv file the date was formatted as dd/MM/YY, so it is critical
that correct date format is selected from the date Format drop down (as shown here) or the file
import will FAIL.

Map Across Any Address Information or Phone Numbers. If youMap Across Any Address Information or Phone Numbers. If you
had primary and secondary addresses and home, mobilehad primary and secondary addresses and home, mobile
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numbers these can be imported here (as shown in the image innumbers these can be imported here (as shown in the image in
the step below)the step below)

Addresses and Phone Numbers can be imported as well.

You can import multiple addresses and phone numbers as long as you have separate columns
in your spreadsheet that are named uniquely (e.g. Mobile, Mobile Country Code, Mobile Prefix,
Mobile Number, and Home, Home Type, Home Country Code, Home Prefix and Home Number)
as discussed in the steps above.

To map across additional phone numbers or a secondary address, select the "Add more Phone
Numbers" or "Add more Addresses" and an additional fields will appear to be mapped.
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Mapping across multiple numbers or addresses can be done byMapping across multiple numbers or addresses can be done by
clicking on the add more Phone Numbers or Add moreclicking on the add more Phone Numbers or Add more
Addresses. Just map across the correct address fields.Addresses. Just map across the correct address fields.
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If you set up Groups as an Athlete, Groups as a Coach, andIf you set up Groups as an Athlete, Groups as a Coach, and
Roles map these fields across as well in the correct area. YouRoles map these fields across as well in the correct area. You
can import an athlete or coach into multiple groups and roles,can import an athlete or coach into multiple groups and roles,
by clicking on Add more Groups, Groups as a Coach or Addby clicking on Add more Groups, Groups as a Coach or Add
more Rolesmore Roles

You can import each user directly into a role and a group, or multiple roles and groups.

If you are importing in an athlete ensure you set up a column called Group and include the
group name in that column e.g. Group 1 (Funding A, Funding B) and Group 2 (Podium and
Talent)

If you are importing in a Coach, set up a column called Coach 1 and name the Groups that the
Coach is a Coach of e.g. Coach 1 (Funding A) and Coach 2 (Podium)

If you are importing Roles set up a column name called Role 1 and write in the correct role for
that user.

When you are importing multiple Groups, Groups as a Coach or Roles ensure each column in
the spreadsheet is named uniquely.

Some users have imported athletes in up to 13 different grouping structures for each athlete,
which saves a lot of time. If you are importing users, save time set up the correct grouping
structures and roles.
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Please note that you can import each user into existing groups and roles, or you can import the
users into new roles and groups that you specify in the spreadsheet. Then you can set up the
exact role and additional grouping structure for those new groups and/or roles later.

Remove Existing GroupsRemove Existing Groups

There is a tick box under each of the groups, groups as a coach and roles section. These are
important to select if you are importing in different roles and groupings structures for Existing
users on the system. If this is ticked then all Roles, Groups and Groups as a coach that each
user is in that you are importing will be removed. See the section on Updating Groups, Groups
and Coaches and Roles.

Check the Spreadsheet at the bottom of the import pageCheck the Spreadsheet at the bottom of the import page
against the fields that you mapped across (e.g. double checkagainst the fields that you mapped across (e.g. double check
the date of birth and the groups) to ensure the fields that youthe date of birth and the groups) to ensure the fields that you
want to import are mapped correctly and click "Next"want to import are mapped correctly and click "Next"

Double check that you have mapped across all of the columns in the spreadsheet with the
correct fields on the import tool beforebefore you click Next as you cannot undo an import.

Import SuccessImport Success

Once the fields are imported, you will have a message that tells you if the import was a
successful or not. If it was NOT successful then read the message carefully and follow the
instructions on the error message. Then, try the import again.
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Open up a Users details to ensure that fields have mappedOpen up a Users details to ensure that fields have mapped
across correctly. The image here shows that the multipleacross correctly. The image here shows that the multiple
addresses were mapped across correctlyaddresses were mapped across correctly
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Updating/Modifying Roles and GroupingUpdating/Modifying Roles and Grouping
structures for existing athletes and coachesstructures for existing athletes and coaches

If you want to update your existing users roles and grouping structures you can import new
groupings and remove the existing groups, groups as a coach and roles that the users are
currently in. To do this you need to set up a spreadsheet with the users details and new
grouping structures and follow the steps below.

Set up your CSV file spreadsheet to include the exact users userSet up your CSV file spreadsheet to include the exact users user
name and grouping structures that you requirename and grouping structures that you require

To Import your Existing Users into NEW Grouping structures you MUST include the following
information in your .CSV spreadsheet:

First Name

Last Name

Username

Date of Birth

If you do not have these users exact details or you use different details, the athletes/coach
groups/roles that you import either won't import, or the users will be imported as new users.

Click on PeopleClick on People
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Click on ImportClick on Import

Upload your .csv of new groupings or roles and ensure theUpload your .csv of new groupings or roles and ensure the
users date of birth is in the same format as your spreadsheetusers date of birth is in the same format as your spreadsheet
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Map the new Groups, Groups as a Coach and Roles overMap the new Groups, Groups as a Coach and Roles over
correctly. Tick the "Remove Existing?" box if you want to removecorrectly. Tick the "Remove Existing?" box if you want to remove
the existing groups/roles or groups as a coach that the usersthe existing groups/roles or groups as a coach that the users
are currently in.are currently in.

Double check your date format and field mapping against theDouble check your date format and field mapping against the
file contents shown at the bottom of the page. Click "Next"file contents shown at the bottom of the page. Click "Next"
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Import Success?Import Success?

Read the Import Success Page and see what the results of the import are. The example here
shows that the Users were NOT imported as a new user (which is what needed to happen as
you are only updating the users, NOT importing new ones).

The results also show that the usernameusername alicia.hewson was added to the Funding C as an
athlete, the Podium group as an athlete and the Development Athlete group as an athlete,
which means the import was a success. The image below shows the athletes that were removed
from their existing groups and added to the Podium group.

Open up a Group see how the list has been updated.Open up a Group see how the list has been updated.
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Go to the groups page and open up a group that you have imported the users into to see how
the groups have changed.
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How to Archive old players/How to Archive old players/
athletesathletes
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Archiving 1-2 players without removing theirArchiving 1-2 players without removing their
data from the systemdata from the system

Over time players/athletes will move on and you will want to retain their data without them
showing on your current groups. The following steps review this process for 1-2 athletes at
a time.

Set up a new group called ArchiveSet up a new group called Archive

Click on Groups

Create a New groupCreate a New group

Click Create new Group (right of page)

Name the Group and add a Description then SaveName the Group and add a Description then Save
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Add in all of the details about the groupAdd in all of the details about the group

Parent Group: If you add in this Archive group as a subgroup of an existing group, remember
that if a users selects to see the parent group and all subgroups then the "Archive" player will
appear as well.

To add in a couple of players type their name into the text boxTo add in a couple of players type their name into the text box
and add them one at a time.and add them one at a time.

Type the players name, then select them from the list and click "Add athlete".

The example here shows that Andrew and Sam have been added to the Archive group.

When they have been added, click on their name and thenWhen they have been added, click on their name and then
remove them from any other groups that they are in.remove them from any other groups that they are in.
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To remove them from any other groups they are in, click on their name (from the archive
players list) to go to their athlete details then select remove for any other groups that they are
included in. The example here show that "remove" has been selected for the 1st Team. Click OK
to remove them from the selected group.

Remove access to the system by removing their rolesRemove access to the system by removing their roles

If the athlete has been given a username and password to login and enter data into the system,
you may also need to update their access and remove their roles. To remove the athlete from
their current roles, select "Clear All" under their roles. Then select "OK".

Don't forget to give "Coach" access to the archive groupDon't forget to give "Coach" access to the archive group

Once you update your Archive Group list, don't forget to add a users to access them if you are
going to use the data to run reports and generate historical norms.
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Archiving all athletes in one Group or allArchiving all athletes in one Group or all
athletes across Multiple Groupsathletes across Multiple Groups

You can choose to archive athletes from one group or multiple groups into an "Archive"
group.

Set up your archive grouping structure by creating a newSet up your archive grouping structure by creating a new
archive group, and/or subgroups using the Groups buttonarchive group, and/or subgroups using the Groups button

The image here shows that Archive 2010 is set as the parent group with 2 subgroups ( Podium
and U20 )to be used for different analysis purposes.

To archive the athletes, go to the Archive Athletes Button on theTo archive the athletes, go to the Archive Athletes Button on the
Admin PageAdmin Page
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Select the Group that you want to send the athlete to (e.g. anSelect the Group that you want to send the athlete to (e.g. an
Archive Group or Archive Subgroup)Archive Group or Archive Subgroup)

1: Click on the Groups drop down

2: Click on the Name of the archive group you want to send the athletes to

3: Click Select
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Choose which groups you want to archive and send to theChoose which groups you want to archive and send to the
previously selected group. This will remove all of the athletespreviously selected group. This will remove all of the athletes
from these groups and the athletes will only appear in thefrom these groups and the athletes will only appear in the
Archive group.Archive group.

Select the Groups you want to Archive and select "Archive". For the example here, this will
remove ALL of the athletes from the Exercise 101 group and the Talent group and they will now
be part of the U20 Archive.

Ensure that you have selected the correct groups and then clickEnsure that you have selected the correct groups and then click
OK.OK.

If you are not 100% sure that you have set up the grouping structure or that you have not
selected the correct groups click "Cancel" as archiving feature cannot be undone.
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Click "OK" to archive the athletes.

Open up the Archive Group to see the newly added archiveOpen up the Archive Group to see the newly added archive
athletes. The example here shows the U20 group.athletes. The example here shows the U20 group.

The athletes will be moved to the selected archive groups and the athlete groups that were
selected to be Archived will be empty and ready for new users to be added to.

To add new athletes into these groups, you can import them, or add them one at a time or copy
them from existing groups.

Updating all athletes grouping structures: Archive all athletesUpdating all athletes grouping structures: Archive all athletes
across all groups and then import a new grouping structuresacross all groups and then import a new grouping structures
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One important feature that you may want to utilise is to archive all of your athletes groups if
you are updating all of your athlete grouping structures. Then, when you import all of the new
grouping structures, on the mapping page click on "remove existing" for the groups or roles
and the imported athletes will be removed from any archive groups and added into the newly
imported groups (see the section on importing multiple groups/roles). Select an archive group

Select all of the appropriate groupsSelect all of the appropriate groups

Archive all groups (either into one main archive group, or the correct subgroups).
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Import the new grouping structures (see importing multipleImport the new grouping structures (see importing multiple
groups and roles) and click "remove existing" to take them outgroups and roles) and click "remove existing" to take them out
of the archive group (the group you have just added them to)of the archive group (the group you have just added them to)
and import the athletes into new groups/rolesand import the athletes into new groups/roles

Import multiple grouping structures or new roles and ensure you select "remove existing" to
remove the athletes from any groups they are currently in.

Remember that you will not be importing them as new users,Remember that you will not be importing them as new users,
but you will receive a message saying that their groups havebut you will receive a message saying that their groups have
been updatedbeen updated

If the import was successful, you will have an error message saying the users were not
imported as that username already exists, but you will receive a message saying they have been
added to the new groups/roles.
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Archiving Professional licencesArchiving Professional licences
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When a Professional LeavesWhen a Professional Leaves

When a professional leaves your organisation, you still want to be able to track who entered
the data and see the information that they entered, but their access needs to be removed
so that they can no longer login. Follow the steps below.

When a professional leaves the organisation you need toWhen a professional leaves the organisation you need to
contact them immediately to ensure they have logged in on-linecontact them immediately to ensure they have logged in on-line
on their desktop system and updated any data which may beon their desktop system and updated any data which may be
stored offline on their desktop.stored offline on their desktop.

They MUST login online to their desktop/installed version to synchronise any data that may be
entered offline.
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Ask that they uninstall the desktop version of the software afterAsk that they uninstall the desktop version of the software after
they have synchronised. This will be performed through theirthey have synchronised. This will be performed through their
Programme FilesProgramme Files

To deactivate their account, open their account information onTo deactivate their account, open their account information on
the Administration Site and Untick active on their accountthe Administration Site and Untick active on their account
information and click Saveinformation and click Save

Simply Remove their access by unticking the "Active" button and then Saving their account
details. This will remove their access to the online systems
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You should also remove all groups that they can access and addYou should also remove all groups that they can access and add
in the test athletes group on the installed version (if theyin the test athletes group on the installed version (if they
haven't actually uninstalled it). Then they will only be able tohaven't actually uninstalled it). Then they will only be able to
see the demo athletes data on the installed offline versionsee the demo athletes data on the installed offline version

All systems should have a demo group of athletes which a user can be set to access

When they try and login online with their username andWhen they try and login online with their username and
password the following message will appear and they will notpassword the following message will appear and they will not
be able to loginbe able to login

Do NOT Delete the user from the people pageDo NOT Delete the user from the people page

When you delete a user completely from the system ( from the People page) any links to data
that they have entered are also lost. It is important to inactivate their account and leave them
on the system.
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By leaving them on the site you will NOT encounter the following issueBy leaving them on the site you will NOT encounter the following issue
where the entered by is shown as "Unknown"where the entered by is shown as "Unknown"

If you delete the users from the application, the system will not be able to link records that have
been entered by that user with their name. Just inactivate their account and leave them on the
system.
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Coach Administrator LicenceCoach Administrator Licence
AccessAccess
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A Coach Admin is created by a SiteA Coach Admin is created by a Site
Administrator adding an existing user into theAdministrator adding an existing user into the
Administration Capabilities Section/sAdministration Capabilities Section/s
When a Site Administrator adds a user into the system theyWhen a Site Administrator adds a user into the system they
assign Role and Group Access to specify what they can accessassign Role and Group Access to specify what they can access
on the main applicationon the main application

The above roles and groups provide access on the mainThe above roles and groups provide access on the main
application (as shown here)application (as shown here)
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They can ALSO add this user to be an Administrator of Group/sThey can ALSO add this user to be an Administrator of Group/s
and Role/s on the actual Administration Siteand Role/s on the actual Administration Site

If a User is given access as an Administrator to a Group/s they can login to the administration
site and assign users that they have access to, to these groups and roles.

A User assigned with Group Administration access can login toA User assigned with Group Administration access can login to
the Administration Site and access a limited set of features withthe Administration Site and access a limited set of features with
reduced functionalityreduced functionality
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They can ONLY access users from the groups (and ALL subgroups forThey can ONLY access users from the groups (and ALL subgroups for
that parent group) they have are an Administrator ofthat parent group) they have are an Administrator of

They can open a Group and act as an Administer for any user in thatThey can open a Group and act as an Administer for any user in that
group.group.

N.B. They many not have access to this group on the main application,N.B. They many not have access to this group on the main application,
but they can still administer them from the Administration SItebut they can still administer them from the Administration SIte
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WARNING: Do NOT set ANY roles that have been "AdminWARNING: Do NOT set ANY roles that have been "Admin
Locked" to be assigned to a Coach AdministratorLocked" to be assigned to a Coach Administrator

The purpose of the Admin Locks module (see the Chapter on this for more information) was to
lock the account details of ALL users in that Role so they are not editable by a Coach Admin. If a
Coach Admin is given access to a Locked Role, then they could remove the user from the locked
Role and edit their account details.
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To double check this, open any of the roles that have been setTo double check this, open any of the roles that have been set
up as Admin Locked and check the "Admins" section has noup as Admin Locked and check the "Admins" section has no
usersusers
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What is a Coach Administrator Licence andWhat is a Coach Administrator Licence and
what can these users access on thewhat can these users access on the
Administration Site?Administration Site?

A coach administrator licence provides access for coaches to the Administration SiteAdministration Site which
houses all users' account information, the roles and group structures. The coach-admin
licence provides a way for an organisation to have separate sports and/or groups being
tracked on one system, but for a coach or manager of each sport to only update/add
players in groups that they have been given access to. More importantly, other athletes'
and players' data cannot be accessed by a coach- admin.

The coach-admin licence has reduced functionality. They can only add in new users, or
update existing users that they have been given permission to access.

Coach-Admin Licence holders access a subset of features onCoach-Admin Licence holders access a subset of features on
the Administration site compared to a standard Administratorthe Administration site compared to a standard Administrator
Licence holderLicence holder

A Coach-Admin can only see the following Modules:

Roles (if they have been assigned access to any)

People (only edit the users they have been assigned access to via the groups module)

Groups (only the groups and subgroups they have been assigned access to)

Daily Reminders (they can see the structure, but can only see any athletes' name they are
assigned access to in these Reminders)
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They can access the People Module. They can only open andThey can access the People Module. They can only open and
edit users that they have access to as a Coach-Adminedit users that they have access to as a Coach-Admin

To prevent duplicates on the system, a Coach Admin can see all of the users on the system.
However, they an ONLY edit and access the athletes that they have been given access to as an
administrator. As you can see here, any user that they do not have access to appears with a
lock; these locked user cannot be opened, viewed or edited from the People Page Module.

They can create a new person on the system. Any person they createThey can create a new person on the system. Any person they create
can be added into the group/s they administercan be added into the group/s they administer

They can create a new person using the "Create new Person" button. Before doing this they
need to check that the user does not already exist on the system via the People Page Search.
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They can see any Roles that they have been given access to as aThey can see any Roles that they have been given access to as a
Coach Administrator. They cannot edit these roles or see who isCoach Administrator. They cannot edit these roles or see who is
added to themadded to them

They can ONLY see the list of Roles that they have been access to as an administrator. If they
are not an administrator of any roles, no roles will appear.

-They cannot create new role, or edit update or amend of the existing role.

-They cannot see a list of any of the users on each role.

-They can add a user that they have access via the Groups Module into one of these Roles

They can see any Group that they have been given access to asThey can see any Group that they have been given access to as
a Coach Administratora Coach Administrator
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They can open a Group and see the Coaches and Athletes in thatThey can open a Group and see the Coaches and Athletes in that
GroupGroup

They can edit any of the account information for users in that groupThey can edit any of the account information for users in that group
(who are not in a Locked Role)(who are not in a Locked Role)
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Because a Coach Admin needs to be able to act as the administrator for all of the users in that
group, they can change and update e-mail addresses, dates of birth, address, phone number
and addresses.

However, if one of the users is in a role that is locked, the Coach Admin cannot edit any of that
user's account details and they will be logged of of the system if they try to access this. For
more information see the lesson on "Role Locks".

They can change users between groups they administerThey can change users between groups they administer

A Coach-Admin can change users between the groups of athletes that they have access to. They
can add in new users and also add them to the groups that they administer

They can access and set up Daily RemindersThey can access and set up Daily Reminders
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They can see the set up of the Daily Reminders and add in theirThey can see the set up of the Daily Reminders and add in their
athletes to theseathletes to these
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Coach Admin: Create new users and add theseCoach Admin: Create new users and add these
users to Groups/Rolesusers to Groups/Roles
A Coach Admin can create new user on the system from theA Coach Admin can create new user on the system from the
People PagePeople Page

BEFORE you create a new user, make sure that this user is NOT alreadyBEFORE you create a new user, make sure that this user is NOT already
on the site. You do NOT want to create a duplicate!on the site. You do NOT want to create a duplicate!

Before you create a new user, double check that the user is not on the system. Type in the first
name of the athlete into the search box and click search for possible matches. For this example
we are adding in a user called Ultimate Sports Star. Check the name Ultimate, Sports, and Star
separately.

Also, if you adding in a Chris, check for christopher and other variations. Duplicate athletes on
the system create inaccurate records, so please double check the user does not exist before
creating them.
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N.B. If the athlete is already on the system but is NOT in your group/s,N.B. If the athlete is already on the system but is NOT in your group/s,
DON'T add in a new user. E-mail your administrator and they can addDON'T add in a new user. E-mail your administrator and they can add
this user to your groupthis user to your group

The example here shows that the user PlayerTest4 is on the system, but they are NOT in any
groups that this Coach administers. Do NOT create a duplicate user. Simply e-mail your
administrator and ask for this user to be added to one of the Groups you administer.

N.B. The lock beside the user's name indicates they are either;

- not available for you to add to your group,

or

-they have been added to a locked Role and you can only change their groups and roles access,
not their account information.
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Once you check the user is NOT on the system, click on "Create newOnce you check the user is NOT on the system, click on "Create new
Person"Person"

A new user can be created.A new user can be created.

See the Administration documentation for how to add a new User to learn how to set up the
name, username, address, phone etc

The click on "Save"
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Once Saved, the Coach Admin can add this person into any of theOnce Saved, the Coach Admin can add this person into any of the
Groups and Roles that they are an administrator ofGroups and Roles that they are an administrator of

A Coach Admin can be given administrator rights to different groups and roles in the system.
This means when they create a new user (as shown here), they can add that user into any
applicable groups or roles.

They can also add this user to any groups they administer via the Groups page as well.

This means a new Coach Admin added user can be given login accessThis means a new Coach Admin added user can be given login access
to the system once the new user is assigned a Role that provides loginto the system once the new user is assigned a Role that provides login
and data accessand data access
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The new user can now login and enter data for themselves, or for players that they have been
given access to.
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Coach Admin: How to move people betweenCoach Admin: How to move people between
groupsgroups
To change or add a user to a Group click on the Groups ButtonTo change or add a user to a Group click on the Groups Button

Once the List of Groups that you have access to loads, click on theOnce the List of Groups that you have access to loads, click on the
Group that you want to add users toGroup that you want to add users to
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All Athletes and Coaches that are currently in that Group will appearAll Athletes and Coaches that are currently in that Group will appear

All Athletes and Coaches appear that are in the current group.

Add in a user using the "Add People" button, the "Copy from Group",Add in a user using the "Add People" button, the "Copy from Group",
or the Add Multiple People"or the Add Multiple People"

#1: Type in the name of the users into the text box and when their name appears click on "Add
athlete"

#2: Click on "Copy From Group" and choose the group that you want to copy the users from

#3: Click on "Add Multiple People" and place a tick beside the users you want to add
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N.B. When you do a search or click on Add Multiple (as shown here)N.B. When you do a search or click on Add Multiple (as shown here)
ONLY users that you create, or users that are in your existing group/s,ONLY users that you create, or users that are in your existing group/s,
can be added into this groupcan be added into this group

Even though there are 70 people in this system, this Coach Admin can ONLY access and add in
the users that they have been given access to as a Coach Admin. None of the other users will
appear.

Remember, that if you add in users into the Coach of a GroupRemember, that if you add in users into the Coach of a Group
section, when they login they will access ALL of the Athletes insection, when they login they will access ALL of the Athletes in
the Athlete Listthe Athlete List
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The Coach of a Group can access all Athletes in that group, but they can only access data that
they have been assigned access to via the Roles. Remember that the specific data that each
coach accesses depends on the set of Roles each coach has.

If you add in users into the Athlete Group Section, when theyIf you add in users into the Athlete Group Section, when they
login they can only see their own details and no other athleteslogin they can only see their own details and no other athletes

An athlete can only access their own data when they login. Remember that the specific data
that each athlete accesses also depends on the set of Roles they have.
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You can remove an athlete or a Coach from a Group by clickingYou can remove an athlete or a Coach from a Group by clicking
"Remove""Remove"

N.B. This will simply remove this user from the group, it will NOT delete them from the system.

WARNING: Once a user is removed from this group you may not be able to add them back intoWARNING: Once a user is removed from this group you may not be able to add them back into
another group because you no longer have access to this individual. If you want to changeanother group because you no longer have access to this individual. If you want to change
users BETWEEN groups that you administer, add them into the correct group BEFORE removingusers BETWEEN groups that you administer, add them into the correct group BEFORE removing
them from existing ones.them from existing ones.
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N.B. If an Administrator or a different Coach AdministratorN.B. If an Administrator or a different Coach Administrator
creates a new person (as shown here), this user will not appearcreates a new person (as shown here), this user will not appear
on the Coach Admin's User Liston the Coach Admin's User List

A new user has been added to the system by a normal Site Administrator. The Coach Admin will
NOT be able to access this user, or this users details unless they are added to a group that they
are an administrator of. In the example here the athlete is not added to any groups, so the
Coach Admin cannot see their details.

However, this users can be added to any of the Groups that the Coach Admin administers, and
any Roles they administer as well.
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When the Coach Admin Logs in and accesses the user lists, this newWhen the Coach Admin Logs in and accesses the user lists, this new
user does NOT appear in their list and is not available to add to any ofuser does NOT appear in their list and is not available to add to any of
their groupstheir groups

The user does not appear on the Coach-Admin's list of users. Only theThe user does not appear on the Coach-Admin's list of users. Only the
users they are assigned access to, or new ones they add appear inusers they are assigned access to, or new ones they add appear in
their user listtheir user list

N.B. If an Administrator adds in a new or existing user into a Group administered by a Coach
Admin, this user appears in the Coach Admin User list and Group/s
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Coach Admin: How to edit an existing user'sCoach Admin: How to edit an existing user's
account information and/or remove them fromaccount information and/or remove them from
groups or roles you administergroups or roles you administer
Editing an existing user's details can only be done via theEditing an existing user's details can only be done via the
Groups ModuleGroups Module

Click on the Group the user is inClick on the Group the user is in
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Open the User's from the Groups ListOpen the User's from the Groups List

Once opened, you can edit any of their account detailsOnce opened, you can edit any of their account details

The example here shows that e-mail and DOB are going to be updated. As soon as this is
completed click on Save.
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To learn more about editing account information and editing their roles and groups, see the
lesson on "Adding in a new user and setting them up with Roles in a Group, or as a Coach of a
Group"

You can also remove or add them to the Roles or Groups youYou can also remove or add them to the Roles or Groups you
administeradminister

To add in a user to a group or a role, type in the name into the search box

1: Type in the name into the search box

2: Click on Add Role, or Add Group (accordingly)

3: A pop up message will appear saying they have been added.
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To remove a Group or Role, click on Remove for the correct Group orTo remove a Group or Role, click on Remove for the correct Group or
RoleRole

This will simply remove this user from the group or role you selected. It will NOT delete them
from the system.

WARNING: Once a user is removed from this group you may not be able to add them back intoWARNING: Once a user is removed from this group you may not be able to add them back into
another group because you no longer have access to this individual. If you want to changeanother group because you no longer have access to this individual. If you want to change
users BETWEEN groups that you administer, add them into the correct group BEFORE removingusers BETWEEN groups that you administer, add them into the correct group BEFORE removing
them from existing ones.them from existing ones.

You can also open a Locked User and edit their groups andYou can also open a Locked User and edit their groups and
Roles. But, you cannot edit their account informationRoles. But, you cannot edit their account information
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You cannot edit their account information, ONLY their groups andYou cannot edit their account information, ONLY their groups and
rolesroles

If a user appears with a "Lock" beside their name, you cannot edit any of their account details.

You can change the groups or roles they have access to.

Once you add in the Roles or Groups, click on "Cancel" and "OK". YouOnce you add in the Roles or Groups, click on "Cancel" and "OK". You
will NOT lose any of the Groups or Role changeswill NOT lose any of the Groups or Role changes

Once you have added this user into a role or group, click on:
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#1: "Cancel"Cancel"

#2: "OKOK".

N.B. The changes lost message is a standardised message that appears whenever you click
cancel on the system. Please ignore this as all of the group or roles changes will be retained.
The changes lost message is for the account information which you cannot edit anyway for this
user.

If you need to edit this person's details, you will need to send throughIf you need to edit this person's details, you will need to send through
the updated information to your Site Administratorthe updated information to your Site Administrator

If you need to edit the account details of a locked user, please send these directly to your Site
Administrator and they can make the changes for you.
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Admin Locks Module to preventAdmin Locks Module to prevent
Coach Administrators fromCoach Administrators from
editing specific users accountediting specific users account
detailsdetails
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The Admin Locks Module is available for useThe Admin Locks Module is available for use
again in Version 3.635 and aboveagain in Version 3.635 and above
The Admin Locks module is available for use by SiteThe Admin Locks module is available for use by Site
AdministratorsAdministrators

If you had removed Roles, these can be added back inIf you had removed Roles, these can be added back in
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N.B. To check what version you are currently using, look at theN.B. To check what version you are currently using, look at the
bottom of the Administration Sitebottom of the Administration Site
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"Admin Locks" Module: Administrators can set"Admin Locks" Module: Administrators can set
a Role to be locked to prevent a Coacha Role to be locked to prevent a Coach
Administrator from editing any of the users'Administrator from editing any of the users'
account details in that Roleaccount details in that Role

A Coach Admin can change and update any of the account information for any of the users
in the groups that have been given access to on the Administration Site. This means they
can change passwords and/or details of coaches and players that they manage. However,
some users in the Groups they administer may have access to sensitive or confidential
medical information and their account information needs to be locked to a Coach
Administrator. To ensure data protection for users accounts who can access sensitive
information, a Site Administrator can set Role/s to be locked and no users in this role can
have their account edited by a Coach Admin.

To set up a Role so that users' accounts in that Role cannot beTo set up a Role so that users' accounts in that Role cannot be
altered by a Coach Admin, Click on the "Admin Locks" buttonaltered by a Coach Admin, Click on the "Admin Locks" button

Administrators can set up users in a Role/s not to have their account details editable by Coach
Administrators.

The Admin Locks Module is only available on Site Administrators Accounts.
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Create a New Admin LockCreate a New Admin Lock

Open the Module and Click on the Create new Admin Lock

Name the Admin Lock, add in a Description and click on "Save"Name the Admin Lock, add in a Description and click on "Save"

Now Add in the Roles. Remember, ALL users in this Role cannot haveNow Add in the Roles. Remember, ALL users in this Role cannot have
their account details edited by a Coach Admintheir account details edited by a Coach Admin

Type in the text search box for the Role you want to add to the Locked Role
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Click on "Add Role" and the role will be added to this Admin LockClick on "Add Role" and the role will be added to this Admin Lock
FolderFolder

You can add in Multiple Roles at once using the "Add Multiple Roles"You can add in Multiple Roles at once using the "Add Multiple Roles"

Click on Add Multiple to add in multiple roles at once. Remember, a Team Admin cannot edit
any of the account details, so make sure you apply the correct roles for locking.
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Make sure none of the Roles that are set to Admin Locked haveMake sure none of the Roles that are set to Admin Locked have
any Coach Administrators assigned to themany Coach Administrators assigned to them

You do not want a Coach Admin to be an Administrator of a Role that is locked, or they could
remove a user from this Role and then their account details could be editable.

To double check this, open any of the roles that have been Locked andTo double check this, open any of the roles that have been Locked and
check the "Administer" section is blankcheck the "Administer" section is blank
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No Coach Admins should be set for Locked Roles. Double check this to ensure optimal data
protection practices.

If a User is in a Role that is set to Admin Locked, then a CoachIf a User is in a Role that is set to Admin Locked, then a Coach
Admin cannot edit their account detailsAdmin cannot edit their account details

When a Coach Admin Logs in to the Administration Site, they can seeWhen a Coach Admin Logs in to the Administration Site, they can see
the users in the Groups they Administerthe users in the Groups they Administer
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The Medical user is in a role that is Locked. The Coach Admin can see the user in the Groups
they Administer. The Coach Admin can view this users account details, but they cannot EDIT this
users account information (as shown in the image in the step below).

If the Coach Admin can view this user's account details, but they areIf the Coach Admin can view this user's account details, but they are
locked and cannot be editedlocked and cannot be edited

The Save button is disabled, so no changes can be made to usernames, passwords etc for this
user.
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They can only edit this users Roles and GroupsThey can only edit this users Roles and Groups

A Coach Admin can only add or remove this user to or from the Roles and/or Groups that they
have Administrator rights for.
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The New License Audit ModuleThe New License Audit Module
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New License Audit button to generate a list ofNew License Audit button to generate a list of
all active licenses on the systemall active licenses on the system

There is a New License Audit Module on the AdministrationThere is a New License Audit Module on the Administration
Site. Only Administratotors can access it; Team AdministratorsSite. Only Administratotors can access it; Team Administrators
cannot.cannot.

When you click it, a csv file will be generated with a full list of allWhen you click it, a csv file will be generated with a full list of all
of the users on your system and the Licences that they haveof the users on your system and the Licences that they have
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A complete list of LicenseLicense and GroupGroup information is generated Alphabeticaly (based on first
name) and includes:

AdminAdmin: Users Accessing the Administration Site

Builder:Builder: Users Accessing the Builder Site

Team Admin:Team Admin: Users Accesing the Administration Site through a Team Administrator Licence

Coach:Coach: Users access a Group/s of Athletes

Athlete:Athlete: In a Group of other Athletes being monitored by a Coach

Active:Active: '

-TRUETRUE means the user can login

-FALSEFALSE means their "active" button has been deselected and the user cannot logincannot login to the
system

Groups as Coach:Groups as Coach: The group/s the user can access to view the athlete's data in that group/s

Groups as Athlete:Groups as Athlete: The group/s the user is in as an athlete
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The Unique User ID field from a user's accountThe Unique User ID field from a user's account
is now included in the Licence Audit Moduleis now included in the Licence Audit Module
A Uuid field can be entered for each user.A Uuid field can be entered for each user.

A column for Uuid is now included in the Licence Audit ModuleA column for Uuid is now included in the Licence Audit Module
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Setting up a Favourite Event toSetting up a Favourite Event to
appear for all users in a specificappear for all users in a specific
RoleRole
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Favourites won't appear unless the AthleteFavourites won't appear unless the Athlete
History and Enter Data System Permission areHistory and Enter Data System Permission are
enabledenabled
Favourite Event Forms only appear on a Users' Login if theyFavourite Event Forms only appear on a Users' Login if they
have access to the Enter Data AND the Athlete History Modulehave access to the Enter Data AND the Athlete History Module
Please keep this in mind when applying Favourites to a Role; the Favourite Event Forms will only
appear if the User's Role/s has the Enter Data and the Athlete History Module System
Permissions.

The user MUST have the Athlete History Module and the EnterThe user MUST have the Athlete History Module and the Enter
Data Module as part of one of their Role/sData Module as part of one of their Role/s
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Once these are enabled, Favourites will appearOnce these are enabled, Favourites will appear
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How to set up Favourite Event/s for all users byHow to set up Favourite Event/s for all users by
RoleRole
A favourite event appears at the top of the sidebar and isA favourite event appears at the top of the sidebar and is
available for users to enter and review the history for withoutavailable for users to enter and review the history for without
having to use the folders to access the datahaving to use the folders to access the data

A user can set up their own favourites using their accountA user can set up their own favourites using their account
settings and adding a favourite (as shown here)settings and adding a favourite (as shown here)

The example here shows an athlete has entered the daily monitoring event as a Favourite
event.
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However, you may need to set up an entire role with a Favourite Event so that it is already setHowever, you may need to set up an entire role with a Favourite Event so that it is already set
up when the User logins in. A good example of this is Doctors/Physiotherapists needing fastup when the User logins in. A good example of this is Doctors/Physiotherapists needing fast
access to injury or illness recordsaccess to injury or illness records

You may need to set up Favourites for an entire Role at once.You may need to set up Favourites for an entire Role at once.
Click on the Favourite Events link on the Administration ToolClick on the Favourite Events link on the Administration Tool

To set up a favourite for a specific type of role, you MUST ensure you know the event name andTo set up a favourite for a specific type of role, you MUST ensure you know the event name and
the role you want to apply it to first.the role you want to apply it to first.

It cannot be undone if you make a mistakeIt cannot be undone if you make a mistake

Also, if a user already has a Favourite event set up on their system, if you apply this FavouriteAlso, if a user already has a Favourite event set up on their system, if you apply this Favourite
Event to a Role that they are in, it will override any Favourites that they have set up.Event to a Role that they are in, it will override any Favourites that they have set up.

The user can change them after you apply the favourites.The user can change them after you apply the favourites.

Firstly select the Events by clicking the Add buttonFirstly select the Events by clicking the Add button
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Once you select Add, the Event drop down box will appear forOnce you select Add, the Event drop down box will appear for
you to select the Events you want to add. You can add inyou to select the Events you want to add. You can add in
additional events by clicking the "Add" button again.additional events by clicking the "Add" button again.

The image here shows a Favourite has been added, and that another favourite is about to be
added

#1: Select the Event you want to add

#2: You can add in more events if you need, but you should only set up 1 or 2 favourite events
to avoid cluttering the sidebar and front page reports.

Once you select the event forms click the "Select Role" buttonOnce you select the event forms click the "Select Role" button
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You need to select the Role that you want to apply theseYou need to select the Role that you want to apply these
favourites to. The example here shows that the Injury andfavourites to. The example here shows that the Injury and
Illness Events are being set up for the Physician RoleIllness Events are being set up for the Physician Role

#1: Click on the Role drop down box and select the Role you want to apply the favourite/s to.

Once you are SURE you have selected the correct role, clickOnce you are SURE you have selected the correct role, click
"Select" and the changes will be applied and you will return to"Select" and the changes will be applied and you will return to
the home page on the Admin Toolthe home page on the Admin Tool
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The image here shows a User who is in the Physician Role, andThe image here shows a User who is in the Physician Role, and
they now have the Injury and Illness records set as theirthey now have the Injury and Illness records set as their
favourites on their home page and in their account (as shown infavourites on their home page and in their account (as shown in
the image below)the image below)

The Favourites on a Physician's Login. These can be removed byThe Favourites on a Physician's Login. These can be removed by
the user if they require.the user if they require.

Please note that when you set up one or more Event Forms asPlease note that when you set up one or more Event Forms as
Favourites and then apply them to a role, it will apply them toFavourites and then apply them to a role, it will apply them to
all users in that role. If you add in a new user to that Role afterall users in that role. If you add in a new user to that Role after
you have applied a Favourite for it, the new user will not haveyou have applied a Favourite for it, the new user will not have
the favourites set up for themthe favourites set up for them
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Create Messages orCreate Messages or
Notifications to appear on aNotifications to appear on a
Users Home Page. This can beUsers Home Page. This can be
set individually, for a Group orset individually, for a Group or
for a Rolefor a Role
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Setting up notifications to appear on a UsersSetting up notifications to appear on a Users
Home Page when they loginHome Page when they login
An administrator can now can set up Notifications andAn administrator can now can set up Notifications and
Messages for an individual User, a Group of users or for aMessages for an individual User, a Group of users or for a
Specific Role. To see how to create this Notification follow theSpecific Role. To see how to create this Notification follow the
steps belowsteps below

An Administrator can now set up messages to notify users about system changes through to
encouragement for upcoming competitions.

On the Admin Home Page click on "System messages"On the Admin Home Page click on "System messages"
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Click on Create New MessageClick on Create New Message

Type in the Message Title and the Body of the Message. ClickType in the Message Title and the Body of the Message. Click
SaveSave

The Title will appear in bold at the top of the home page, and the Body text will appear
automatically if you tick"Auto open". If you did not tick auto open then the user will need to click
on the message title to see the body of the text (see the image in the last section of this lesson
for an example).
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Now select the Users who you want to see the message/Now select the Users who you want to see the message/
notification. Select via Individual, a Group or multiple Groups,notification. Select via Individual, a Group or multiple Groups,
or a Role or Multiple Roles.or a Role or Multiple Roles.

You can add in individuals, Roles, or Groups by typing in the "start typing to search" box and
then click on the "Add Person", "Add Role", or "Add group" respectively. Alternatively, you can
add multiple Users, Groups or Roles using the "Add Multiple" buttons.
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The example here shows that we are going to set up theThe example here shows that we are going to set up the
message to all Athletes and Coaches who are going to the worldmessage to all Athletes and Coaches who are going to the world
champschamps

It will appear for the users ININ the group ANDAND the users who are a Coach of a group. It will also
appear for anyone in the Role of Medical Staff

An example of the Message as it Appears on the Home Page forAn example of the Message as it Appears on the Home Page for
the coach of the World Champs athletesthe coach of the World Champs athletes
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The New Message will appear in the Messages List on theThe New Message will appear in the Messages List on the
Admin Tool for you to Edit as you require (see the step below),Admin Tool for you to Edit as you require (see the step below),
or delete when you no longer need itor delete when you no longer need it

To Edit the Message, click on the edit button (shown in the stepTo Edit the Message, click on the edit button (shown in the step
above) and then click Saveabove) and then click Save

The Edited Message will be shown on the Home Page of theThe Edited Message will be shown on the Home Page of the
specific Usersspecific Users
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The User cannot delete the message from their screen. YouThe User cannot delete the message from their screen. You
MUST remove users from the message (e.g. remove the user,MUST remove users from the message (e.g. remove the user,
the group or the role), delete it from the system or update it asthe group or the role), delete it from the system or update it as
required.required.

The image here shows the administrator deleting the message from the system and then it will
be removed from the messages list and also from all of the users home page.

If you delete the Message on the Admin Site, or remove theIf you delete the Message on the Admin Site, or remove the
users it is applied to, the Message will be removed from theusers it is applied to, the Message will be removed from the
Users Home PageUsers Home Page
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Different messages/notifications can include information aboutDifferent messages/notifications can include information about
team training, new event forms, or even upcomingteam training, new event forms, or even upcoming
requirements... use it as you need. Just remember to take therequirements... use it as you need. Just remember to take the
users off a message, or delete the message when you no longerusers off a message, or delete the message when you no longer
need itneed it

You can set up messages and notification as you require. You may want to set up a welcome
notification for new users on the system, through to sending out congratulatory messages for
groups or staff. The possibilities are endless.
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Using the "System Messages" on theUsing the "System Messages" on the
Administration Site to embed a PDF on theAdministration Site to embed a PDF on the
Home Page of a system. This is NOT supportedHome Page of a system. This is NOT supported

CRITICAL NOTE: This is not part of the supported Smartabase or Profiler software system.CRITICAL NOTE: This is not part of the supported Smartabase or Profiler software system.

It is NOT guaranteed to work on all browsers, or when new versions of the internet browserIt is NOT guaranteed to work on all browsers, or when new versions of the internet browser
that you use is released. It may not work on systems where the pdf view has been disabled.that you use is released. It may not work on systems where the pdf view has been disabled.
We do not support or develop upgrades for this feature.We do not support or develop upgrades for this feature.

USE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION.USE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION.

The system messages are not just being used to displayThe system messages are not just being used to display
messages. Some users are now setting up messages andmessages. Some users are now setting up messages and
embedding a PDF document so that it shows on the Home Pageembedding a PDF document so that it shows on the Home Page
(as shown here)(as shown here)

To perform this you need to create a link for the pdf (from aTo perform this you need to create a link for the pdf (from a
URL, or from your site's My Resources Module). You can use theURL, or from your site's My Resources Module). You can use the
Embed Code Generator for thisEmbed Code Generator for this

Type in http://pdfobject.com/generator.php to access the code generator
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Choose "Standard markup (no JavaScript)" for the Type of codeChoose "Standard markup (no JavaScript)" for the Type of code
to generateto generate

Double check the name of the Resource or the URL linkDouble check the name of the Resource or the URL link
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Then paste in the URL of the PDF file that you want to referenceThen paste in the URL of the PDF file that you want to reference
and Click Generate Code.and Click Generate Code.

You can add in a link to a pdf from the My resources section of your website. To do this you
need to type in...

https://my.sitesite.com/sitenamesitename/getresource?name=My Resource nameMy Resource name (exact case and spelling
required of the Resource name and you must include a %20 instead of a space)

e.g. https://my.smartabasesmartabase.com/
fusionallstarsusionallstars/getresource?name=Performance%20EnhancementPerformance%20Enhancement

This means you could update a Resource as/when required and it will update on the Home
Page.

Access a web based PDFAccess a web based PDF

Or, if you have access to a pdf on the internet you can type in the url link and it will generate the
code to access this.

N.B. when you type in the name of a Resource and there is aN.B. when you type in the name of a Resource and there is a
space between words this must be replaced by %20. Forspace between words this must be replaced by %20. For
example https://my.smartabase.com/fusionallstars/example https://my.smartabase.com/fusionallstars/
getresource?name=Performance%20Enhancementgetresource?name=Performance%20Enhancement
Any spaces between words in the resource name MUST be replaced by %20
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Copy the Code GeneratedCopy the Code Generated

The Code will look this this: Please change the height from 100% to 200px or 300px or the pdfThe Code will look this this: Please change the height from 100% to 200px or 300px or the pdf
will not display!will not display!

<object data='https://my.smartabase.com/fusionallstars/getresource?name=Performance
Enhancement#'

type='application/pdf'

width='100%'

height='300px'>height='300px'>

<p>It appears your Web browser is not configured to display PDF files.

No worries, just <a href='https://my.smartabase.com/fusionallstars/
getresource?name=Performance Enhancement'>click here to download the PDF file.</a></p>

</object>

In the Administration Site create a new System Message byIn the Administration Site create a new System Message by
clicking the "Create new system message" on the Systemclicking the "Create new system message" on the System
Messages ModuleMessages Module

Name the Message according to the type of PDF you want toName the Message according to the type of PDF you want to
embed in it. For this example we are linking to a My Resourcesembed in it. For this example we are linking to a My Resources
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Document. Other options include uploading game scheduleDocument. Other options include uploading game schedule
pdf'spdf's

Paste in the Embed Code into the "Body" text area. ThePaste in the Embed Code into the "Body" text area. The
example here is for a Resource from the My Resources sectionexample here is for a Resource from the My Resources section

The embed code will look something like this:The embed code will look something like this:

<object data='PDF Location#'

type='application/pdf'

width='100%'

height='300px'>

<p>It appears your Web browser is not configured to display PDF files.

No worries, just <a href='PDF Location'>click here to download the PDF file.</a></p>

</object>
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Do not click Auto open because it may be a large file and youDo not click Auto open because it may be a large file and you
do not want it to take up all of the space on the Home Pagedo not want it to take up all of the space on the Home Page
automaticallyautomatically

Save the Message and enable it for the Roles/Groups/UsersSave the Message and enable it for the Roles/Groups/Users
that you requirethat you require
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If you have set this up correct, the PDF will appear on the HomeIf you have set this up correct, the PDF will appear on the Home
Page on some browsers in the Messages SectionPage on some browsers in the Messages Section

Some internet browsers may not be set up to display PDF filesSome internet browsers may not be set up to display PDF files
so the pdf will not display. Instead just click on the link and theso the pdf will not display. Instead just click on the link and the
pdf will download.pdf will download.

The image here shows that this internet browser is not set up to display PDF files. A link to the
file will be displayed instead that will download the resource.
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Daily Reminders: How to set upDaily Reminders: How to set up
E-mail and Text Reminders forE-mail and Text Reminders for
athletes to enter in dataathletes to enter in data
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The Daily Reminders Module is NOT for criticalThe Daily Reminders Module is NOT for critical
communicationcommunication
Disclaimer: The Daily Reminders Functionality is NOT for criticalDisclaimer: The Daily Reminders Functionality is NOT for critical
communicationcommunication

The reminder function is NOT a service to be used for critical communications. If
things are critical, we still advise the use of performance alerts, or the internal
messaging system.

The time each reminders is sent varies depending on the time of the alert and the load on the
service provided. However, you MUST always be aware that SMS delivery is NOT guaranteed by
the service provider, ever.

Additional new updates and builds may from time to time affect delivery of the messages. We
endeavor to provide this module to users a bonus, but remind them NOT to use it for critical
communication purposes.
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The Daily Reminders Module: How to set up aThe Daily Reminders Module: How to set up a
recurring e-mail or text reminder to be sent onrecurring e-mail or text reminder to be sent on
a specific day and time to an athlete/sa specific day and time to an athlete/s

Administrators can now set up a reminder to be sent to an athlete on a recurring basis. It
was designed to ensure an athlete would be sent reminders to enter in new data (not data
which is already scheduled) on specific days of the week.

The Daily Reminders Module is available on the AdministrationThe Daily Reminders Module is available on the Administration
Site. Click "Daily Reminders" to open the Module and create aSite. Click "Daily Reminders" to open the Module and create a
new reminder.new reminder.

The Daily Reminders Module enables an Administrator to set up a recurring e-mail or text to be
sent to an athlete on a specific day of the week at a specific time.
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All of the reminders that you have created appear in a list onAll of the reminders that you have created appear in a list on
the left. To create a new reminder click on the "Create Newthe left. To create a new reminder click on the "Create New
Daily Reminder"Daily Reminder"

To set up a new reminder click on "Create new Daily Reminder" and follow steps #1 to #10
below.

#1: Name the Reminder. This name will appear as the "header#1: Name the Reminder. This name will appear as the "header
title" in any e-mail alerts, so be very specific about what thetitle" in any e-mail alerts, so be very specific about what the
reminder is forreminder is for

Enter in the Name of the Reminder. The example here shows this reminder being names "Enter
Daily Workload Information"

Please enter in an appropriate name as this will be sent to the athlete in the e-mail header.

It is also the name that appears for this reminder in the Daily Reminders List (as shown in the
image in the step above).
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#2: Choose the Event Form that you want the reminder to be#2: Choose the Event Form that you want the reminder to be
sent out forsent out for

Click on the Form Id drop down and then select which form you want the reminder to be linked
with. The example here shows the Daily Monitoring Form being selected.

#3: Choose whether you want the reminder to be sent#3: Choose whether you want the reminder to be sent
depending on whether or not the athlete has already entered independing on whether or not the athlete has already entered in
data for that day.data for that day.

Check for DataCheck for Data

-If you ONLY wantONLY want the reminder to be sent out IF the athlete has NOTNOT entered in any data on
the day the reminder is sent, then make sure the "Check For Data"Check For Data" button is tickedticked (as shown
here). This means, if you set up the reminder to be sent at 9:00pm at night andand an athlete has
already entered in their daily monitoring data for that day, the reminder will NOT be sent.he reminder will NOT be sent.
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-If you want the reminder to ALWAYS be sent out on a specific date and time, regardless of
whether or not the athlete has entered in their data on that day, then untick the "Check For
Data" button. This means the reminder will always be sent out at that time.

#4: Communication Preferences: choose whether you want the#4: Communication Preferences: choose whether you want the
alert to be sent to the athlete's Internal Mail, External Emailalert to be sent to the athlete's Internal Mail, External Email
Account or via TextAccount or via Text

Communication Preferences:Communication Preferences: select where you want the notification to be sent:

-Internal Only:-Internal Only: will be sent to the athlete's inbox on the internal mail messaging feature in the
system.

-Email:-Email: will be sent to the external emailemail address listed for the athlete in their accountaccount details.

-Text Message:-Text Message: will be sent via SMS to the Cell Phone number listed in the MobileMobile section in
their accountaccount details

-Email and Text Message:-Email and Text Message: will be sent to BOTH the athlete's e-mail address and via SMS to the
cell phone number listed in their account.
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#5: Carefully consider the Time that you want the reminder to#5: Carefully consider the Time that you want the reminder to
be sentbe sent

Choose the Hour and Minute that you want the reminder to be sent:

Set the HourHour (24 hour selection) and the MinuteMinute (15 minute blocks available) that you require.

The Hour selection is based on a 24 hour clock so PLEASE double check that you have chosenThe Hour selection is based on a 24 hour clock so PLEASE double check that you have chosen
the correct time for the reminder to be sent.the correct time for the reminder to be sent.

Athlete's won't be happy if you send them text messages at 1:00am in the morning because youAthlete's won't be happy if you send them text messages at 1:00am in the morning because you
accidentally chose 1:00 and not 13:00 (1:00pm).accidentally chose 1:00 and not 13:00 (1:00pm).

Choose the time that you want the system to check whether any data has been entered and to
send out the alerts.

N.B. The alerts may not be sent at exactly the time you set because other alerts maybe being
sent. However, they will go into a queue to be sent as close as possible to the selected time
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#6: Select the Days that you want the reminder to be sent out#6: Select the Days that you want the reminder to be sent out

For Monitoring Daily workload you would most likely select that the athlete is reminded on
every day of the week (as chosen here).

For Monitoring a workload form that is tracked weekly you would select the day that you
require the athletes to complete it on, e.g on a Sunday to complete the data from the previous
week.

Tick any days that you want a reminder to be sent on and the reminders will be sent based on
the days that you have ticked.

Untick any days that you do NOT want a reminder to be sent on.

#7: Write in the Message that will be sent#7: Write in the Message that will be sent
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Write in the message that you would like to be sent to the athlete. Again, be very careful about
the content of the message; be succinct and to the point.

Special Considerations for Text Messages:Special Considerations for Text Messages:

If you chose to send a Text Message, ONLY the content written in the messages section will
appear in the Text SMS (the Name in step #1 is NOT used).

You also need to limit the text message length to 140 characters140 characters

Consider adding in "Do Not Reply" to the message so that the athletes do not try and text the
system back!

Special Considerations for E-mail Messages:Special Considerations for E-mail Messages:

Consider adding in "Do Not Reply" to the message so they do not try and reply to the e-mail.

You could add in your system's address so that they can click on the link to login directly and
enter their data

e.g. https://my.smartabase.com/sitename

or to the android version

e.g. https://my.smartabase.com/sitename/m.html

#8: It is CRITICAL that you set up the timezone that you want#8: It is CRITICAL that you set up the timezone that you want
the message to be sent inthe message to be sent in
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It is imperative that you set up the correct timezone that you are in. This means the alert will be
sent based on the Hour and Minutes, in the exact Timezone that you specified:

e.g. Queensland Australia would be GMT + 10:00, New Zealand would be GMT + 12:00, UK is
GMT + 1:00.

N.B. If your country or area has day light savings, this cannot be taken into account and it willN.B. If your country or area has day light savings, this cannot be taken into account and it will
ONLY send based on theONLY send based on the TTimezoneimezone selectedselected..

Travel ConsiderationsTravel Considerations

If your athletes are traveling overseas and you want to track them, it would be important to set
up a new reminder fornew reminder for the new timezone and to remove them from their usual reminder.

#9: Click on "Save" to Save the Reminder and to then select the#9: Click on "Save" to Save the Reminder and to then select the
athletes to send the reminder toathletes to send the reminder to
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#10: Select the athlete and add them one at a time, or add in a#10: Select the athlete and add them one at a time, or add in a
group of athletesgroup of athletes

Reminded AthletesReminded Athletes

Type in the name of the athlete into the text search box, click on their name. Then click on the
"Add reminded athletes" to add them to the list.

You can also click on "Add Multiple People". Once the pop up box appears with the names of
the athletes, make sure a tick is placed beside the athletes that you want to add to the reminder
list. All of the users in the system will appear for selection, so it could be a very long list to go
through depending on the size of your system.

Reminded GroupsReminded Groups

Enables you to send reminders to all of the athletes in a group.

Select one group at a time by typing in the search text box. Click on the Group Name. Then click
on "Add reminded groups".

You can also click on "Add Multiple Groups". Once the pop up box appears with the names of
the groups, make sure a tick is placed beside the groups that you want to add to the reminder
list. All of the groups that are set up in the system will appear for potential selection.
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When you have set up the reminder, click on Save and you willWhen you have set up the reminder, click on Save and you will
be take back to the list of Daily Reminders that have been setbe take back to the list of Daily Reminders that have been set
upup

To see examples of how the Daily Reminders appear in an e-To see examples of how the Daily Reminders appear in an e-
mail message or via text see the next lesson.mail message or via text see the next lesson.

N.B. once you have created your reminder, TEST it on yourself,N.B. once you have created your reminder, TEST it on yourself,
or follow up with the athletes to double check that you have setor follow up with the athletes to double check that you have set
it up correctly and that the athletes received it.it up correctly and that the athletes received it.
As with any of the reminders or alerts that can be set up, it always pays to test out the alert on
yourself first (e.g. set up the reminder for your account before you apply it to the athletes).
Once you set it up for the correct athletes/groups it would pay to follow up with these users to
check that they received the reminder, through the correct e-mail or cell phone numbers.

To stop or delete the Daily Reminder see the next lessonTo stop or delete the Daily Reminder see the next lesson
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Examples of Daily Reminders sent via E-mail,Examples of Daily Reminders sent via E-mail,
Text or Internal MailText or Internal Mail
To see examples of how the reminders are sent please see theTo see examples of how the reminders are sent please see the
steps below:steps below:

The example in the image here shows the reminder being set up. It is set to be sent to the
athlete's E-mail address and to their Phone via SMS.

If a Reminder was sent to an e-mail it would include: fromIf a Reminder was sent to an e-mail it would include: from
"support", then the "Name" and the "Message""support", then the "Name" and the "Message"

The email is sent from "support". Make sure you check that the athlete is receiving these and
that they are not going to SPAM.
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An opened Daily Reminder; note how easy it is for the athlete toAn opened Daily Reminder; note how easy it is for the athlete to
click the site address link IF you include it in the original mailclick the site address link IF you include it in the original mail
message.message.

The image in the first step shows that the message was set up to includeinclude the site address. If this
is included then they can click it and easily login to enter in their data

How the reminder appears if it was sent via SMS (TextHow the reminder appears if it was sent via SMS (Text
Message).Message).

N.B. A different number appears each time the reminder is sent.

You can include your organisation name or link. Another option might be to include a link to the
Android Mobile application e.g https://my.siteaddress.com/site/m.htmlm.html. For more information
on the Android App see the Android App Help Manual.
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This Reminder was set up to be sent via Internal MailThis Reminder was set up to be sent via Internal Mail

N.B. Internal Mail Reminders should ONLY be used it the athlete is logging into the system daily
and is actively using the internal mail system. The majority of reminders will be set up using E-
mail reminders to the athlete's external mail address e.g. @gmail, @hotmail etc.

How the reminder appears if it is sent via Internal MailHow the reminder appears if it is sent via Internal Mail

N.B. Internal Mail Reminders should ONLY be used it the athlete is logging into the system most
days and is actively using the internal mail system. The majority of reminders will be set up
using E-mail reminders to the athlete's external mail address e.g. @gmail, @hotmail etc.
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The Internal Mail Message openedThe Internal Mail Message opened
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The Daily Reminders Module: How to stop aThe Daily Reminders Module: How to stop a
reminder for an athlete or remove it from thereminder for an athlete or remove it from the
systemsystem

If you set up a reminder and you no longer require it to be sentIf you set up a reminder and you no longer require it to be sent
out to one of the athletes being notified, simply remove theout to one of the athletes being notified, simply remove the
athlete from the list.athlete from the list.

The example here shows that the Data Entry Athlete need to stop being sent the daily reminder.
Simply remove the athlete from the reminders list by clicking on "Remove" and then clicking on
"OK".

Once removed from the list they will no longer receive the notifications.
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If you are in the off season and you do not require any athletesIf you are in the off season and you do not require any athletes
to be notified, click on "Clear All" to remove all of the athletes.to be notified, click on "Clear All" to remove all of the athletes.

If you no longer require that athletes are monitored for a specific period of time during the
year, but you will use the reminder in the future you can just remove the athletes from the
Reminder.

You can remove all of the athletes from the Reminded Athletes or Reminded Groups List at
once by clicking on "Clear All" and then confirming the removal.

If no athletes are listed the alert will not be sent.

If you no longer require the Daily Reminder for future use, thenIf you no longer require the Daily Reminder for future use, then
delete it from the systemdelete it from the system

-Open the Daily Reminders Module.

-Click on the Delete button for the Reminder that is no longer required.

-Confirm the delete and the reminder will be removed from the system.
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Page Layouts: How toPage Layouts: How to
completely change the look andcompletely change the look and
feel of your sitefeel of your site
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How the Custom Page Layouts are proritised toHow the Custom Page Layouts are proritised to
showshow
You can set up a custom layout and apply it to a Group/s or to aYou can set up a custom layout and apply it to a Group/s or to a
Role/sRole/s

Custom Layouts can be very important to help give the systemCustom Layouts can be very important to help give the system
a unique look and feel depending on the Groups a User is ina unique look and feel depending on the Groups a User is in
and the Roles the User hasand the Roles the User has

You can create as many Page Layouts as you require. ThisYou can create as many Page Layouts as you require. This
example shows that four have been created. Two have beenexample shows that four have been created. Two have been
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made and assigned to a different Role, and two have beenmade and assigned to a different Role, and two have been
created and assigned to a Groupcreated and assigned to a Group

4 Different Page layouts have been created. This includes:4 Different Page layouts have been created. This includes:

Two Page Layouts assigned to a RoleTwo Page Layouts assigned to a Role

-Coach Role Page Layout (purple header and timing lights and ipad in the background image)
has been assigned to the RoleRole of Coach

-Talent ID Manager Page Layout (blue header and map in the background image) has been
assigned to the RoleRole of Talent ID Manager

Two Page Layouts assigned to a GroupTwo Page Layouts assigned to a Group

-National Squad Theme (Red header and timing lights in the background) has been assigned to
the National Squad GroupGroup

-U18 National Team Page Layout (athlete in top left header, and fusion sport logo in
background) has been assigned to the U18 National Team GroupGroup

N.B. Details on how to create a Page layout are in the subsequent lessonsN.B. Details on how to create a Page layout are in the subsequent lessons
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The image in this step highlights how a Page layout applied to aThe image in this step highlights how a Page layout applied to a
Role is set to display when viewing any Groups that a user hasRole is set to display when viewing any Groups that a user has
access to.access to.

A Page Layout applied to a Group (and subsequent subgroups) takes precedence and willA Page Layout applied to a Group (and subsequent subgroups) takes precedence and will
display instead of the Page Layout of thedisplay instead of the Page Layout of the Role.Role. Additionally, if a Subgroup has it's own PageAdditionally, if a Subgroup has it's own Page
Layout, this will alsoLayout, this will also display as a prioritydisplay as a priority over the Page Layout of the Roleover the Page Layout of the Role

The image in this step highlights how a Page layout applied to a Role is set to display when
viewing any Groups that a user has access to. However, a Page Layout applied to a Group (and
subsequent subgroups) takes precedence and will display instead of the Page Layout of the
Role. Additionally, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this will also display as a priority over
the Page Layout of the Role
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The Page Layout of the Role will appear as soon as any UserThe Page Layout of the Role will appear as soon as any User
from that Role logs in to the system. The image here shows thefrom that Role logs in to the system. The image here shows the
Page Layout that was set up for the Coach RolePage Layout that was set up for the Coach Role

This is the Coach Page layout Theme (Purple Header and Timing lights and ipad in the
background Image)

This is the view when the Coach in the Coach RoleCoach Role logins in to the system. When you assign a
Page Layout to a Role, this page layout will show as the theme for all Users in this Role from
now on as soon as they login. The coach is currently viewing the Academy Group that does not
have a Page Layout Assigned to it.

However, when a User in a Role that is assigned a Page Layout loads a group that ALSO has aHowever, when a User in a Role that is assigned a Page Layout loads a group that ALSO has a
Page Layout assigned to it, the Page Layout for the Group will appear instead of the Role layout.Page Layout assigned to it, the Page Layout for the Group will appear instead of the Role layout.
Page Layouts aPage Layouts assigned to assigned to a GroupGroup taketake PriorityPriority over Page Layouts assigned to aover Page Layouts assigned to a RoleRole. This. This
means when a User in the Coach Role loads a group with no Page layout, the Coach Role Layoutmeans when a User in the Coach Role loads a group with no Page layout, the Coach Role Layout
will be displayed. When they load any Groups that have a Page Layout, the Page Layout for thatwill be displayed. When they load any Groups that have a Page Layout, the Page Layout for that
Group will be displayed. This is shown in the step below when the user selects the NationalGroup will be displayed. This is shown in the step below when the user selects the National
Team.Team.
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An example of the Page Layout changes when the NationalAn example of the Page Layout changes when the National
Team is selected to view. The National Team has it's own PageTeam is selected to view. The National Team has it's own Page
Layout.Layout.

This is the National Squad Page layout Theme (red header and timing lights in the background
Image)

This is the view when the Coach in the Coach RoleCoach Role changes to the National Squad that has it's
own Page Layout.
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Creating a new Page LayoutCreating a new Page Layout

You can now customise the layout, the Tabs and the small links, through to the buttons/
modules that appear on the home page.

This is set by Group and Role

You can now set up different home page, tab and linkYou can now set up different home page, tab and link
configurations for a Group of Athletes and for a Users Role toconfigurations for a Group of Athletes and for a Users Role to
optimise work flow and system useoptimise work flow and system use
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Setting up a Page Layout is completed on the AdministrationSetting up a Page Layout is completed on the Administration
Site e.g. https://my.smartabase.com/name/admin.htmlSite e.g. https://my.smartabase.com/name/admin.html

All of your existing and an new Page Layouts will show on theAll of your existing and an new Page Layouts will show on the
Page Layouts Page. Click on Create New Page Layout to create aPage Layouts Page. Click on Create New Page Layout to create a
new layoutnew layout
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You will be able to update the Tabs, Small Links, Sections, theYou will be able to update the Tabs, Small Links, Sections, the
CSS and Background and Header Images. These are allCSS and Background and Header Images. These are all
explained in the following lessonsexplained in the following lessons

Clearly name the custom Page Layout. Layouts can be assignedClearly name the custom Page Layout. Layouts can be assigned
to Groups and Roles, so try and name the Page Layout to thatto Groups and Roles, so try and name the Page Layout to that
of the Group/s or Role/s you are applying it to so you can easilyof the Group/s or Role/s you are applying it to so you can easily
know which one to openknow which one to open
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Choose the language that you want the Site to Appear in. SelectChoose the language that you want the Site to Appear in. Select
from English to Frenchfrom English to French

Write in a Description of the Page Layout. This appears in theWrite in a Description of the Page Layout. This appears in the
Page Layout List on the Admin Site to help you identify thisPage Layout List on the Admin Site to help you identify this
layout (as shown in the image below)layout (as shown in the image below)

The image of the Page Layout Name and Description as itThe image of the Page Layout Name and Description as it
appears on the Page Layout Listappears on the Page Layout List
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Now set up the Tabs. See the next lesson for instructions onNow set up the Tabs. See the next lesson for instructions on
how to do thishow to do this
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Setting up the Tabs on a Page LayoutSetting up the Tabs on a Page Layout

What are Tabs? The Image here show you the default Tabs thatWhat are Tabs? The Image here show you the default Tabs that
appear on all systems currently. You can now choose ANY ofappear on all systems currently. You can now choose ANY of
the modules in your system to appear in the Tabs section (seethe modules in your system to appear in the Tabs section (see
the steps in the image below)the steps in the image below)

The Image here shows you the Tabs that appear on all systems. These are the home page, the
recent entries, the calendar and the reports.

In the Tabs, section you can select the Modules that you wantIn the Tabs, section you can select the Modules that you want
to appear as Tabs along the top of the Site. Click on the "Addto appear as Tabs along the top of the Site. Click on the "Add
tabs" buttontabs" button
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From the drop down list, select the Module that you want toFrom the drop down list, select the Module that you want to
appear as the first Tab (on the far left of the Site). The exampleappear as the first Tab (on the far left of the Site). The example
here shows that "Performance Summary Reports" was selectedhere shows that "Performance Summary Reports" was selected
to appear in the first Tab.to appear in the first Tab.

The image in the step below shows you how the application looks with only one Tab enabled
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On the application, the first Tab in the Page Layout appears onOn the application, the first Tab in the Page Layout appears on
the left of the Site. You can see that the Performance Summarythe left of the Site. You can see that the Performance Summary
Reports now appears as Tab (as set up in the previous step)Reports now appears as Tab (as set up in the previous step)

Add in the Tabs as you require on the Tabs List. Click on theAdd in the Tabs as you require on the Tabs List. Click on the
Add tabs link to add in a new Tab and then select from the dropAdd tabs link to add in a new Tab and then select from the drop
down list.down list.
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Choose the Tabs that you think the professionals or athletes require. The example here shows
that four Modules have been selected to show as Tabs.

Aim for 4-5 Tabs to ensure the page does not look to cluttered.

You can movemove the Tabs up or down using the green up and down arrows and this will change
their order on the site.

To deletedelete a Tab, click on the red delete button.

This is how the Tabs set up in the step above display on theThis is how the Tabs set up in the step above display on the
application. They are displayed with the Modules at the top ofapplication. They are displayed with the Modules at the top of
the Tabs list on the left of the page and the Modules at thethe Tabs list on the left of the page and the Modules at the
bottom of the list on the rightbottom of the list on the right

The "home" Tab (home page) always displays so users can get back to the home page. Any of
the modules you have selected will appear along the top of the site as Tabs. As you can see
here, the four Modules select in the previous step appear along the top of the site.

WARNING: You can add in as many Tabs you like, just be carefulWARNING: You can add in as many Tabs you like, just be careful
not to set up too many. If you choose to have this many theynot to set up too many. If you choose to have this many they
will wrap into a second line (as shown in the image here).will wrap into a second line (as shown in the image here).
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Once you have added in the Tabs that you require click onOnce you have added in the Tabs that you require click on
"Save" to save these settings (you will need to click "Save" twice"Save" to save these settings (you will need to click "Save" twice
if you have just set this Page Layout up).if you have just set this Page Layout up).

If you save the layout this will protect against loss of the page layout in case you have an
internet outage while you are in the middle of creating it. Once you Save the Page Layout you
can open it again from the Page Layout list by clicking on it.
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Now set up the Small Links. See the Next Lesson forNow set up the Small Links. See the Next Lesson for
information on how to do this.information on how to do this.
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Setting up the Small Links on a Page LayoutSetting up the Small Links on a Page Layout
What are Small Links? The Image here shows you the defaultWhat are Small Links? The Image here shows you the default
Small Links that appear on all systems currently. You can nowSmall Links that appear on all systems currently. You can now
choose ANY of the Modules in your system to appear in thechoose ANY of the Modules in your system to appear in the
Small Links section (see the steps in the image below)Small Links section (see the steps in the image below)

Account, inbox and personal groups are set to appear as the default Small Links.

In the Small Links section you can select the modules that youIn the Small Links section you can select the modules that you
want to appear as Small Links. Click on the "Add smalllinks"want to appear as Small Links. Click on the "Add smalllinks"
buttonbutton
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From the Small Links dropdown list, select the Module that youFrom the Small Links dropdown list, select the Module that you
want to appear on the far right of the small Links area on thewant to appear on the far right of the small Links area on the
site. The example here shows that "Profile Data" was selectedsite. The example here shows that "Profile Data" was selected
to appear as the first Small Link.to appear as the first Small Link.

The image in the step below shows you how the application looks with only this Small Link
Module set up.

Only the Profile Module shows in the Small Links area (as set upOnly the Profile Module shows in the Small Links area (as set up
in the image in the step above)in the image in the step above)

N.B. Because the Account Module does not appear as a small link any more, you must enableN.B. Because the Account Module does not appear as a small link any more, you must enable
the Account Module on a Tab or as a Button in a Section, or a User will not be able to accessthe Account Module on a Tab or as a Button in a Section, or a User will not be able to access
their account information!their account information!
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Add in as many Small Links as you require on the Small LinksAdd in as many Small Links as you require on the Small Links
List. Click on the "Add smalllinks" to add in a new Small Link andList. Click on the "Add smalllinks" to add in a new Small Link and
then select from the drop down list.then select from the drop down list.

Choose the Small Links that you think the professionals or athletes require. The example here
shows that four Small Links have been selected.

Aim for 3-4 Small Links to ensure the page does not look too cluttered.

-Move-Move the Small Links up or down using the green up and down arrows and this will move them
left to right on the actual site.

N.B. The Module at the top of the Small Links list will appear on the left of the small links area
on the Site and the Module at the bottom of the Small Links list will appear on the right of the
small links area on the site.

-To DeleteDelete a Small Link, click on the red delete button.

The image here shows you how the page looks with the 4 SmallThe image here shows you how the page looks with the 4 Small
Links set up in the image in the step aboveLinks set up in the image in the step above
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If you add in a lot of Small Links, the Site can look cluttered! TryIf you add in a lot of Small Links, the Site can look cluttered! Try
to avoid this.to avoid this.

Now set up the Sections.. see the next lessons on how to doNow set up the Sections.. see the next lessons on how to do
thisthis
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Setting up the Sections for a Page LayoutSetting up the Sections for a Page Layout

It is critical that you consider how to set up each section, as this will significantly change the
work flow of the system. Please read the steps below to find out more

A Section is used to display the main Modules on the HomeA Section is used to display the main Modules on the Home
Page site. The default Home Page shows one section with all ofPage site. The default Home Page shows one section with all of
the Modules that a User has access to. It also displays anythe Modules that a User has access to. It also displays any
Favourite Events and Front Page Reports that have been set up.Favourite Events and Front Page Reports that have been set up.

This is the current Home Page Layout on all systems where all of the Modules that you have
access to will be displayed.
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Now you can set up a User's Home Page so that ModulesNow you can set up a User's Home Page so that Modules
appear in separate Sections and these Sections can be hiddenappear in separate Sections and these Sections can be hidden
or shown when he/she logs in.or shown when he/she logs in.

The image here shows that 4 separate sections have been set up for this Page Layout. Follow
the steps below to see how this has been set up.

To add in a Section, click on Add SectionTo add in a Section, click on Add Section

You MUST add in a section and then add in Buttons into that section, or the Home page will not
have any Modules appearing on it.
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This Section example is going to be for Entering in new dataThis Section example is going to be for Entering in new data
and accessing Front Page Reports and Favourites. It willand accessing Front Page Reports and Favourites. It will
automatically be open when a User logs in .automatically be open when a User logs in .

#1: NameName the Section. Be clear so that Users have an understanding of what information is in
this Section.

#2: Leave CloseClose unticked if you want the Section to be open when a user logins to the Site. If
you tick Close, the Section will be closed and the User will need to click on the Section Name to
access the Modules (Buttons). If you leave it unticked, it will be open when the User logs in.

#3: Now click Add ButtonAdd Button to add the Home Page Buttons (Modules) into this Section.
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Click on "Add Button" and choose from the list of Modules. InClick on "Add Button" and choose from the list of Modules. In
this example, the Enter Data Module is being set up to appearthis example, the Enter Data Module is being set up to appear
in this Section. It will appear first in this Section.in this Section. It will appear first in this Section.

#1: Click on the Drop Down and select the Module that you want to appear in this Section.

#2: You can rename the button on the Home Page from the Default Name to a new name. This
can be useful for ensuring your users know what the button is for.
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For each Button (Module) that you select to add into a Section,For each Button (Module) that you select to add into a Section,
you can Customise the name of the Button when it appears onyou can Customise the name of the Button when it appears on
the site. This gives you the flexibility to name each Buttonthe site. This gives you the flexibility to name each Button
according to your requirements (see the image in the stepaccording to your requirements (see the image in the step
below).below).

If you click on "Customise buttonsCustomise buttons" text areas will appear where you can rename the Button on
an athlete's and a coaches' system. You can enter in a new Button NameName, and you can add in a
new DescriptionDescription.

N.B. If you ONLY want to add in a new name for a coach (e.g staff), you can do this by enteringN.B. If you ONLY want to add in a new name for a coach (e.g staff), you can do this by entering
in a Staff Name and Description. Leave the athlete name and description text fields blank andin a Staff Name and Description. Leave the athlete name and description text fields blank and
the default name (E.g. Enter Data) will appear for this button on their system.the default name (E.g. Enter Data) will appear for this button on their system.
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This image provides you with an example of how the systemThis image provides you with an example of how the system
looks with only one Section and the Enter Data Module enabledlooks with only one Section and the Enter Data Module enabled
as a Button in this Section. You can see the custom name andas a Button in this Section. You can see the custom name and
custom description for the Enter Data Module.custom description for the Enter Data Module.

For a comparison, the original "Enter Data" Module was added into this Section so you can seeFor a comparison, the original "Enter Data" Module was added into this Section so you can see
the name change of the buttons.the name change of the buttons.

The image here shows you the Enter Data Module that has been renamed (to "Enter in athletes
new data"). We have included an additional Enter Data button and did not rename it so that you
can see the default name (e.g. Enter Data for Athlete).
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Add in as many Buttons as you require into this Section. YouAdd in as many Buttons as you require into this Section. You
can see here that Enter Data for Group, Favourites and Frontcan see here that Enter Data for Group, Favourites and Front
Page Reports have been added.Page Reports have been added.

You can see that in this Section, four different Modules have been added. These are:

1: Enter Data (renamed to Enter in new athletes data)

2: Enter Data for Group (renamed to Enter data for a Group of athletes)

3: Favourite Events- any Event Forms that are set up as Favourites on the User's account page
will appear here

4: Front Page Reports- any Reports that have been set up as Front Page Reports will appear
here

The image in the step below shows you how this Section appears on the actual application with
these modules (Buttons).

N.B. If you ONLY want to add in a new button name for a coach (staff), you can do this by
entering in a Staff Name and Description. Leave the athlete name and description text fields
blank and the default name will appear for this button on their system (as shown here for the
Enter Data for Group Button).

N.B. You do not need to rename the favourites or the front page reports buttons as they just
show the actual favourites or front page reports. If there are none then they will be blank and
not show.
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The Enter Data, Enter Data for Group, Favourites and FrontThe Enter Data, Enter Data for Group, Favourites and Front
Page Reports appear in the order that was selected when thePage Reports appear in the order that was selected when the
Buttons where added into the Section. The Custom Staff namesButtons where added into the Section. The Custom Staff names
and description appear (this is an example of a coach loggingand description appear (this is an example of a coach logging
in).in).

The order of the buttons (Modules) appear in the order that they were selected in the Page
Layout for that Section. These can be updated by changing the order on the Page Layout in that
Section.

You can continue to add in new buttons to that section. Or, clickYou can continue to add in new buttons to that section. Or, click
on Add Section to add in a new Section. This exampleon Add Section to add in a new Section. This example
demonstrates creating a Section for the Scheduling and Recentdemonstrates creating a Section for the Scheduling and Recent
Entries ModulesEntries Modules

#1: Click on Add Section

#2: Name the Section clearly
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#3: Choose whether the Section's buttons should be hidden (closed) when the user accesses
this Page Layout.

Add in the Buttons that you require for this Section. You canAdd in the Buttons that you require for this Section. You can
customise each button using a different name if you need.customise each button using a different name if you need.

This Section will have the Schedule Page, the Calendar and the Recent Entries Modules in it. It
will be closed when a user logins to the system, and the user will need to click on it to access
the Module's button.
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Create other Sections that group your Modules together. ForCreate other Sections that group your Modules together. For
example, you could create a Reports Section (as shown here).example, you could create a Reports Section (as shown here).

The example here shows that many of the different Report Modules have been added to a
Reports Section.
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Create additional Sections that group your Modules together.Create additional Sections that group your Modules together.
For example, you could create a Training Section (as shown inFor example, you could create a Training Section (as shown in
the image here)the image here)

The Section shows that Training Blocks, Yearly Plans and Personal Bests have been added to a
"Training" Section.
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Don't forget to check for "missing" Modules that a Coach orDon't forget to check for "missing" Modules that a Coach or
Athlete may need that you have not enabled as a Button in aAthlete may need that you have not enabled as a Button in a
Section, or as a Tab or Small LinkSection, or as a Tab or Small Link

Modules like the Account, Messaging, and Performance Alerts have not been set up in any of
the Sections shown in this lesson. If these are NOT set up. If these are NOT set up as a Button in a Section, or as a Small
Link or a Tab, a User will NOT be able to access these features. You can either:

-Set these up in a new SectionSection (set to be hidden or shown) as shown here

-Add them as a Small linkSmall link (see the Small Links lesson)

-Add them as a TabTab (see the Tabs lesson)
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Once you have created your Sections, Save the Page Layout toOnce you have created your Sections, Save the Page Layout to
ensure you do not lose any changes due to an internetensure you do not lose any changes due to an internet
connection error, or power outage.connection error, or power outage.

The image here shows you how the Sections appear in the PageThe image here shows you how the Sections appear in the Page
Layout. The Scheduling Section's Buttons are not showingLayout. The Scheduling Section's Buttons are not showing
because it was set up to Close (be hidden). The Schedulebecause it was set up to Close (be hidden). The Schedule
Buttons will appear when the Scheduling Name is clicked on.Buttons will appear when the Scheduling Name is clicked on.
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Now you can add in a Custom Heading Image, a Custom StylingNow you can add in a Custom Heading Image, a Custom Styling
Sheet and a Custom Background Image. See the next lesson forSheet and a Custom Background Image. See the next lesson for
information on how to do thisinformation on how to do this

WARNING: If you do not set up any Sections or any buttons inWARNING: If you do not set up any Sections or any buttons in
your Section/s, NO modules will appear on the home page.your Section/s, NO modules will appear on the home page.

If you do not set up any Sections and Buttons in a section, then ONLY the sidebar, the Tabs and
the Small Links that you have set up will appear. The Page will look blank like this and there will
be nono Home Page buttons.
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The image here shows you how the sections and buttons allThe image here shows you how the sections and buttons all
appear nowappear now
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Upload you own custom CSS styling file,Upload you own custom CSS styling file,
Background Image and Header ImageBackground Image and Header Image

Your site will be styled according to a main site theme whichYour site will be styled according to a main site theme which
sets up the colours of the text through to the text font andsets up the colours of the text through to the text font and
header images.header images.

An example of a Custom Page Layout with no styling changes (you can see the Sections, Tabs
and Small Links)
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This is an example of the Page Layout with the a differentThis is an example of the Page Layout with the a different
Header Image, Background Image and Styling sheet (changedHeader Image, Background Image and Styling sheet (changed
the text colours)the text colours)

For your custom Page Layout you can set your own style,For your custom Page Layout you can set your own style,
header and background images. To do this, you use the customheader and background images. To do this, you use the custom
document upload fieldsdocument upload fields
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You can upload a different styling sheet. The styling sheet thatYou can upload a different styling sheet. The styling sheet that
we are using is based on the main theme of the site, but we arewe are using is based on the main theme of the site, but we are
changing the colour of some text and the link for thechanging the colour of some text and the link for the
Background ImageBackground Image

To add in a Custom CSS styling sheet, you need to have created one based on the main labels,
styles etc that are currently referenced in the system. We can send your through a styling sheet
to use as a basic template if you require. However, this is difficult to update so we recommend
ONLY qualified design/web staff attempt these changes.

#1: Click on Choose File

#2: Select the css file from your computer

#3: Click on upload
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You can upload your own background image to appear withYou can upload your own background image to appear with
this Page Layout. The background image will need to be largethis Page Layout. The background image will need to be large
enough to cover the entire Site so it you have an image, ensureenough to cover the entire Site so it you have an image, ensure
you enlarge it correctly. It should be about 2000 x 865 pixelsyou enlarge it correctly. It should be about 2000 x 865 pixels

Choosing the correct image can be very difficult. Often most images are too "noisy" and their
content distracts from the main sections and modules available on the site. Getting the correct
image, image size, transparency and colour can require a lot of time. Ask a design professional
for assistance if you need it.

You can also upload any header images that you have as well.You can also upload any header images that you have as well.
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You can upload header images to appear in the header at the top of the page. Choosing the
correct image can be difficult. Getting the correct image, image size, transparency and colour
can require a lot of time. Ask a design professional for assistance if you need it.

Now Save the Page Layout changes.Now Save the Page Layout changes.

This is an example of the Page Layout with the new HeaderThis is an example of the Page Layout with the new Header
Image, Background Image and Styling sheet (changed the textImage, Background Image and Styling sheet (changed the text
colours)colours)

You can see that when you change the styling page, the header and the background imageYou can see that when you change the styling page, the header and the background image
there are significantthere are significant differences in the style of the pagedifferences in the style of the page (compared to the original theme
displayed in the step below).
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Getting the styling, the background image and the header image to work correctly is NOT easy.Getting the styling, the background image and the header image to work correctly is NOT easy.
Issues arise if:

You do not know the basics of how to create and update a css styling sheet

The header image is smaller than the header image from the main theme

The Background image is too small

The Background image has too much "noise in the background"

Original Theme-without the new header image or backgroundOriginal Theme-without the new header image or background
imageimage
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You can choose to leave the styling, header and backgroundYou can choose to leave the styling, header and background
images as blank. This just means the main site styling willimages as blank. This just means the main site styling will
appear (e.g the styling that appears in the image in the stepappear (e.g the styling that appears in the image in the step
above).above).

If you do not feel confident changing the images or the styling then leave these fields blank.

If you have changed the style and the images and they look terrible, simply delete the files by:

1: Click on "Replace file"

2: Click the "Delete" button

3: Save the changes
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Apply a Page Layout to a GroupApply a Page Layout to a Group

Once you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save", theOnce you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save", the
Groups and Roles sections appear below the Save button. TheGroups and Roles sections appear below the Save button. The
Page Layout you have created can now be applied to a Group/sPage Layout you have created can now be applied to a Group/s
or a Role/s.or a Role/s.

The Page Layout that you have created during the previous lessons can now be applied to
Group/s and/or to a Role/s. When you add in Group and/or a Role to the Groups and Roles
sections of a Page Layout, then each User that is in the Group (or they are a coach of the group)
or in the Role that you have applied this Page Layout to will see this Page Layout. It appears
when they view the group, or when they login. See the steps below to find out more about
applying a Page Layout to a Group/Groups. Once you have read this lesson, then review theOnce you have read this lesson, then review the
lesson on applying a Page layout to a Role. It is critical that you understand the Page Layoutlesson on applying a Page layout to a Role. It is critical that you understand the Page Layout
display hierarchy before you start adding Page Layouts to different Roles and Groups.display hierarchy before you start adding Page Layouts to different Roles and Groups.
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Alternatively, you can click on the specific Page Layout from theAlternatively, you can click on the specific Page Layout from the
Page Layout List to open it and then access the Groups andPage Layout List to open it and then access the Groups and
Roles sections.Roles sections.

To apply a Page Layout to a Group add in a Group/s in theTo apply a Page Layout to a Group add in a Group/s in the
Groups Section. You can add a single group at a time or selectGroups Section. You can add a single group at a time or select
to add multiple and choose the Groups.to add multiple and choose the Groups.

You can apply a Page Layout to a Group. The athletes in that group and the coaches of that
group will have that Page Layout. If the Group is a Parent group and it has Subgroups, when
you load the Parent group or anyor any subgroups of the Parent Group, the Page Layout applied to
the Parent will show for the Parent Group and AllAll of the Subgroups (unless the subgroup has
been assigned it's own Page Layout, see the steps below to find out more).
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In this example, the U18 National Team Page Layout (created inIn this example, the U18 National Team Page Layout (created in
the previous lessons in this section) will be added to the U18the previous lessons in this section) will be added to the U18
National Team GroupNational Team Group

If you are a coach with access to this Group, when you save this group on your Groups Modules
you will see the U18 Page Layout. If you are an athlete in this group, then you will automatically
have access to this Page Layout. Once you add in a Group (as show in the previous step), it is
always best practice to click on the Group you have assigned the Page Layout to and check all of
the User that will now have this layout.

When you open the U18 National Team Group, you can see thatWhen you open the U18 National Team Group, you can see that
the U18 National Team Page Layout now appears in thisthe U18 National Team Page Layout now appears in this
Group's details.Group's details.
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Open up the Group and double check that you want the coaches and the athletes of this group
to have this Page Layout.

Once a Group is added to the Page Layout (e.g. the U18 PageOnce a Group is added to the Page Layout (e.g. the U18 Page
Layout), any athletes in that group will be shown this layout. IfLayout), any athletes in that group will be shown this layout. If
they only have access to some of the Modules (buttons, smallthey only have access to some of the Modules (buttons, small
links and tabs), only the Modules that they access to willlinks and tabs), only the Modules that they access to will
appear.appear.

This is the view when an athlete who is the U18 Group logins in. You can see it is split into
sections. The athlete only has access to the modules that they have permission to see.
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Once a Group is added to a Page layout (e.g the U18 PageOnce a Group is added to a Page layout (e.g the U18 Page
Layout), any Professionals that access that group will be shownLayout), any Professionals that access that group will be shown
that Page Layout ONLY when they load that specific Group ofthat Page Layout ONLY when they load that specific Group of
athletes or a Subgroup of that Group.athletes or a Subgroup of that Group.

The example here shows a Coach viewing the U18 Group.The example here shows a Coach viewing the U18 Group.

This is the view the coach of the U18 team would see when looking at the data for the U18
National Team. However, if the coach changed to another group (as shown in the image in the
step below), the Page Layout will revert back to the main theme because the new Group does
not have a Page Layout, and it is not a subgroup of a group with a Page Layout.

When the coach changes Groups to a Group with no PageWhen the coach changes Groups to a Group with no Page
Layout, the site will just show the main theme for the site (asLayout, the site will just show the main theme for the site (as
shown in the image in the step below).shown in the image in the step below).

The coach is changing the view to the U20 National Theme. This Group is NOT a subgroup and it
does not have a theme assigned to it yet.
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If the Coach changes to a different group without a CustomIf the Coach changes to a different group without a Custom
Page Layout (as in the step in the image above), then the mainPage Layout (as in the step in the image above), then the main
site theme will show.site theme will show.

What happens if you have created multiple Page Layouts andWhat happens if you have created multiple Page Layouts and
one Page layout is applied to the Parent group and a differentone Page layout is applied to the Parent group and a different
Page Layout is applied to a Subgroup?Page Layout is applied to a Subgroup?

The image here shows that a new Page Layout was created for the National Squad.

The U20 National Team and the U18 National Team have been added as subgroups of the
National Squad Group. This means the Page Layout applied to the National Squad will
automatically be applied to ALLALL subgroups in the National Squad Group (e.g. the U18 and the
U20 National Teams).

However,However, if a subgroup has it's own Page Layout applied to it, then the Subgroup will display
the Page Layout assigned to that specific group as a priority over the Parent Group Page Layout.
Because the U18 National Team already has a Page Layout assigned to it, this will continue to
be displayed. The U20 National Team Group will display the National Squad Page Layout.

The image in the step below highlights this work flow.
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The image in this step highlights how a Page Layout applied to aThe image in this step highlights how a Page Layout applied to a
Parent Group is automatically applied to any Subgroups.Parent Group is automatically applied to any Subgroups.
However, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this willHowever, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this will
display.display.

All of these examples are displayed below.

When the coach loads the National Squad Group, he/she willWhen the coach loads the National Squad Group, he/she will
see the National Squad Page layout. We choose a red headersee the National Squad Page layout. We choose a red header
and strange image here to highlight the changes between Pageand strange image here to highlight the changes between Page
Layouts.Layouts.

This image shows the National Team Page Layout.
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When the coach loads the U20 National Team, he/she will seeWhen the coach loads the U20 National Team, he/she will see
the National Squad Page Layout because the U20 is a Subgroupthe National Squad Page Layout because the U20 is a Subgroup
of the National Teamof the National Team

This Page Layout theme is the same as the theme is the step above.

When the coach loads the U18 National Team, he/she will seeWhen the coach loads the U18 National Team, he/she will see
the U18 National Team Page Layout.the U18 National Team Page Layout.

Because the U18 National Team has it's own Page Layout, this is shows when you view the U18
National Team.

Now you need to learn what Happens if a Coach is in a RoleNow you need to learn what Happens if a Coach is in a Role
with a Page Layout assigned to that Role, AND they are viewingwith a Page Layout assigned to that Role, AND they are viewing
a Group with a Page Layout or a Subgroup with a Page Layout.a Group with a Page Layout or a Subgroup with a Page Layout.
This is reviewed in the next lesson.
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N.B If an athlete is in multiple Groups and they have a differentN.B If an athlete is in multiple Groups and they have a different
Page Layout Assigned to each of the Groups they are in, thePage Layout Assigned to each of the Groups they are in, the
system will just select a Page Layout randomly.system will just select a Page Layout randomly.

If the athlete in the U18 group was added as an athlete into the National Squad (not just as an
athlete in a subgroup of the National Squad, but as an actual athlete in this group) then the
system would randomly assign a Page Layout. The image here shows the Page Layout for the
National Squad appears when the U18 player logins in. Even though the player is in 2 groups
with different page layouts for each, the system has to choose one and it will assign only one of
them.
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Apply a Page Layout to a RoleApply a Page Layout to a Role
Once you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save",Once you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save",
additional Groups and Roles sections appear below the Saveadditional Groups and Roles sections appear below the Save
button. The Page Layout you have created can now be appliedbutton. The Page Layout you have created can now be applied
to a Group/s or a Role/s.to a Group/s or a Role/s.

When you create a Page Layout you need to click on "Save" at the bottom of the Form. When
this is clicked additional sections appear for you to apply the Page Layout to a Group/s and/or
to a Role/s. When you add in Group and/or a Role to the Groups and Roles sections of a Page
Layout, each User that is in the Group (or if they are a coach of the group) or in the Role that
you appy this Page Layout to will see this Page Layout (either when they view the group, or
when they login). See the previous lesson to find out about applying a Page Layout to a Group.
This lessons will review how to apply a Page Layout to a Role. It also reviews the priority of the
Page Layouts displaying for a Group vs a Role.
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To open an Existing Page layout, you can click on the specificTo open an Existing Page layout, you can click on the specific
Page Layout from the Page Layout List. The Groups and RolesPage Layout from the Page Layout List. The Groups and Roles
sections will then appear for you to enter.sections will then appear for you to enter.

To apply a Page Layout to a Role add in a Role in the RolesTo apply a Page Layout to a Role add in a Role in the Roles
Section. You can add a single Role at a time or select to addSection. You can add a single Role at a time or select to add
multiple and choose the Roles.multiple and choose the Roles.

You can apply a Page Layout to a Role. This means all of the Users in that Role will automatically
see that Role's Page Layout when they login to their system. The example here shows the Coach
Page Layout being assigned to the Coach Role. Any coaches in this Role will automatically have
this layout when they login.
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In this example, the Coach Page Layout will be added to theIn this example, the Coach Page Layout will be added to the
Coach RoleCoach Role

If you are a User in the Role you will see the Coach Page Layout when you login. Once you add
in a Role (as show in the previous step), it is always best practice to click on the Role you have
assigned the Page Layout to and check all of the User that will now have this new Page Layout
to ensure you are happy with these users having this Layout.

When you view the Coach Role, you can see that the CoachWhen you view the Coach Role, you can see that the Coach
Page Layout now appears in this Roles' details.Page Layout now appears in this Roles' details.

Open up the Role and double check that you want the Users in this Role to have this Page
Layout.
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The Page Layout will appear as soon as any User from that RoleThe Page Layout will appear as soon as any User from that Role
logs in to the system. The image here shows the Page Layoutlogs in to the system. The image here shows the Page Layout
that was set up for the Coach Role (this just an example and athat was set up for the Coach Role (this just an example and a
Page Layout this ugly should never be used in practice!).Page Layout this ugly should never be used in practice!).

This is the Coach Page layout Theme (Purple Header and Timing lights and ipad in the
background Image)

This is the view when the Coach in the Coach RoleCoach Role logins in to the system. In the previous lesson
(on assigning a Page layout to a Group), when a Page Layout was assigned to a Group, the Page
Layout ONLY changed when the coach loaded a Group, or a Subgroup of a Group with a Page
Layout applied to it. When you assign a Page Layout to a Role, this page layout will show as the
theme for all Users in this Role from now on; as soon as they login.

However, when a User in a Role that is assigned a Page Layout loads a group that ALSO has aHowever, when a User in a Role that is assigned a Page Layout loads a group that ALSO has a
Page Layout assigned to it, the Page Layout for the Group will appear instead of the Role PagePage Layout assigned to it, the Page Layout for the Group will appear instead of the Role Page
Layout.Layout. Page Layouts aPage Layouts assigned to assigned to a GroupGroup taketake PriorityPriority over Page Layouts assigned to aover Page Layouts assigned to a RoleRole..
This means when a User in the Coach Role loads a group with no Page layout, the Coach RoleThis means when a User in the Coach Role loads a group with no Page layout, the Coach Role
Layout will be displayed. When they load any Groups that have a Page Layout, the Page LayoutLayout will be displayed. When they load any Groups that have a Page Layout, the Page Layout
for that Group will be displayed. This is outlined in the steps below.for that Group will be displayed. This is outlined in the steps below.
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You can create as many Page Layouts as you require. ThisYou can create as many Page Layouts as you require. This
example shows that four have been created. Two have beenexample shows that four have been created. Two have been
made and assigned to Roles, and two have been created andmade and assigned to Roles, and two have been created and
assigned to Groupsassigned to Groups

4 Different Page layouts have been created. This includes:4 Different Page layouts have been created. This includes:

Two Page Layouts assigned to a RoleTwo Page Layouts assigned to a Role

-Coach Role Page Layout (purple header and timing lights and ipad in the background image)
has been assigned to the RoleRole of CoachCoach

-Talent ID Manager Page Layout (blue header and map in the background image) has been
assigned to the RoleRole of Talent ID ManagerTalent ID Manager

Two Page Layouts assigned to a GroupTwo Page Layouts assigned to a Group

-National Squad Theme (Red header and timing lights in the background) has been assigned to
the National SquadNational Squad GroupGroup

-U18 National Team Page Layout (athlete in top left header, and fusion sport logo in
background) has been assigned to the U18 National TeamU18 National Team GroupGroup
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WARNING: If a User is in Multiple Roles and each of these RolesWARNING: If a User is in Multiple Roles and each of these Roles
has a different Page Layout assigned to it the software does nothas a different Page Layout assigned to it the software does not
know which Page Layout takes priority. It will just pick ONE ofknow which Page Layout takes priority. It will just pick ONE of
these randomly and display it when the user logs in.these randomly and display it when the user logs in.

The example here shows a Coach's Home Page and the Talent ID Page Layout.

This Coach is in the CoachCoach AND Talent ID Manager RolesTalent ID Manager Roles. BothBoth of these Roles have been
assigned a different Page Layout.

In the image previously, you saw that when a Coach who was only in the Role "Coach"Coach" logged
into their system they saw the Coach Page Layout (purple header and the timing lights and ipad
in the background image). Now when the coach logins you can see they the Page Layout is
showing the Talent ID Page Layout (blue header and map in the background).

Becasue there is no priority for which Role's Page Layout appears, the system will just select the
most recently created Page layout and display it. You need to be very careful to ensure youYou need to be very careful to ensure you
apply the correct Page Layouts to the correct Roles, AND that you test which one will appear ifapply the correct Page Layouts to the correct Roles, AND that you test which one will appear if
you assign them to a User in multiple Roles. If in doubt, always test this layout on some testyou assign them to a User in multiple Roles. If in doubt, always test this layout on some test
athletes/coaches first before you assign it to the actual Role/s.athletes/coaches first before you assign it to the actual Role/s.

REMEMBER: Page Layouts applied to a Group are applied to anyREMEMBER: Page Layouts applied to a Group are applied to any
Subgroups in that Group. If the Subgroup has it's own PageSubgroups in that Group. If the Subgroup has it's own Page
Layout this will be displayed. Page Layouts Applied to a GroupLayout this will be displayed. Page Layouts Applied to a Group
take Priority over Page layouts applied to a Role.take Priority over Page layouts applied to a Role.
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Regardless of the Page Layout's assigned to any Roles that aRegardless of the Page Layout's assigned to any Roles that a
User may have, if the User loads a Group with a Page LayoutUser may have, if the User loads a Group with a Page Layout
assigned to it, the Group's Page layout will show.assigned to it, the Group's Page layout will show.

The example here shows that the Page Layout of the U18 National Team appears instead of theThe example here shows that the Page Layout of the U18 National Team appears instead of the
Coach Role or Talent ID Role Page Layouts (the Group's Layout takes priority).Coach Role or Talent ID Role Page Layouts (the Group's Layout takes priority).

This is the view the Coach would see when looking at the U18 National Team (because it has it's
own Page Layout). However, if the Coach changed to a different group like the Academy Group
(as shown in the image in the step below), the Page layout will revert back to one of the Page
layout's for the Roles that the Coach is in (as outlined in the steps below).

When the Coach changes Groups to a Group with no PageWhen the Coach changes Groups to a Group with no Page
Layout, the site will then display a Page Layout assigned to theLayout, the site will then display a Page Layout assigned to the
Role/s that the Coach is in (as shown in the image in the stepRole/s that the Coach is in (as shown in the image in the step
below)below)

The Coach is changing the view to the Academy Group. This Group is NOT a subgroup of a
Group with a Page Layout and it does not have it's own Page Layout.
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When the Coach changes to a group without a custom PageWhen the Coach changes to a group without a custom Page
Layout (as in the step in the image above), the Role's PageLayout (as in the step in the image above), the Role's Page
Layout will appear again (the Talent ID Page Layout appears)Layout will appear again (the Talent ID Page Layout appears)

The image in this step highlights how a Role Page layout isThe image in this step highlights how a Role Page layout is
Automatically applied when viewing any Groups. However, aAutomatically applied when viewing any Groups. However, a
Page Layout applied to a Parent Group is automatically appliedPage Layout applied to a Parent Group is automatically applied
to any Subgroups. This takes PRIORITY over the Page Layout ofto any Subgroups. This takes PRIORITY over the Page Layout of
the Rolethe Role
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Additionally, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this will also display as a priority over theAdditionally, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this will also display as a priority over the
Page Layout of the RolePage Layout of the Role

The image here shows that a Page Layout was created for the Coaching Role. This means that
when a user logs in who is in this Role, they will have this Page Layout display.

When the Coach views the Academy Group, or any other group WITHOUTWITHOUT a Page Layout they
will see the Coach Role Page Layout.

One of the groups that the Coach has access to, the National Squad (which has the U20
National Team and the U18 National Team as subgroups), has it's own Page layout. Because
Group Page Layouts take priority over Role Page Layouts, the Page Layout of the National
Squad will show when the coach views the National Squad, or any subgroup of the National
Squad. Similarly, the U18 National Team has it's own Page Layout. If the Coach selects to view
this Group, the U18 Page Layout will appear.
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Favourites NOT appearing in the Page Layout?Favourites NOT appearing in the Page Layout?

This may be because the Athlete History Module is NOT enabled for a user.

In order for Favourites to appear in a Page Layout, the userIn order for Favourites to appear in a Page Layout, the user
needs access to the Enter Data and the Athlete Historyneeds access to the Enter Data and the Athlete History
Modules.Modules.
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Even though this Page Layout has been set up with FavouritesEven though this Page Layout has been set up with Favourites
Events, any Event Forms set as Favourites will NOT appearEvents, any Event Forms set as Favourites will NOT appear
because the Athlete History system permission has not beenbecause the Athlete History system permission has not been
given to a user who will use this page layout.given to a user who will use this page layout.

When this user logs into the system, even though favourites areWhen this user logs into the system, even though favourites are
enabled on the page layout, they do NOT appearenabled on the page layout, they do NOT appear
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The user MUST have the Athlete History Module as part of oneThe user MUST have the Athlete History Module as part of one
of their Role/sof their Role/s

Once the athlete can access the Athlete History their FavouritesOnce the athlete can access the Athlete History their Favourites
Event Form/s will appearEvent Form/s will appear
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N.B. You will notice that even though the "Groups" button wasN.B. You will notice that even though the "Groups" button was
also set up on the Page Layout, it does not appear. This isalso set up on the Page Layout, it does not appear. This is
because this user does NOT have access to the Groupsbecause this user does NOT have access to the Groups
Permission (so it can't appear in the Page Layout)Permission (so it can't appear in the Page Layout)

Please set up your Page Layouts as closely as possible to the system permissions of the users
who will be accessing the system through the Page Layout.
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The Categories Module enablesThe Categories Module enables
access to Resources andaccess to Resources and
Resource-AttachmentsResource-Attachments
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Important Information you need to know aboutImportant Information you need to know about
the new Attachment-Resources Securitythe new Attachment-Resources Security
MeasuresMeasures

The My Resources Module has undergone significant development so that it can be used as
a central storage point for documents, files, video etc. All resources are now uploaded into
a specific Category and access to these is set based on the Category that is assigned to a
user as part of their Role/s.

In line with the updates to the My Resources Module, any Event Form Attachments
(Attachments to the document, NOT File Uploads within the document) have also
undergone significant development. Event Forms can now have attachments enabled for
them that act as Attachments AND as Resources. This means an Attachment can be added
to an Event Form, and the Attachment is also added into a specific Category (the same
categories that are available in the My Resources section). ONLY the users with access to
that Event Form, Athlete, and ALSO the Category that the attachment is stored in AS WELL
AS the Resources Module, will be able to access the Attachment Resource that was
uploaded into that Event Form; both from the Event Form and in the my Resources Module.

Once your System Builder and/or your Distributors set your system to enable Attachments
to be treated as Resources, each Individual Event Form can then be set up to have
Attachments as Resources. N.B. This is not an automatic update, you need to have yourN.B. This is not an automatic update, you need to have your
system reset in order to be able to access this functionality.system reset in order to be able to access this functionality.

Attachments as Resources are then enabled on an Event Form by Event FormEvent Form by Event Form basis by the
system Builder in the Builder Site. You will need to liaise with them about which Event
Form/s need to be set up. It is ALSOALSO your job as an Administrator to ensure the correct
categories are set up for your Attachment-Resources, and that users who have access to all
of the existing Attachments (which will be Categorised automatically into an "Attachment"
Category) can still have access these Attachments. All users who need to be able to see
these Attachment-Resources also need to be given access to the Resources Module.

Most users will need access to the Attachment Category, AND providing access to other
Categories that you have set up will need careful consideration.
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Currently, all Attachments uploaded into an Event Form areCurrently, all Attachments uploaded into an Event Form are
available via the Sidebar and Athlete History for anyone withavailable via the Sidebar and Athlete History for anyone with
access to the Event Form and the Athleteaccess to the Event Form and the Athlete

Previously, there was no way to limit whether an attachment should be accessible to all users
who have access to the Event Form and the Athlete. Furthermore, there was no way to search
through any attachments using any descriptive information; attachments could only be opened
from the Sidebar, or from the Event Form or Athlete History. Now when you upload an
Attachment-Resource it MUST be added into a Category which defines access to it on the Event
Form and it also becomes searchable via the My Resources Module (this is shown in the image
in the step below).
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Now all newly attached Attachments can be uploaded and definedNow all newly attached Attachments can be uploaded and defined
using the same properties as a Resource in My Resources Moduleusing the same properties as a Resource in My Resources Module

For Event Forms that are set up to treat Attachments as Resources, when you upload an
Attachment-Resource it MUST be added into a Category which further defines access to it.
Additional descriptive information is added to categorise and help search for this attachment
on the My Resources Module.

The Date is was uploaded, and the person who entered it, and who is was entered for, will also
be available to use as search parameters in the My Resources Module.
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Once an Event Form is set by the system Builder to enableOnce an Event Form is set by the system Builder to enable
Attachments as Resources, all existing Attachments for thatAttachments as Resources, all existing Attachments for that
Event Form will automatically be recategorised into anEvent Form will automatically be recategorised into an
"Attachment" Category"Attachment" Category

All existing attachments on the system that have been added as attachments to an Event Form
that is set to treat Attachments to Attachment-Resources, will instantly be categorised into the
Attachment Category (as shown in the step below).
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All of the existing historical Attachments for an Event form willAll of the existing historical Attachments for an Event form will
be automatically categorised into an "Attachment" Categorybe automatically categorised into an "Attachment" Category

The example here shows an existing attachments that is now categorised into the "Attachment"
Category. All historical attachments for that Event Form across all athletes will noe be stored in
the "Attachments" Category.
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Additionally, any attachments added into a Category that a user canAdditionally, any attachments added into a Category that a user can
access are now also available and searchable through the Myaccess are now also available and searchable through the My
Resources ModuleResources Module

The example here shows that this user has been given access to the Category "Attachment" (on
the Administration Site in the data permissions). This means they can access and search
through attachments in that Category that they ALSO have access to the Event Form and the
Athlete for.
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Once the Attachments as Resources is enabled for an event, NOOnce the Attachments as Resources is enabled for an event, NO
USER will be able to access ANY existing Attachments for thatUSER will be able to access ANY existing Attachments for that
event UNTIL they have access to the "Attachment" Category inevent UNTIL they have access to the "Attachment" Category in
their Role AND the Resources Moduletheir Role AND the Resources Module

Just the same as all existing Resources will not be accessible until each user is given access to a
specific category, no Attachment-Resources will be available until each user is given access to
the Category that they are stored in (e.g the Attachment Category). To enable access follow the
steps below.

In the Administration site, Administrators will now have access to aIn the Administration site, Administrators will now have access to a
special Module called Categoriesspecial Module called Categories
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The new "Attachment" Category will automatically appear in this listThe new "Attachment" Category will automatically appear in this list

To enable users to continue to access all previously uploadedTo enable users to continue to access all previously uploaded
Attachment-Resources now stored in the "Attachment"Attachment-Resources now stored in the "Attachment"
Category, this has to be enabled on a Role by Role basis on theCategory, this has to be enabled on a Role by Role basis on the
Administration SiteAdministration Site

Go to the Roles
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Open the Role that you want to add in the Category intoOpen the Role that you want to add in the Category into

In the Data Permissions, assign access to the specific category that youIn the Data Permissions, assign access to the specific category that you
requirerequire

The example here shows that the Physiotherapy Role is being updated so that users in this Role
can access all of the previously uploaded Attachment-Resources, for any Event Form and
Athlete that they have access to.

This Role is ALSO given access to the Categories called All Medical, and the Default category.This Role is ALSO given access to the Categories called All Medical, and the Default category.
This means they will be able to access and attach documents into these Categories for anyThis means they will be able to access and attach documents into these Categories for any
Event Form and Athlete that they have access to.Event Form and Athlete that they have access to.
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Once a Role has category permissions added to it, the Users inOnce a Role has category permissions added to it, the Users in
that Role can then access all Attachment-Resources again in thethat Role can then access all Attachment-Resources again in the
Attachment Category (for the Athletes and Events they haveAttachment Category (for the Athletes and Events they have
access to)access to)

The example here shows that the Medication Attachments are now all available here to access.
Moreover, you can search by athlete to see which resources / attachment-resources were
uploaded on an athlete by athlete basis.
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The Attachment-Resources are ALSO still available on the Sidebar andThe Attachment-Resources are ALSO still available on the Sidebar and
the Athlete History Pages (ONLY if you have access to the Category)the Athlete History Pages (ONLY if you have access to the Category)

However, if an Attachment-Resource is uploaded by a user intoHowever, if an Attachment-Resource is uploaded by a user into
a Category that is only accessible to a couple of user, no othera Category that is only accessible to a couple of user, no other
users will be able to access that Attachment-Resourceusers will be able to access that Attachment-Resource
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The example here shows that a Doctor's ONLY Category was set up by the system
Administrator, and this Doctor has been given access to it. This means only users with access to
the Doctors ONLY category will be able to access this, and any other file added to this category.
The Doctor here attached the file to this form and stored it in the Doctors ONLY category. So
any users withoutwithout access to this category will NOT see or be able to access this Attachment-
Resource.

N.B.The categories that each user can see will vary depending on the category permissions, and
the unique categories that you as an administrator set up up uniquely for your organisation (to
find out more about setting up a category, see the section on Categories).

Once attached, the Attachment-Resources appear in the same placesOnce attached, the Attachment-Resources appear in the same places
as before (In the Athlete History and in the Sidebar)as before (In the Athlete History and in the Sidebar)

The example here shows that the Doctor uploaded the attachment and then save it. It is
available in the Sidebar, and on the Athlete History (as per the status quo for attachments).
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However, if another user (e.g. a Physio) has not been given access toHowever, if another user (e.g. a Physio) has not been given access to
that category (e.g. the Doctor ONLY category), the Physio cannotthat category (e.g. the Doctor ONLY category), the Physio cannot
access the attachment-resource that the Doctor stored in the Doctoraccess the attachment-resource that the Doctor stored in the Doctor
only categoryonly category

Even though the Physio has access to the Event Form AND the athlete, no attachment appearsno attachment appears
in the Event Formin the Event Form, or on the Sidebar for the attachment that was recently stored in the Doctor
ONLY Category. This attachment-resource will also NOT appear in the My Resources section for
this Physiotherapy user.
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This is an excellent example of how attachments can be keptThis is an excellent example of how attachments can be kept
confidential. However it also highlights important training information;confidential. However it also highlights important training information;
your users will need to know where they should and shouldn't storeyour users will need to know where they should and shouldn't store
attachments in order to keep them confidential, BUT accessibleattachments in order to keep them confidential, BUT accessible

As an administrator,you need to ensure you create and then educate your users on which
categories should be used depending on the type of document/s they are uploading.
Remember that a user cannot access an attachment-resource unless they have access to the
Category, the Athlete, the Event AND the Resources Module. This safeguards against a user
being given access to category, but attachment-resources stored for athletes or event forms
that they cannot access still remain inaccessible.

The example in the image here shows that Doctor could have used the "All Medical Users"
category to store the attachment. This category had also been made available to Physio's and
other Medical Staff via the Roles and the attachment-resource will be available to them.
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The Categories ModuleThe Categories Module

All files stored in the My Resources Module, and all Event Form Attachments set up as
Attachments are Resources now have to be added into a Category (Folder) and access to
that Category (Folder) is assigned in the User's Data permissions in the Users Role via the
Administration Site. This was developed specifically to enable the My Resources section to
be a secure and central location to store all of an organisation's documentation, while being
able to limit access to specific user groups.

Restricting access to documents is now possible because each user has to be assigned
access to each Category (Documents / Attachment Resource Folder) by an Administrator
through the Administration site. It is CRITICAL that all administrators understand how the
Categories limit access, how Attachment Resources are limited using Categories, and how
the Categories need to be assigned.

What is a Category? A Category is a preset Folder in whichWhat is a Category? A Category is a preset Folder in which
Resources and Attachment-Resources can be stored.Resources and Attachment-Resources can be stored.

Each Category has different documents and files stored in it. For example, the S and C file
contains files pertaining to testing, video, iOS systems etc.
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Each Category is set up and managed on the AdministrationEach Category is set up and managed on the Administration
SiteSite

Each system will have different Categories in the Category's List. These will be set based on the
Categories that you require. They will also be set up based on an existing Categories that you
had before the predefined categories were built into the system (for more on this see the article
on Automated Categories will be created for Existing Resources, you MUST assign access to theAutomated Categories will be created for Existing Resources, you MUST assign access to the
correct Categoriescorrect Categories) .

N.B. The Categories Listed areN.B. The Categories Listed are simplysimply the namethe namess of the Categories and Subcategories. Allof the Categories and Subcategories. All
documents are still stored on the main application. However, the name of each Category candocuments are still stored on the main application. However, the name of each Category can
ONLY be set onONLY be set on the Administration site.the Administration site. This means access to each Category can be set
alongside access to Event Forms, Databases etc via the Data Permissions as part of the existing
Roles Module.Roles Module.
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Access to Resources and Attachments stored on the mainAccess to Resources and Attachments stored on the main
system within a specific Category is enabled via the Rolessystem within a specific Category is enabled via the Roles
ModuleModule

The administrator is updating the "All Category Testing" Role and they have added in the
Categories into this Role, just the same as Event Form, Profile Form or Database permissions
are added. Any users in this Role will now be able to access the Documents and files in these
Categories.

Go to the next article to learn it is important to use CategoriesGo to the next article to learn it is important to use Categories
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Why do we need Categories (Folders) to be setWhy do we need Categories (Folders) to be set
up on the Administration Site?up on the Administration Site?

Restricting access to documents is now possible because each user has to be assigned
access to each Category (Documents / Attachment Resource Folder) by an Administrator
through the Administration site.

Previously, all Resources uploaded into the My ResourcesPreviously, all Resources uploaded into the My Resources
Module were accessible to everyoneModule were accessible to everyone

There was no way to limit what each user accessed in this Module.There was no way to limit what each user accessed in this Module. Anyone with access was able
to access and read any of the documents stored here. This often meant athletes were not given
access to this Module, just because coach or doctor only information would be stored here.

Now, using the Categories to limit access, athletes can be given access to an "Athlete" Category
that all of their documents are stored in. Coaches or Doctors can be given access to categories
with their data in them. As long as ONLY the correct users have access to these Categories, the
documents within each Category are secure and kept hidden from other users.
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Previously, each Resource could have a Main Category (Folder) which itPreviously, each Resource could have a Main Category (Folder) which it
appeared in, but they were text based and they could not be used toappeared in, but they were text based and they could not be used to
restrict accessrestrict access

The Main Categories were used to group the data (e.g. Monitoring, Physio, S and C etc. as
shown in the image in the first step). Categories were set up, but they did not restrict access;
they acted as a storage point for similar files.
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Now, each new Resource that is uploaded can be added into aNow, each new Resource that is uploaded can be added into a
defined Category (Folder). Access to these Categories is set bydefined Category (Folder). Access to these Categories is set by
Site Administration via the RolesSite Administration via the Roles

The example here shows a new Resource being added into the My Resources Module. When it
is added the user now selects where the Resource will be stored (e.g. in what Category). Each
Category appears as a drop down to choose from. These are the categories that were set up
Categories Module in the Administration site.

N.B:

-Regardless of which Categories are assigned to a Site Administrator, when a Site Administrator
uploads a Resource, or accesses the My Resources Module they will have access to ALL
Categories when they login on the main site. This ensures that can manage and maintain all
resources correctly.

-A Coach Administrator will NOT have access to all Categories in the main site, and they will not
be able to view this Module when they login to the Administration Site.
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Additionally, access to Event Form Attachments-Resources is nowAdditionally, access to Event Form Attachments-Resources is now
limited by which Category each user is assignedlimited by which Category each user is assigned

Attachments Resources are files that are uploaded to an Event Form. If the form is set up so
that the Attachments uploaded to it are Attachment-Resources, access to these is ALSO set
based on the Categories assigned to each user.

Users will then only be able to access Files/Documents withinUsers will then only be able to access Files/Documents within
the Categories they have permission to accessthe Categories they have permission to access
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Automated Categories will be created forAutomated Categories will be created for
Existing Resources, you MUST assign access toExisting Resources, you MUST assign access to
the correct Categoriesthe correct Categories

You may already have a number of Resources Stored in your My Resources Module. Most
of these will be available from a Category that has been written in when the Resource was
uploaded. These were text based categories and could not be used to restrict access.

Because access to ALL existing, and new, Resources will be set based on the Categories a
user is assigned, all of the existing Resources on your system will need to be set to appear
in a specific Category.

However, all of your existing Resources will automatically be categorised for youwill automatically be categorised for you when you
log in to the admin area.

-The Text based Categories that each Resource was originally stored in will be used to
create new Categories that appear in the Category Module on the Administration Site, AND
in the list of Categories for users to select to upload new Resources into.
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Previously, each Resource could have a Main Category which itPreviously, each Resource could have a Main Category which it
appeared inappeared in

Each Category has different documents and files stored in it. E.g., the S and C file contains files
pertaining to testing, video, iOS systems etc.
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These Categories were just text based and they did not restrict accessThese Categories were just text based and they did not restrict access

The Main Categories were used to group the files. Categories were set up, but they did not
restrict access. They acted as a storage point for similar files.
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Because access to Resources is now set based on whichBecause access to Resources is now set based on which
Category each user is assigned, existing Resources on theCategory each user is assigned, existing Resources on the
system will be recategorised automatically based on the Mainsystem will be recategorised automatically based on the Main
Category that was originally written in the Text area when theyCategory that was originally written in the Text area when they
were uploadedwere uploaded

The example here shows an existing Resource on the main application that was on the system
before Category Options were available. Any Resource that had a Main Category listed for it
(e.e.g as shown in the image in the step above) will automatically be recategorised into this
Category. This Category will also then appear in the Categories Module on the Administration
Site.

N.B. However, the new Category called "Monitoring" will need to be assigned to applicable
users via the Roles on the Administration site before any user will be to access this Resource.
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Any existing historical Resources on the system without a TextAny existing historical Resources on the system without a Text
Category, will be recategorised as "Historical". All ResourcesCategory, will be recategorised as "Historical". All Resources
with a Text Category will be recategorised by their existing labelwith a Text Category will be recategorised by their existing label

On the main application, because all Resources must now have a Category all existing Resource
must be recategorised. The example in the step above showed a resource that had a Main
Category listed for it (Monitoring). However, some existing Resources did not have a Main
Category written for them. To ensure access can be assigned to these non-categorised
Resources, they will all be added to a new category called "Historical".

N.B. In the example here the Category called "Historical" will also need to be assigned to
applicable users via the Roles on the Administration site before any user will be to access the
Resources in this Folder.
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The Categories are then available in the Categories Module onThe Categories are then available in the Categories Module on
the Administration Site. These Categories then need to bethe Administration Site. These Categories then need to be
assigned to different Rolesassigned to different Roles

Each system will have different Categories set up. These will be set based on the Categories that
you require. They will also be set up based on an existing Categories that you had before the
predefined categories were built into the system (for more on this see the article on Existing
Resources) .

N.B. These are ONLY the name of the Categories and Subcategories. All documents are stillN.B. These are ONLY the name of the Categories and Subcategories. All documents are still
stored on the main application. However, the name of each Category is now set ONLY thestored on the main application. However, the name of each Category is now set ONLY the
Administration site so that access to these Categories can be set alongside access to EventAdministration site so that access to these Categories can be set alongside access to Event
Forms, Databases etc via the Data Permissions in a Role.Forms, Databases etc via the Data Permissions in a Role.
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Once the My Resources Upgrade is rolled out, NO USER will beOnce the My Resources Upgrade is rolled out, NO USER will be
able to access ANY Resources on the systemable to access ANY Resources on the system

Even though all of the existing Resources will be recategorised according to the previously listed
Main Category, or into a Default Category, no one will be able to access ANY Resources on the
system. This is because each Resource is now assigned to a specific Category.When the new
upgrade is rolled out the system does not know which category to assign to each different type
of user (e.g. Role). Because we need to securely enable access to the Resources within each
Category, all Resources will be hidden from the users until they have been given permission to
that specific Category as part of the users' Role/s.

Assigning access to a Category is completed on a Role by RoleAssigning access to a Category is completed on a Role by Role
basis on the Administration Sitebasis on the Administration Site
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To assign access to a category, go to the Roles Module.

Open the Role that you want to add in the Category or multipleOpen the Role that you want to add in the Category or multiple
categories intocategories into

The example here shows that the Physiotherapy Role is going to be selected to add in specific
Category permission to access the Resources and Attachments stored within the assigned
categories.

In the Data Permissions section, assign access to the specific category/In the Data Permissions section, assign access to the specific category/
categories that all users in the Role need access tocategories that all users in the Role need access to
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The example here shows that the Physiotherapy Role is being updated so that users in this Role
can access a newly created "Physio's ONLY" category, as well as a newly created "All Medical
Users" category. They are also given access to the "Historical" category as well so that any
previously un-categorised Resources will still be available to them.

The Role is opened via the Roles Module, and category permissions into the "Data Permissions"
section of the Role, and they are added in exactly the same manner as Event Form, Profile
Form, and Database Permissions. Administrators search for the category and then add it into
the Role. Once added, user in the Physiotherapy Role will now have access to ALL of the
Resources in the Physio's ONLY and the All Medical Users Categories (as shown in the image
below). They will also have access to any new Resources added into this field.

N.B. If your system is set up for Event Form Attachments to be enabled as Attachment-N.B. If your system is set up for Event Form Attachments to be enabled as Attachment-
Resources, any attachment uploaded into the Physio's ONLY, the All Medical Users and theResources, any attachment uploaded into the Physio's ONLY, the All Medical Users and the
HistoricalHistorical categories will be available to Physiotherapists as well.categories will be available to Physiotherapists as well.

If your system was set up with Attachments that have been changed to Attachments asIf your system was set up with Attachments that have been changed to Attachments as
Resources, iResources, itt may be pertinentmay be pertinent to enable access to the Category called "Attachment" so thatto enable access to the Category called "Attachment" so that
they can continue to access historically uploaded attachments uploaded to Event Forms.they can continue to access historically uploaded attachments uploaded to Event Forms.

Once a Role is updated, the Users in that Role can then accessOnce a Role is updated, the Users in that Role can then access
all Resources stored within each Categoryall Resources stored within each Category

The example here shows that when the Physiotherapist next logs into the system and goes to
the My Resources Module, they can access all Resources stored within each category that has
been assigned to the Physiotherapy Role, and any other Roles that they have been given
permission to access.
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To open a Resource, simply click on it and it can be downloaded (as shown in the image in the
step below).

The Resource can be accessed and downloaded as requiredThe Resource can be accessed and downloaded as required
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How to set up a new CategoryHow to set up a new Category
Click on the Categories ModuleClick on the Categories Module

Click on "Create new Category" on the right of the pageClick on "Create new Category" on the right of the page

Name the CategoryName the Category

This is the name that will appear in the drop down list, and as a Category in the Data
Permissions that you will be able to assign access to.

You MUST select "Resources" for the Type.You MUST select "Resources" for the Type. The Excel ReportsThe Excel Reports
and Yearly Plans Categories are not functional yetand Yearly Plans Categories are not functional yet
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The Excel Reports and Yearly Plans Categories are not functional yet. These will become
available to restrict access to these information in these modules in the future

Add in Sub Categories. These do not set permissions. But, theyAdd in Sub Categories. These do not set permissions. But, they
do enable more flexibility for storage, access and retrievaldo enable more flexibility for storage, access and retrieval

The Click "Save"The Click "Save"

When you have added in the appropriate information click on "Save"
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The New Category will appear in the Categories ListThe New Category will appear in the Categories List

This Category can then be applied to any Roles who require itThis Category can then be applied to any Roles who require it
(e.g. a Medical Role)(e.g. a Medical Role)

See the lesson on Adding Category permissions to find out more about this.
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As an Administrator, you can automatically add in newAs an Administrator, you can automatically add in new
Resources into this category on the main siteResources into this category on the main site

An example of the administrator uploading a new Resource into the Category.

Any user with access to this Category will be able to view theAny user with access to this Category will be able to view the
appropriate Resourcesappropriate Resources
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How to edit an existing CategoryHow to edit an existing Category
Click on the Categories ModuleClick on the Categories Module

The list of existing categories will appear on the left of the pageThe list of existing categories will appear on the left of the page
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If you know the name of the Category you can type it directlyIf you know the name of the Category you can type it directly
into the search box. Click to openinto the search box. Click to open

This is the name that will appear in the drop down list, and as a Category in the Data
Permissions that you will be able to assign access to.

All of the existing Category information will appearAll of the existing Category information will appear
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Categories can be safely renamed simply by typing in a newCategories can be safely renamed simply by typing in a new
namename

The example here shows that the Category Named "Doping Test Protocols" has been renamed
to "Physician Doping Information". Once changed click on Save.

Once renamed, the renamed Category appears in the Categories ListOnce renamed, the renamed Category appears in the Categories List
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This Category will still be applied to any Roles who previously had itThis Category will still be applied to any Roles who previously had it
(e.g. the Medical Role)(e.g. the Medical Role)

See the lesson on Adding Category permissions to find out more about this.

The existing Resources and Attachments from the originalThe existing Resources and Attachments from the original
name are now stored in the renamed Categoryname are now stored in the renamed Category
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N.B. You can add in and edit any Sub Categories withoutN.B. You can add in and edit any Sub Categories without
affecting any of the existing files stored in those Sub Categoriesaffecting any of the existing files stored in those Sub Categories
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How to assign access to a Category/CategoriesHow to assign access to a Category/Categories

When each Category is set up you will need to assign access to each of these based on the
type of user who is accessing the system.
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What happens when you delete a Category?What happens when you delete a Category?

When you delete a Category from the the Categories list, any files and attachments saved in
that file are NOT deleted. Instead they are classified into the category "Unknown". This
ensures that you can still access all of the resources on your system (since a resource with
no Category set cannot be accessed by anyone). Read the steps below to find out exactly
what happens and what you need to do.

There are existing Resources stored in a Category calledThere are existing Resources stored in a Category called
"Touring""Touring"

If the Tourning Category is deletedIf the Tourning Category is deleted

In the Categories Module on the Admin site the Touring Category is being deleted from the
Categorys List.
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The Category will be removed from the Categories List, and no DataThe Category will be removed from the Categories List, and no Data
Permission to access any Resources in that Category will existPermission to access any Resources in that Category will exist

The images here show that the Touring Category no long appears in the Categories List. No
Data Permissions can be assigned using this Category, and all existing access to that Category is
automatically removed from Roles.

The Category will no longer appear in the My Resources SectionThe Category will no longer appear in the My Resources Section
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N.B. This means that the two Resources that were previously in theN.B. This means that the two Resources that were previously in the
Touring Category are no longer accessibleTouring Category are no longer accessible

However, for every Resource that is in a Category that isHowever, for every Resource that is in a Category that is
deleted, these are automatically placed in a Category calleddeleted, these are automatically placed in a Category called
"Unknown""Unknown"

The Unknown Category is automatically added into your Categories List
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This Category can be assigned as part of a Roles' Data Permission ifThis Category can be assigned as part of a Roles' Data Permission if
required, but this is NOT recommended.required, but this is NOT recommended.

The Unknown Category can be added into a Role. However, we do not advocate enabling access
to that Category via a Role, especially as a Medical Category could accidentally be deleted and
then all of the Resources would be added to the Unknown Role. Subsequently, anyone with
access to the Unknown Category could see these Resources. The Unknown Category is
essentially for emergency use to ensure no Resource/s are ever left uncategorised.

Remember, do NOT give anyone access to the Unknown CategoryRemember, do NOT give anyone access to the Unknown Category
PermissionPermission
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The Site Administrators will already have access this CategoryThe Site Administrators will already have access this Category
as part of their ability to access and manage all Categoriesas part of their ability to access and manage all Categories

Administrators can always check if there are Resources that have been categorised into the
Unknown category from the Resources Module.

N.B.The Resources in the unknown Category should be re-N.B.The Resources in the unknown Category should be re-
categorised, edited or deleted accordingly using the Managecategorised, edited or deleted accordingly using the Manage
Resources ModuleResources Module

Click on Manage Resources (see the Help Manual for information how to Manage your
Resources) to access the ability to edit, update or even recategorise the existing Resources/
Attachment-Resources.
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Delete, or Edit and recategorise Resources from Categories that haveDelete, or Edit and recategorise Resources from Categories that have
been removedbeen removed

Ensure you consider how to manage any Resources in a Category that has been deleted.

If it was an accidental deletion, then set up a new one, and add in the Resources from the
"Unknown" category back into the new Category. If it was delete correctly, then make sure you
either reassign a category to these Resources, or delete them.

An example of a Resource from the Unknown category beingAn example of a Resource from the Unknown category being
recategorised.recategorised.
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Users who have access to "Manage Resources"Users who have access to "Manage Resources"
System Pemission can upload, edit, delete, andSystem Pemission can upload, edit, delete, and
assign a Resource to specific User/sassign a Resource to specific User/s
Permission to access the Manage Resources Module on the MyPermission to access the Manage Resources Module on the My
Resource Module on the main system is enabled via RoleResource Module on the main system is enabled via Role
Permissions on the Administration Site. The Permission is calledPermissions on the Administration Site. The Permission is called
"Resources - Upload""Resources - Upload"

You should already be aware that users who have access to theYou should already be aware that users who have access to the
manage Resources System Permission can upload, edit ormanage Resources System Permission can upload, edit or
delete any Resourcedelete any Resource
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On the main system, user with access to this module can create new Resources, as well as
upload, edit or delete existing Resources. This will now be restricted so that these users will
ONLY be able to manage Resources within Categories they have access as part of their Role/s.

Now, each User with Manage Resource access will only be ableNow, each User with Manage Resource access will only be able
to Manage the Resource for the Categories that have beento Manage the Resource for the Categories that have been
assigned as part of their Role/sassigned as part of their Role/s

For example, on the system, this user only has access toFor example, on the system, this user only has access to
manage the Resources for Categories that have been assignedmanage the Resources for Categories that have been assigned

N.B. Site Administrators don't automatically have access toN.B. Site Administrators don't automatically have access to
manage Resources, but if they are given it, they will then havemanage Resources, but if they are given it, they will then have
access to all Categories on the system, regardless of theiraccess to all Categories on the system, regardless of their
assigned Role/s' Categoriesassigned Role/s' Categories
Once they are assigned "Manage Resources", Site Administrators have access to all Categories,
regardless of what Categories are assigned to the Role/s.
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N.B. Coach-Administrators can be given access to ManageN.B. Coach-Administrators can be given access to Manage
Resources, but they can only access Resources withinResources, but they can only access Resources within
categories that have been assigned to themcategories that have been assigned to them

Users with Manage Resource access can ALSO now assign aUsers with Manage Resource access can ALSO now assign a
Resource to an Athlete or User on the system. This is used forResource to an Athlete or User on the system. This is used for
searching enhancements, and to set the Resource to appear insearching enhancements, and to set the Resource to appear in
the Attachments Section in their Sidebarthe Attachments Section in their Sidebar

From the Manage Resources Module, click on the name of the Resource, or the Edit button.

When the Resource opens, a new section appears below theWhen the Resource opens, a new section appears below the
Resource Details. This is where the Resource can be assigned toResource Details. This is where the Resource can be assigned to
a User/sa User/s
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For example, you may have a new nutrition guideline that you want to be assigned to some
specific athletes. When a users' name is added this Resource, the Resource appears in their
Sidebar for that User, and it also appears on the Resources Page under the User's name.

N.B. If the section to add additional users does not appear, then you will have opened a
Attachment-Resources. These cannot be re-assigned to additional athletes as it is against data
protection act requirements.

The example shows Users being assigned to this Resource.The example shows Users being assigned to this Resource.

For these Users, the Nutrition Resource will appear in the Sidebar for them to access, and they
can use their name as a search parameter to locate this Resource on the My Resources Module.
Additionally, other users can also use the athlete's name as a search parameter.
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N.B. Once you add in the User/s, you do NOT need to click "Save". JustN.B. Once you add in the User/s, you do NOT need to click "Save". Just
click on the trail bar link to return to the Resources Moduleclick on the trail bar link to return to the Resources Module
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N.B. If the section to assign Users to the Resource does notN.B. If the section to assign Users to the Resource does not
appear, you have opened an Attachment-Resources.For dataappear, you have opened an Attachment-Resources.For data
protection purposes Attachments uploaded as an Attachment-protection purposes Attachments uploaded as an Attachment-
Resource cannot be reassigned to other usersResource cannot be reassigned to other users

The example shows that an Attachment-Resource has been opened. These are Event Form
Attachments that are set up so that they are treated as a Resource and as an Attachment. They
cannot be reassign to additional athletes.
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On the My Resources Page, now when you filter by the User'sOn the My Resources Page, now when you filter by the User's
name that was assigned to the Resource, the Nutritionname that was assigned to the Resource, the Nutrition
Resource appearsResource appears

Once the Resource is assigned to specific users, you can use their name to search through the
Resources Module with if you have access to the Category. The example here shows Athlete 4
being selected.
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N.B. The Resource can still be accessed via the original Category (e.g.N.B. The Resource can still be accessed via the original Category (e.g.
Athlete)Athlete)

You can use the "Athlete" Category as well to locate the Resource.

For each User/s whom the Resource is assigned to, as long asFor each User/s whom the Resource is assigned to, as long as
they have access to the correct Category (e.g. Athlete) AND thethey have access to the correct Category (e.g. Athlete) AND the
My Resources Module, the Resource that is assigned to themMy Resources Module, the Resource that is assigned to them
will appear in their Sidebarwill appear in their Sidebar
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N.B. If the user does NOT have access to the Resource Category (e.g. Athlete) and also to the My
Resources Module, the Resource will NOT appear in the sidebar

The user can click on the Resource from the Sidebar toThe user can click on the Resource from the Sidebar to
download itdownload it

If the user has access to the "Manage Resource", then the Edit andIf the user has access to the "Manage Resource", then the Edit and
Delete buttons will also appear alongside the Download buttonDelete buttons will also appear alongside the Download button

If the user has access to the "Manage Resources" module as well, they can also edit, delete or
download this Resource from the Sidebar, just as they could if they were on the My Resources
Manage Resources Module.
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Alternatively, the User can Search for and then Download theAlternatively, the User can Search for and then Download the
Resource using their name as a search from the My ResourcesResource using their name as a search from the My Resources
ModuleModule

If you have any questions about how the changes affect theIf you have any questions about how the changes affect the
Manage Resources Permissions, then please ask yourManage Resources Permissions, then please ask your
DistributorDistributor
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Parent-Child Form Uploads, Attachments,Parent-Child Form Uploads, Attachments,
Attachment Resources and Assigned CategoriesAttachment Resources and Assigned Categories

Event Forms can be set up to share data between a parent and a child site. For any athletes
which are shared between a parent and a child site, the data will appear in both sites for
these shared athletes. Previously however, if an attachment was uploaded to an Event
Form, there was no way to share the attachment between the parent and the child site and
it would only be retained in the site it was uploaded in.

Now, sharing of attachments has been developed to enable sharing between the Parent
and Child sites in the following scenarios:

1. A File Uploaded into an Event Form
2. An Attachment uploaded to a Event Form
3. A Attachment Resource -such that the users needs access to the shared Form

AND the shared category that the attachment is stored in
4. A Resource assigned to an athlete -such that the user needs access to the athlete

AND the shared category that the attachment is stored in

If a file is uploaded into an Event Form that is shared between aIf a file is uploaded into an Event Form that is shared between a
parent and child site, the file will be shared between the parentparent and child site, the file will be shared between the parent
and the child sitesand the child sites
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A File Uploaded into a field in a shared Event Form on the parent site will be available on the
child site (as shown here).

The File Upload will be available on the child siteThe File Upload will be available on the child site

If an Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form that is sharedIf an Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form that is shared
between a parent and child site, the attachment will be sharedbetween a parent and child site, the attachment will be shared
between the parent and the child sitebetween the parent and the child site

This Event Form is linked between a parent and a child site. Data is being entered into it on the
parent site.
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An Attachment is Uploaded and Saved with the FormAn Attachment is Uploaded and Saved with the Form

On the Parent site the newly uploaded Attachment appears in theOn the Parent site the newly uploaded Attachment appears in the
form's history and in the sidebarform's history and in the sidebar
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The Attachment also appears on the child site in the exact places.The Attachment also appears on the child site in the exact places.

If an Attachment Resource is Uploaded to an Event FormIf an Attachment Resource is Uploaded to an Event Form
shared between a parent and child site, to access theshared between a parent and child site, to access the

Attachment Resource the category it is stored in will need to beAttachment Resource the category it is stored in will need to be
linked between the Parent and Child siteslinked between the Parent and Child sites
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When the attachment is uploaded, which ever Category it is uploadedWhen the attachment is uploaded, which ever Category it is uploaded
into the on the Parent site, the SAME category will need to be sharedinto the on the Parent site, the SAME category will need to be shared
with the child sitewith the child site

Because access to attachments Resource is restricted by the Category which the attachment
Resource is stored in, the Category that is it stored will ALSO need to be linked between the
parent and the child site. Then the user on the child will also need to be given permission to
access that Category.
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If the Category is not shared, then the Event data can be accessed, butIf the Category is not shared, then the Event data can be accessed, but
the attachment cannot be accessed.the attachment cannot be accessed.

The example here shows that the Category has not be linked between the Parent and Child site.
Hence, the attachment is not accessible.

On the Parent Site, the Categories (set up on the Admin site)On the Parent Site, the Categories (set up on the Admin site)
now all appear with a "link to child"now all appear with a "link to child"
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Click on the "Link to Child" to link this Category to a Child site.Click on the "Link to Child" to link this Category to a Child site.

The Linked Category will then appear in the child siteThe Linked Category will then appear in the child site
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Permissions to access this Category will need to be assigned to thePermissions to access this Category will need to be assigned to the
user/s who access the Event Form (e.g. to the Injury Record Form)user/s who access the Event Form (e.g. to the Injury Record Form)

Once the correct links and permissions are enabled, the AttachmentOnce the correct links and permissions are enabled, the Attachment
Resource will now be available to download on the child siteResource will now be available to download on the child site
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On the child site, users can also search for that Attachment ResourceOn the child site, users can also search for that Attachment Resource
using the My Resources Moduleusing the My Resources Module

Resources that are stored in a linked Parent-Child category,Resources that are stored in a linked Parent-Child category,
AND are then assigned to a shared athlete, will be sharedAND are then assigned to a shared athlete, will be shared
between a parent and child sitebetween a parent and child site

A Resource uploaded into the My Resources Module is being assigned to athletes.
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The Resource is shared on the child site if the user has access to theThe Resource is shared on the child site if the user has access to the
linked Categorylinked Category

For user that have access to the shared athlete AND the shared categoryhared athlete AND the shared category, any Resources
assigned to an athlete on the parent site will appear on the child site.

The Assigned Resource will also appear in the My Resources ModuleThe Assigned Resource will also appear in the My Resources Module
on the child site if a user has access to that categoryon the child site if a user has access to that category

N.B. ONLY Attachment, Attachments Resources, and ResourcesN.B. ONLY Attachment, Attachments Resources, and Resources
specifically assigned to an athlete, are shared between a sharedspecifically assigned to an athlete, are shared between a shared
Parent-Child categoryParent-Child category

A user MUST have access to shared Event Form, the shared Athlete AND the shared Category to
access the Attachment Resources and the Assigned Resources.

N.B. If a form is NOT shared between a parent or a child site, then NO data will be shared.
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Public Registration allows aPublic Registration allows a
user to register on a site anduser to register on a site and
their details are added to thetheir details are added to the
application. They can even beapplication. They can even be
set to login automatically if youset to login automatically if you
needneed
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New Users can now Register for the system onNew Users can now Register for the system on
a Registration Page.a Registration Page.
You can now set up User Registration Pages to appear on yourYou can now set up User Registration Pages to appear on your
Site for Public RegistrationSite for Public Registration
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To be able to access this feature your application will need toTo be able to access this feature your application will need to
be set up specifically to allow Public Registration Pages. Onlybe set up specifically to allow Public Registration Pages. Only
the Distributor can complete this for you, so ask yourthe Distributor can complete this for you, so ask your
Distributor for assistanceDistributor for assistance

Please note that the notification that is generated when the new user/s creates a login will be
sent to the E-mail address in the "Administrator's Email" in the Application Details on the
Builder Site (shown here).

When people come to your unique url, there will be three pagesWhen people come to your unique url, there will be three pages
available now. They need to click on the "register" pageavailable now. They need to click on the "register" page
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They need to complete their first name, last name, username,They need to complete their first name, last name, username,
e-mail, password and date of birth and then click "Save"e-mail, password and date of birth and then click "Save"

They can also enter in their own address and phone numbersThey can also enter in their own address and phone numbers
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There is a default role section that also shows on theThere is a default role section that also shows on the
registration page. If you have set up a Default Role/s then theregistration page. If you have set up a Default Role/s then the
user can select one of these before they click save.user can select one of these before they click save.

You can see in the image step above that the default role is blank so no default Roles have been
set up, and the new users cannot select a role. If a will need to be activated by the administrator
BEFORE they can login.

The image here shows that two default roles have been set up here (as outlined in the next
lesson) and the new user can select one of these when they complete their registration
information.

Default Roles can be set up to allow newly registered user to:

-Login in immediately after registering because the default role is set to autoactive and is set up
with permissions to access the site.

-Be added to a group or role, but they still require the Administrator to activate their account on
the Administration Site

-Need to be added to a Group and be given permissions to access the site and also be
activated.
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The User clicks on Save to enter their details which areThe User clicks on Save to enter their details which are
Automatically Stored on the Administration Site and theAutomatically Stored on the Administration Site and the
Administrator receives an e-mail specifying that a new user hasAdministrator receives an e-mail specifying that a new user has
registered.registered.

The Administrator will receive an e-mail notification that a new user has registered for the site.
See the next lessons to understand more about Default Roles and what you need to do when
you receive a notification.
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Once a New Users Registers their details, theOnce a New Users Registers their details, the
steps the Administrator needs to take varysteps the Administrator needs to take vary
depending on whether there was a default role/depending on whether there was a default role/
s set ups set up

If there was NO default role set up, or the role was not set toIf there was NO default role set up, or the role was not set to
autoactive, a pop up box appears for the New Users notifyingautoactive, a pop up box appears for the New Users notifying
them that the administrator will be in touch. They will not bethem that the administrator will be in touch. They will not be
able to login.able to login.

The Administrator will be sent an e-mail about the new registration.

If there was a default role set up and it was set to autoactive,If there was a default role set up and it was set to autoactive,
the user will be able to login immediately (as shown here)the user will be able to login immediately (as shown here)
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For all New Registrations the Administrator will receive an e-For all New Registrations the Administrator will receive an e-
mail from support regarding "New User Registration"mail from support regarding "New User Registration"

No default Role: The content in the e-mail will include the usersNo default Role: The content in the e-mail will include the users
e-mail address and username. The example here is for ane-mail address and username. The example here is for an
athlete who is NOT autoactive and is not in any groups or rolesathlete who is NOT autoactive and is not in any groups or roles

You can send them an e-mail notifying them that you have received their request and their
account will be activated in 1-2 hours (which you MUST do) if you did not set up any default
roles/groups. Or, you can send them a notification e-mail after you have activated their account
and added them to the correct role/group.

Default Role: The e-mail will detail whether the New User hasDefault Role: The e-mail will detail whether the New User has
been added to any new groups or Roles and whether they arebeen added to any new groups or Roles and whether they are
activated or not.activated or not.

The example here shows the e-mail to the administrator for the Athlete Registration Default
Role. This user will be able to login without the Administrator sending through login
information. However, you may still want to e-mai them welcoming them to the system and
also include any important security or help information.
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To Activate a User (or Add them to the correct Groups) on theTo Activate a User (or Add them to the correct Groups) on the
Administration Site search for the new users details (as perAdministration Site search for the new users details (as per
your alert e-mail) on the People Page.your alert e-mail) on the People Page.

The Administrator needs to open their details and activateThe Administrator needs to open their details and activate
them by ticking the "Active" button and then clicking Save. Youthem by ticking the "Active" button and then clicking Save. You
only need to do this if there is no default role, or if they are notonly need to do this if there is no default role, or if they are not
set to autoactiveset to autoactive
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Open their user account again and assign them to a new roleOpen their user account again and assign them to a new role
and a new group in order for them to be able to login (that is ifand a new group in order for them to be able to login (that is if
they actually require a login). If they were already assigned athey actually require a login). If they were already assigned a
group and a role, CHECK it is the correct one.group and a role, CHECK it is the correct one.

The example here shows that the user has been assigned to an online registration group and
an athlete role.

You will then need to e-mail them saying that their account hasYou will then need to e-mail them saying that their account has
been activated and they can use their username and passwordbeen activated and they can use their username and password
that they entered initially to login.that they entered initially to login.
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While you are on the admin page viewing their details, copy their e-mail address and paste it
into standard welcome e-mail that you have for new users outlining data protection
information and the like. Please note that you do not have access to their password, so you just
send out their username in the e-mail (as shown in the step below). Alternatively, you could use
the e-mail and username that you received on the New User Notification E-mail.

You should already have a generic welcome information sheetYou should already have a generic welcome information sheet
for new users outlining any important information about loginfor new users outlining any important information about login
details, security, data protection etc.details, security, data protection etc.

E-mail the user with their account information (copy and paste their username and their e-mail
address into the relevant sections) that outlines an relevant data protection act information. If
you need help creating this ask your distributor, or look at the Going "Live" with the site chapterGoing "Live" with the site chapter
in a previous section of this help manual.in a previous section of this help manual.
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You could even set up a Message on the Admin Site for theYou could even set up a Message on the Admin Site for the
group that the new users are added to so that when they logingroup that the new users are added to so that when they login
they have a welcome message on their home page.they have a welcome message on their home page.

See the Lesson on Setting up notifications to appear on a Users Home Page when they loginSetting up notifications to appear on a Users Home Page when they login for
more information about this change.
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Setting up a Default Roles for the PublicSetting up a Default Roles for the Public
RegistrationRegistration

A default Role/Roles allows you to specify exactly what a newly registered person can do
once they have registered. Defulat Roles allow you set up automatic entry and login into the
site, through to the user requiring activation before they can login.

To set up Default Roles that appear on the Registration Page,To set up Default Roles that appear on the Registration Page,
you need to create these on the Administration Siteyou need to create these on the Administration Site
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On the Administration Site Click on "Default Roles". DO NOTOn the Administration Site Click on "Default Roles". DO NOT
click on Roles, these are separate.click on Roles, these are separate.

Click on Create new Default Role on the Right of the DefaultClick on Create new Default Role on the Right of the Default
Role PageRole Page
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You need to name the Default Role. This Name will appear onYou need to name the Default Role. This Name will appear on
the register page for the new user to select. Now select if theythe register page for the new user to select. Now select if they
will be automatically activated, and if this is a coaching role.will be automatically activated, and if this is a coaching role.

The Autoactive ButtonThe Autoactive Button is set up so that if you tick it, you do not need to Activate their account
on the Administration Site after they register. Once they register, they will be able to login
automatically as long as you have also set them up with permissions to access the site (e.g. they
are set up with a role and a group).

If the Autoactive ButtonAutoactive Button is unticked, you will need to activate their account by logging into the
Administration site and ticking the active button in their account.

The Group is ACoachThe Group is ACoach is set so that if you tick it, the newly registered user can access a group of
athlete's data (e.g. a test athletes group) (shown in an image in a step below).

You would use this button to set up new Professionals with access to the correct groups and
roles, but you would need to set the activate button to unticked so that other people cannot
just register and the be able to login immediately and access existing athletes' data.

Never tick BOTH the Autoactive and Group Is ACoach for an existing group of athletes in caseNever tick BOTH the Autoactive and Group Is ACoach for an existing group of athletes in case
someone registers who is NOT supposed to. If you do, you could be giving access to confidentialsomeone registers who is NOT supposed to. If you do, you could be giving access to confidential
information and you will be breaking data protection act laws.information and you will be breaking data protection act laws.
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After you select Save, a Group and Role boxes appear for you toAfter you select Save, a Group and Role boxes appear for you to
set up the access for newly Registered Usersset up the access for newly Registered Users
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Now you need to select a Role and also a Group that the newlyNow you need to select a Role and also a Group that the newly
registered user will be set to included in, or as a coach of. Theregistered user will be set to included in, or as a coach of. The
following example is an Athlete Registration Default Rolefollowing example is an Athlete Registration Default Role

The example here shows that if this new user registers as a Athlete Registration:The example here shows that if this new user registers as a Athlete Registration:

1: They are set to Autoactive, so they will be able to login straight away to the actual site once
they enter their details

2: They have been given access to the Athlete Role which enables them to access and update
their own profile data in preparation for the upcoming talent test

3: They will be added to the 2011 Talent Registration Group so other professionals can access
their data.
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An Example of a Default Medical Professional Role is shownAn Example of a Default Medical Professional Role is shown
herehere

The example here shows that a new Medical Professional Role has been set up.

The Autoactive button is not activatednot activated, so when they register, the Administrator will be sent an
e-mail and the Administrator will need to login to the Administration Site and activate their
account before they can login.

The user is automatically added to the Physiotherapist Role and as a Coach of the 2011 Talent
Registration and Demo groups because the Group is ACoachGroup is ACoach has been ticked.
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Be Warned: ALL default roles that you set up in this DefaultBe Warned: ALL default roles that you set up in this Default
Roles section will appear on the registration page, so you MUSTRoles section will appear on the registration page, so you MUST
test each of your roles once you create them to ensure have settest each of your roles once you create them to ensure have set
them up correctly.them up correctly.

All of the default rolesAll of the default roles that you set up will show on the Registration Page. This means you may
only want to create one default role. If you set up more, then you need to check that any
default roles that you create will not enable automatic access to any other athlete's real data.

The two example Default Roles that have been set up allow:

1: An athlete to access their own data, so it does not matter if a doctor or physio accidentally
chooses this login.

2. A Medical Professional Role is set up so that their account requires activation. The
administrator has to login and activate their account before they can login. This also give the
chance for the administrator to check that the user is accessing the correct groups and Roles.

If you have ANY concerns ask your distributor. You need to beIf you have ANY concerns ask your distributor. You need to be
confident that you are safely allocating access to your site andconfident that you are safely allocating access to your site and
your data.your data.
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Users who are shared betweenUsers who are shared between
two or more applications.two or more applications.
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Users who are in one or more applications areUsers who are in one or more applications are
now only removed from the application theynow only removed from the application they
are deleted fromare deleted from

Some users use the same login to access more than one application. This means they are
shared between applications. If you change the details of the user in one application (e.g.
updating their address), this changes their details on the other applications that they
access. This was important for keeping accurate account details and for reducing the need
to remember multiple logins. However, if they were removed from one application they
would then be removed from all applications they were a user on. This has been fixed (as
outlined in the steps below).

If you have a user that is shared between more than oneIf you have a user that is shared between more than one
application, you can delete them from one application and itapplication, you can delete them from one application and it
will not affect their status on any other applicationswill not affect their status on any other applications

Previously, if a user was shared between two separate applications (e.g. Sam Andrews is a user
on the https://my.smartabase.com/superstars and the https://my.smartabase.com/legends
application) if you deleted the user from the https://my.smartabase.com/superstars application
they would be removed from the https://my.smartabase.com/legends application. Now they
are ONLY removed from the application that you are logged into when they are removed.
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However, if you make them inactive, they are made inactiveHowever, if you make them inactive, they are made inactive
across ALL applications that are a user onacross ALL applications that are a user on

If a user is shared between two or more applications (e.g. the user shown here is on the
https://my.smartabase.com/superstars AND the https://my.smartabase.com/legends
applications) if you make the user inactive on the https://my.smartabase.com/superstars
application they are also be made inactive on the https://my.smartabase.com/legends
application as well.

If you need the user to be inactive on one site and still active on the other, you will need to
remove the user's Roles so that they cannot login. DO NOT INACTIVATE THEM or they will be
inactivated across all sites that are shared on.
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	Important Information to know before you start to use the Administration Site
	The Administration Site is ONLY Accessible Online using an Internet Browser
	You can only access your Administration Site Online
	If you try and access the administration site from your installed software you will cause an error message

	The Different Functions Available in the Administration Site
	The Modules on the Administration Site
	An  "Admin Locks" Module to lock the account information of any user in a locked role from being editable to a Coach Administrator
	A new Categories Module is available to set the Categories that Resources and Attachments appear in

	If you delete a person from the People Page you are deleting them AND all of their data from the system
	If you delete someone from the People Page of the Site you will delete them and all of their data from the system
	You can Remove a User from a Group or from a Role and that will NOT remove them from site. It will only remove them from the group or roles that you selected to remove them from.

	When you use the "Add Multiple" button to add multiple people, system permissions or data permissions, only the visible permissions will be added
	An example of the "Add Multiple" Buttons that appear on the Admin Site (this example is showing the buttons in a Group)
	For this example, Add Multiple Users was clicked. When you first view the list all of the users appear. Now click the "Deselect all" button to deselect all of the users names
	To limit the names of the users you can type in a search parameter. "Coach" was added to limit the list of users shown
	If you placed a tick beside the Head, Basic, Pro and Elite Coach and then add in a new search parameter (as shown below), the Users that are ticked but are NOT showing will NOT be added (e.g the coach users will be hidden when Jamie is typed in the search box)
	The user performs a search for a Jamie and they place a tick beside this user. If they click the "Add People" button now ONLY the users that you can see in the list with a tick will be added to the system. The users that are ticked and NOT showing (e.g. the coach users) will NOT be added
	To get all of the users that you have ticked to be added (e.g the Coaches AND Jamie), you MUST remove the search parameter and have it blank so that all of the user appear. You can then see all of the users that were ticked
	The same work flow can be applied when adding multiple System Permissions or Data Permissions

	You can Import Multiple Users at a time, but you only get ONE chance to do it correctly, and it cannot be undone if you make a mistake
	You can import multiple new users onto the system at once. These users can be imported in and you can even import them into a Role and a Group. You need to know three key pieces of information to import users correctly.
	1. You MUST format the spreadsheet correctly.
	2. Once you import in new users, you cannot override their personal details (e-mail, username, dob, address etc) with another import.
	3. If you know that you need to import in users to update groups or roles in years to come, ensure you use a standardised username layout.

	The user who is the Main Administrator for an application cannot be deleted by other Administrators
	For every system there is one primary Administrator for that application. This person now cannot be removed by any other users
	The image in the step here shows the Not Authorised Message that appears when the main system administrator has been selected to be deleted


	Users (People) on the System
	Administration Site: People permissions layout change
	When you viewed a users details on the Admin Tool, there was no clear layout for the permissions or groups. This has been amended.
	To simplify the layout of the Permissions and Access the following order has been set when viewing a user
	The Messages and Performance Alerts are listed next
	Lastly, the Coach- Admin Permissions are listed. These are ONLY used for the Coach-Admin licence, not for the Administrator licence

	What is a user?
	What is a user?
	What is an athlete?
	What is a coach?
	What is an administrator?

	Adding in a new user and setting them up with Roles in a Group, or as a Coach of a Group
	On the Administration Site click on "People"
	Select "Create new Person"
	Add in their first name, last name username and the like as shown below
	Add in a unique Password into BOTH columns and keep a copy of this as the system does NOT send out the password due to confidentiality
	Date of Birth can be typed directly into the date box using the MM-DD-YYY format (05-27-1984)
	Sex: Click on the drop down and select the correct gender. Please ensure this is correct as this information is used in reports and the like
	Address and Phone numbers: You can add multiple addresses and multiple phone numbers
	Internationalisation... what language will appear on login
	Please note that there is now a new "Active" button on the Users account information that indicates whether a User CAN or CANNOT login. Please Tick "Active" to activate their account
	Favourite Events and Sidebar Width
	Once you click "Save" additional boxes appear for you to add the new user into an existing Role/s and into an existing Group as a coach or into a Group as an athlete
	Once you have added them to the system, double check their login information is correct by logging in on the system as that user, and then send out their login information and security information now.
	For this example we are adding the new user to a group as an athlete (so they will only be able to see their own data) and to an Athlete Role (so they can only access limited forms)
	Once you have selected the correct role, click add to Roles
	Add them to the correct groups by searching for the group, clicking it and then clicking "Add to groups as an athlete" (obscured by the drop down)

	New Password Security Criteria: 8 characters with at least 1 Upper Case, 1 lower case, and 1 numeric character
	If you change your password, then it must meet the new Password Security criteria
	If the password is too short, the "at least 8 characters" error message will appear
	If a number is not included as part of the password, the "at least 1 number" error message will appear  
	If only uppercase, or only lowercase, characters are used then an error message will appear
	Once an 8 digit character is entered into both password boxes, the account details can be saved.

	N.B. If any other account information is being changed, this will NOT require the password to be updated
	If you changed the password online and you use the installed version, please ensure you load the installed version to update the password to the local desktop database
	Simply retype in the original password (the one before you updated it)
	The database will be rebuilt, enabling the new password to be used to access the installed software. Click OK to close the programme, then reopen it again.
	The software will load and the new, more secure, password can be used to access the installed system online and offline

	N.B. If you updated your password on the installed version of the software, you will still need to retype in your old password the next time you load it

	Sending out the new users login information
	You CANNOT send out login notifications from the administration Tool because the passwords are securely encrypted that they are not stored as password on the system
	Write out your Welcome and Login information detailing why the site was created, the address, their login details, privacy and data protection act requirements, and who to contact if they need assistance
	You must send out login information to the user.


	Adding a User: understanding the different types of error messages
	Red Error messages when you add a new user?
	Adding a new person and you get error messages and cannot press the save button?
	Username and E-mail address is taken message. If you have a message saying that the username and e-mail address already exist for a user on the system, change the username, or check to see whether the person is already on this site
	The user was actually on the system already?

	Yellow Unexpected Error Message: This can occur because a user exists on a different site that it set up to share users between
	An Unexpected Error Message will occur if you are adding in a new user to your site, but they exist on a separate Site (e.g they are on smartabase.com/allstars AND you want to add them to smartabase.com/performance).
	When you click save for the user, an unexpected error message appears because the user exists on a different site.


	Roles
	Administration Site: Role permissions layout change
	The layout of the Permissions and Access has been updated when you view a Role.
	The People, Permissions and Data Permissions appear first
	The Messages, Page Layouts and Admins are then listed

	What is a Role
	A Role MUST be given to each User or they will not be able to login and access the system.
	Each User Must have access to the System Permissions including the Enter Data button to be able to login to the software. If athletes are not logging on then they do not need system permission access
	You MUST also enable access to Data Permissions/Profile Permissions, Linked Permissions and/or Calendar Permissions that reflect the Event Forms, Profile Forms and Databases that each user in each role needs access to

	Adding a Role
	Roles allow you to assign the System Permissions (such as the Performance Alerts and Athlete History buttons shown here), through to Data Permission Access
	To add a Role, click on "Roles"
	Click on "Create New Role"
	Name and Describe the New Role, then click "Save"
	Adding in the correct People to this Role
	Select the User and click "Add person"
	To Add Multiple Users at a time, click "Add Multiple People" (shown in the image in the step above) and place a tick beside the users you want to include
	All of the Users will be added and they will be displayed for you.
	Add the System Permissions to Modules (the system components that appear when you login to the site, e.g. Performance Alerts, Profile Data etc)
	Set up the System Permissions that the People in this Role can access by placing a tick beside the Permission Name. Details about these System Permissions are included in the next lesson
	Set up the Data Entry Permissions that the People in this Role can access
	Use the search box when you want to add multiple permissions or to search for permission types. You can type in the Search box to limit your search by form name or permission type
	Another example of limiting permissions by Permission type: Add in Multiple Data Permissions and use the Search Box to limit the permissions enabling you to enter in specific permissions a lot more rapidly.
	Click on "Save" on the Roles Page
	To Remove/Clear Data Permissions, Permissions or Users, use the delete or "Clear All"

	System Permissions in Roles
	A full list of all of the System Permissions is outlined here. If you need more detail about how some modules work then it is important that you read through the Help Documentation on the users main site
	About Page This Module has been disabled in the system for removal or further development. However, if it is ticked as a system permission it will not affect your system
	Account Read and Write shows the users account details on the site
	The Account Link on the Users site
	The Account Page on the Site

	The Add Athletes Page sets up a button to appear on the Home Page of the users site informing them that they need to contact their administrator to add athletes to their site
	The Add Athletes button as it appears on the Home Page
	When clicked it provides information about who to contact to add athletes to the site

	Athlete History Page shows the History for all the Events Form that a user has access to
	Athlete History appears on the Home Page of the main site. It enables a user to review all of the history for an athlete by event form. If they are an athlete with this permission they can see all of their own history.
	Athlete History Page where users can access all history by event form. This images show the history for the Daily Monitor Event Form

	The Calendar Permission enables the users to see events entered for a single athlete at a time in a calendar view
	The Calendar Module is in the Tabs along on the top of the site
	It shows the calendar view for each athlete's data that is entered (green) and planned (orange).  If the athlete has this permission it only shows their data

	Dashboards: These Modules have been disabled in the system for removal or further development. Including this permission will not affect a users site
	Delete All enables a user (who MUST also have delete access to the event form as a Data Permission) to delete multiple records from the athlete history and/or reports page at a time. This should NOT be enabled on many users systems
	The Delete All button appears on the Reports Page and the Athlete History Page and instead of having to open each record individually to delete them, all records showing in the history or report can be deleted. This button should not be enabled as part of normal permissions because deleting data completely wipes the data from all sites
	All of the records are deleted from the system. Again, be Very careful enabling this permission as some users have mistakenly deleted data using this button

	Enter Data enables users to Access any event forms that they been given Write Permission for as part of their Data Permissions
	The Enter Data for Athlete button appears on the Home Page of the site: Users MUST have this permission enabled to be able to enter data into the system. When a User clicks Enter Data they can see all of the event forms that they have access to (as shown in the image in the step below)
	List of event forms to select from

	A new record being entered for a single athlete
	Enter Data for Group is the same as enter data, but it allows users to enter an Event Form for multiple athletes at a time
	The Enter Data for Group button appears on the Home Page of the site
	Click Enter Data for Group and then select the event form. Not all events will show here as some forms like Injury records may be set for single athlete entry only
	When Entering Data for a Group of athletes the event form questions appear in a table format and the athletes appear on the left. The data is stored for each athlete

	Excel Report Read and Write enables access to the Excel Reports Module. This allows users to combine multiple event types and profile information into an Excel worksheet template
	The Excel Reports Module appears on the Home Page of the site
	Using the Excel Reports Module you can run existing reports (Read Permission) or set up new Excel Reports (Write Permission)
	Excel Report Example

	Group Performance Profiles and Performance Profiles enable a user to run a pdf report of data in an Event Form which is set to be a Summary field (an Advanced Field permission set in the Event Form Builder for each field)
	The Performance Profile buttons appear on the Home Page of the site. They create a pdf of an athletes data and compare it to other users (as shown in the image in the step below) and the group Performance Profile will create a Table view of a group of athletes data
	Performance Profile Reports can be set up to include multiple forms
	Their output is a pdf. The image here shows the athlete's progress and comparison to other age groups.
	Group Performance Profiles are set up the same way by selecting the report settings
	The output is a pdf document showing the ranked results in a table format

	The Groups button is critical for coaches who access more than one group of athletes. Without the Groups module they cannot change between groups on their system
	The Groups button appears on the Home Page of the site, and a link appears in the top right of the page
	It allows users to show only the data and information for a single group of athletes at a time. This limits the amount of data that shows and enables faster entry and analysis

	Import Data and Import Profile Data allows a user to import data into an Event Form or a Profile Form from a .csv format
	The Import Data and Import Profile Data buttons appear on the Home page of the system
	Both types of importing require that you select the Form name that you want to import the data for, then you map across the users, and the data/profile fields and then import it into the system

	Messaging permissions allow users to access the internal messaging module in the system, and to send messages externally to users e-mail accounts
	The Messages capabilities appear with the account information (top right of the page) and in multiple pages (in the calendar, the athlete history, the reports) throughout the site

	Once a user clicks on "Send Message" they can send messages to users in the system via internal mail (to their Inbox) or to their external e-mail account
	Pending Form Data Import allows a users to import data that is set up to be imported from the Smartspeed system
	The Import Pending Data button appears on the Home Page of the system
	It allows users to sync data that is sent from the Smartspeed system

	Performance Alerts Read and Write enable users to set up or view Alerts for information that they need to be notified of in the system
	The Performance Alerts button is on the Home Page of the System
	Either Performance Alerts Read or Write enables users to access all of the alerts that have been triggered that they have been set to be notified of (by another user)
	Either Performance Alerts Read or Write enables a user to create new Performance Alert for the data and the athletes they have access to

	The Performance Standards and Performance Explanations Read and Write permissions are going to be removed from the System Permissions List. These capabilities can only be set up on the Builder Site and all users have access to Performance Standards/Explanations on the actual site that have been created
	Performance Summary Reports enables access to view the Performance Summary Dashboard
	The Performance Summary Dashboard button is available on the Home Page of the site
	It is set up by the System Builder on the Builder site and should show the important performance data for the athletes. Users can only access data in this Report that they have permission to read or write

	The Personal Bests enables access to the Personal Bests Module. This shows the best values for an Event Form Field if that field has been set to show as a Personal Bests (in the Advanced Form Properties in the Builder Site). It compares an athlete to other athletes in their immediate group. The Personal Bests Group Selection enables comparison against athletes from different groups
	The Personal Bests button appears on the Home Page of the site
	The Personal Bests are shown per athlete. If the Compare to Group is enabled then users can select which groups to compare to as well

	Personal Groups Read and Write enables a user to create their own personal groupings for athletes
	The Personal Groups button appears on the top right of the page beside the account information. Personal groups can be created and accessed viewing/entering group data
	Personal Groups List accessible from personal groups button

	Print Page enables users to print off any data on the system in a pdf format
	The Print Page appears on the Home Page of the site
	It allows users to print off event results for single or multiple event forms. It can be used to print off planned training sessions through to combined reports

	The Profile Data System Permission MUST be enabled for any users who needs access to any Profile forms. Profile Forms cannot be accessed unless this Permission is given
	The Profile Forms button appears on the home page, and also on the bottom left in the sidebar (if access to the Sidebar is enabled)
	Once they access the Profile Module, users can edit or review the athletes profile information depending on their read and write Profile form data permissions

	The Recent Entries Permission enables access to all of the recent entries entered by athletes or professionals
	The Recent Entries appears as a Tab on the top left of the page

	It shows all of the recent entries across all athletes (the athlete history only shows on athlete at a time), any overdue planned entries and can be viewed by event form
	Reports Module and associated capabilities
	The Reports button appears on the Home Page AND as a Tab on the top left of the page
	Once a user runs a report any of the report permissions that they have will appear on the top right of the Reports page

	The Resources Module allows users to access and download documents and resources that are stored in a central "Resource" store. The Resources Upload Permission allows the user to edit and upload additional resources to this central repository
	The My Resources button appears on the Home Page of the main site
	If any Resources have been uploaded these will be available to download and comment on
	New Resources Search Page
	If the user has been given access to the My Resources- Upload they will be able to edit existing and upload new resources

	Schedule page enables users to see the schedule of all athletes
	The My Schedule button appears on the Home Page of the main site
	You can select the date and the number of days that you want to see your athletes schedule

	The Search Page module enables a user to search their system for users who they need to find
	The Search button appears on the Home Page of the main site
	Users can search through People, Staff and Group information to try and find users

	The Sidebar enables users to see athlete history, see events and enter in new data directly from the Sidebar
	The Sidebar appears as a separate sidebar on the left of the page

	Summary Statistics Report enables user to create summary statistics for reports that have been created on the Reports page
	The Summary Statistics Report button appears on the Home Page of the main site
	Summary Statistics Reports were built to summarise Reports that have already been built on the Reports Page
	An example of a Summary Statistics Report pdf output

	Training Blocks enable users to set up a block of training that can be applied to a single or multiple athletes, e.g. reps, sets etc
	The Training Blocks button appears on the Home Page of the system
	Users can create a specific block of training for athletes based on %1RM or %Vo2Max, or with a set weight

	Yearly Plans enable a users to see a yearly plan for an athlete that can link to actual data
	The Yearly Plan button is available on the Home Page of the site
	Users have access to create (with write permissions) and view yearly plans
	An example of a yearly plan for an athlete

	If you require more details about any of these, firstly review the Help Documentation available from the main site, or ask your Distributor

	The Search Module System Permission
	1.0 There is a Search Module which allows Coaches and Professionals to search for an athlete/player when they do not know many details about the athlete/player
	1.1 To set up access to this Module you MUST enable it for a user's Role in the System Permissions in the Administration Site
	1.2 Type in "Search" into the Permissions text field and click on "Search Page" then click "Add Permission"
	Once the Search Page is added to the Role all users with access to that Role will now have the Search Module available on their Home Page
	2.0 In the Search Module users can search through names, e-mails, groups, staff, event and even profile data to find a user, or a group that a user is in
	3.0 People Search: search through athlete details using partial searches for first name, last name or e-mail
	3.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system with "Ma" in their e-mail address or name.
	3.2 You can click on the name of a user (shown in step 3.1) to be taken to their athlete history page where you can review their details or enter in data for them
	3.3 You can load a group of athletes that were highlighted in the search in Step 3.1 and then access the data for the entire group of athletes
	4.0 You can click to on staff labels to be shown the athletes that are coached/managed by one of these coaches/professionals
	4.1 The search shows all of the results for People in the system that this Coach accesses. Just as for the "People" search (in 3.1), you can click to load an athlete's details. All of the groups also appear for you to load if you need to load a different group.
	5.0 The Groups Search allows you to search through Groups that you currently have access to
	5.1 The athletes that are in that group will be loaded for you to select individually. You will also be able to load any other groups you have access to as well.
	6.0 The best use of the Search Module is to combine search parameters, e.g People, Staff Label and Groups etc. For this example we are searching for an athlete who has "will" in his name, his coach is named Joe and he is a rugby player
	6.1 The results here show that there is one athlete matching the Search parameters set in Step 6.0. You can click on the blue link to be taken directly to their history so you can enter data or view their information
	7.0 You can also add in Event Data and Profile Data Search parameters (that function exactly the same way as filters in reports or performance alerts), but these are ONLY designed to work in conjunction with the user search parameters set for people, staff or groups.
	7.1 Any Users that Match the People, Group and Staff Search Parameters who ALSO have a bench press >110 will be shown.
	7.2 However, if you ONLY add in an Event search parameter (or only a Profile search parameter), the search will simply return a result of all entries for that Event form. The Event search parameters are ONLY designed to be used in conjunction with the people, staff and groups search parameters to help zone in on an athlete you need to find
	7.3 ALL of the athletes on the system will show under the "Users" link if NO Search parameters are added for the People section, and all of the events for 1RM bench will show under the "Events" link. If you want to look at 1RM max values of a bench press >110 use the Reports Module.
	8.0 Profile Data can be used in the same way as Event Data to enhance the search when looking for a user. In this example we are searching for an athlete named Will who had an Australian accent. We then set up a Profile search for place of birth (as shown here) in addition to the "will" people search.
	8.1 The output of the People and Profile Data Search
	9.0 Remember that the Search Module is designed to search for athletes/ players on the system. Only use the Event and Profile Data parameters in conjunction with the People search parameters.

	Data Permissions: Understanding the Calendar and Linked Permissions
	1a. Calendar Permissions: You can now set permissions for a professional or an athlete to see an event that is scheduled that they don't have read/write access to
	1b. You can see here that the permissions set in the step above to see the "Calendar" permission for the Blood Test Review Field ensure the entry appears on the calendar. The coach or other professional will not be able to see the data from the event form, only that it has been scheduled.
	2a. Administration Site- New Linked Permissions: Set Permissions to see linked data fields (pulled from another event form or profile form) and inform reports where the professional or athlete does not have read or write access to the original form that the data is pulled from.
	2b. The user is able to see the linked data even though they do not have access to read or write permissions for the actual event or profile form. They simply have access to a "Linked" permission

	System Permissions to enable access to the capability to set up Front Page Reports on other Users' systems and to share reports with other Users
	The two new Report Page capabilities for sharing reports, or setting up home page reports on other users' systems are shown here
	These capabilities are set up for each Role in the System Permissions
	Open the Role that you want to add the new permissions to
	On the Multiple System Permissions Tick Box all of the System Permission appear.  Type in Reports, tick Select All (to deselect the boxes) and then place a tick beside the two new reports settings
	Add any Users to the Role and add yourself to the Role to ensure you have set up the permissions correctly and can test it on the site
	On the Reports Module, once a report is run the user can click the "Save Copy to Users" button (e.g. the Reports-Send to Users Permission) that are available on the right of the Reports Page.
	The user needs to clearly name the report so other system Users know exactly what the report is set to show
	The User can then choose other Users to share this report setting with. The report will NOT appear in their own reports list, but if they want to tick themselves then it will be available in their list
	A message will appear showing that the report has been saved
	A copy of the report will NOT appear on the Reports Page of the user who created it, unless they selected their own name in the sharing list.
	An example of the Reports once it is run by Professional that the Report was shared with
	Unexpected Error: An example of what happens when the user loads a shared Report when they do not have access to the Event Form used to create the report. They need to delete the report (see the step below).
	The Report can be deleted by loading the Reports page, clearing any reports that have been run and deleting the report
	The Shared Front Page Reports are set up and shared exactly the same as the "Save Copy to Users" capability. However, the reports appear on the Users Home page
	Click on "Send to Front Page of Users", then name the report and be as specific as possible
	They can then choose who they want to set up the report for
	The New Front page report appears alongside any other front page reports that have already been set up
	The shared Front Page Report can be deleted by loading the Reports page, clearing any reports that have been run and deleting the report from the Reports List

	A timeout session expiry length can also be set for any Role in the application
	Each Role in the Administration Site can now have a timeout period set for it
	Click on a Role to open it and set a minimum length
	When it opens it will appear with a -1. This means NO timeout length has been set for it
	Add in the Timeout expiry length in minutes

	Across the main application, installed online and installed offline, a pop up box will appear for any users in this role after 10 minutes of no activity
	More importantly, a user can be completing data entry, and continue to enter the data after they enter their password
	Timeout lengths can be set for as many Roles as required. If a users is in multiple roles with varying timeout lengths, his/her timeout length will be set based on the minimum period set
	N.B. To remove a timeout length from a role simply clear the time and save it. It will then default to -1

	Admin Site: Separate "Reports - Send Email" System Permission to enable users to Email PDF's generated from the Athlete History and Reports
	Users used to be able to create a PDF or PDF Form report and Email it. This Emailing capability is now a separate System Permission
	When a user clicks on PDF or PDF Form, they can now only generate a report that downloads to their computer
	The ability to send the report via Email has been removed.

	To Email a report the user will need access to the System Permission called "Reports - Send Email"
	If a user has this permission they will be able to send PDF and PDF-Form reports to a coach of a group.
	The PDF will be able to be Emailed to a coach of the group that you currently have loaded.
	The user will be selected and the report can be generated.

	The report will appear in their Email.

	Site Admin: Edit Athlete Accounts System Permission
	The New Edit Athlete Accounts system permission
	To Access the Edit Account on the main application, a user MUST also have access to Profile Data AND read access to at least 1 Profile Form
	If a user has access to the "Edit Athlete Accounts" system permission, they can edit the account information online through the Profile Pages
	Select the Player to be updated (either via the Profile button on the main page, or on the profile link on the sidebar-not shown here)
	On the Profile Page Overview, an "Edit" button will appear below the Personal Details
	Most of the athlete's account information can be accessed and updated as required
	Make any changes and save the them.  For example, a Primary Address has been added.
	For additional security purposes, once a coach clicks Save, they will also need to Confirm their password

	The account details will be updated
	These details will be updated on the Administration Site
	The details will be updated on any personal details fields used in Event Forms,  and in other places where this information might be referenced.


	Groups
	CRITICAL WARNING: COACH ONLY AND ATHLETE ONLY FIELD VISIBILITY REMINDER
	If you have fields set up in your Event Forms or Profile Forms so that ONLY Coaches can view these fields you CANNOT set up ANY ATHLETES to be a Coach of a Group AT ALL
	Coach Only field example

	In contrast, if you have fields set to Athlete ONLY and you set up a Coach to be an athlete in a group, these Athlete Only fields will NOT appear for the Coach
	Athlete Only field example
	N.B. If User is set as a Coach and an Athlete of a Group, then the athlete only fields will be hidden. The user is recognised first and foremost as a Coach.
	Different Examples for you to consider to ensure you are aware of the correct Coach and Athlete settings
	This user is set as a Coach of a Group: they only see the coach field for any athletes they have access to
	This user is set as an Athlete in a Group: they only see the athlete field and they can only see their own data
	This user is set as a Coach of a Group and an Athlete in a different : they are treated as a Coach and can see all coach entered fields, but no athlete entered fields
	However, if they are are a Coach AND an Athlete of the SAME Group: They can see, but not edit the Coach only field for themselves but no other athletes when this group is loaded


	Thinking about your Grouping Structure/s is the FIRST step you need to take before you create any new groups
	Groups: set access and athlete structure
	Before you Add a new Group you MUST review your athletes grouping structure. An example of a "Tree" structure is shown here but you may have 3-4 different "Tree" grouping structures.
	Why are Groups Important? They are critical to set up for Access and for Analysis.

	Administration Site: Group permissions layout change
	The layout of the Permissions and Access has been updated when you view a Group.
	The Coaching Staff, Athletes and Subgroups appear first
	The Performance Alerts, Messages, PageLayouts and Admins are then listed

	How to Create a New Group of athletes/players
	To Add in New Group, Click on the Groups Button
	Click on "Create New Group" on the right of the page
	Name the Group, Add in a Description (that you can use later on to help distinguish the group) and click Save
	Now you can Add in the athletes that you want to be included in this group. Add them one at a time, or click on "Add Multiple" (as shown in the image below)
	Now click on "Add Athlete" to add them to the group
	You can add multiple athletes at once by clicking on the "Add Multiple People" button
	Then select the users you want to add by ensuring a tick is beside their name and unticking those that you do not want in your group
	Now Adding Coaching Staff.. this is the people who will have access to all of the users in this group, and any subgroups that might be added to this group
	If you have other groups already set up on the system, you can add these into the subgroups section. This means these any coach in this current group will have access to ALL subgroups and the athletes in those groups data.
	Once you have set up the group all of the athletes and coaches and subgroups will be saved. The list will appear on the groups list and when you look at an athlete or a coach you will see they now have this group on their user information (see the two steps below)
	The Demo Coach Information shows he is a coach of the All Athletes group
	An athlete in the All Athletes group information shows that are now part of that group as an athlete

	Adding Group that becomes a Sub Group
	A group can be set up as a single group, as a parent group with multiple subgroups under it, or as a single subgroup (one group can only be a subgroup to one parent group)
	To add a new subgroup you need to click on the "Create New Group" button
	Name the group, add in a description and click Save
	Select the Group that is going to the "Parent" Group so that this current group will be a subgroup of that group.
	#1 Click Save and #2 OK on the pop up box and the "Sub group" group will be as as a subgroup to the All Athletes group.
	Now add the athletes, coaches, and any groups which need to be subgroups of this current group.
	On the actual site when you look at the group "All Athletes" Group you can see that the "Sub group" group is a subgroup that can be loaded as part of the All Athletes Group or as it's own group

	Copy Athletes from an Existing Group to Another Group
	1. Click on Groups
	2. Open up the Group that you want to copy an existing group to, or create a new group (as shown previously)
	3. In the Athletes section any existing athletes in that group will appear. Click on "Copy From Group"
	4. Select the Group of Athletes that you want to add to the existing group
	5.0 Place a tick beside the name of the athletes from the selected group (from step 4.0) that you want to copy to the current group
	6. Those athletes will now be added to your group


	Need a complete list of all Groups, and Coaches of Groups for the site?
	The "Groups Audit" button does a complete export of all groups and coaches of each group into a csv spreadsheet
	1. To Review all of the groups and the professionals/coaches that access each group, use the Groups Audit button
	2. A .CSV report will be generated.
	3. The file will be downloaded and will be available on your downloads
	4. All of the Coaching staff and Athletes in each group will appear.
	5. With the changes in Excel to Excel 2010, when you open the csv file some of the group names may not be showing correctly because the "-Name" is being referenced as an equation.
	To remove this simply do a find and replace all on the = sign and replace with a space
	The Groups and Subgroups Names will appear correctly now

	You can also see which groups each individual has access to, or is in, via the License Audit Module
	The License Audit Module was designed to show what License/s each User has. It also provides a list of the groups each User is in.
	Open the csv and see the list of Groups as Coach and Groups as Athletes


	Importing a group of Players and/or Professionals into the system
	Importing Multiple Athletes and Professionals into the system
	On the People page, click on "Import"
	You can upload your spreadsheet directly if it is formatted with the correct columns, or use the list to create and format a new spreadsheet
	Required Fields: Make sure all of your Users are correctly formatted and saved as n .csv (comma separate values) file on your computer
	If you are importing more than one phone number or address you need to set up separate columns for each different type of address, phone number etc (as shown here) and the column must have a unique name
	When you are importing phone numbers and you need to split a number into the country code, prefix and number and if there is 0 at the START of the number in any column you need to add a space to the numbers (as shown in the image here).
	Once the csv file is correctly formatted, click on "Choose File", Browse through your documents and once you find it open it and click "Upload"
	No Map over the columns from your spreadsheet with the fields in the system. You MUST map over the Date of birth correctly or the import will fail
	Map Across Any Address Information or Phone Numbers. If you had primary and secondary addresses and home, mobile numbers these can be imported here (as shown in the image in the step below)
	Mapping across multiple numbers or addresses can be done by clicking on the add more Phone Numbers or Add more Addresses. Just map across the correct address fields.
	If you set up Groups as an Athlete, Groups as a Coach, and Roles map these fields across as well in the correct area. You can import an athlete or coach into multiple groups and roles, by clicking on Add more Groups, Groups as a Coach or Add more Roles
	Check the Spreadsheet at the bottom of the import page against the fields that you mapped across (e.g. double check the date of birth and the groups) to ensure the fields that you want to import are mapped correctly and click "Next"
	Import Success
	Open up a Users details to ensure that fields have mapped across correctly. The image here shows that the multiple addresses were mapped across correctly

	Updating/Modifying Roles and Grouping structures for existing athletes and coaches
	Set up your CSV file spreadsheet to include the exact users user name and grouping structures that you require
	Click on People
	Click on Import
	Upload your .csv of new groupings or roles and ensure the users date of birth is in the same format as your spreadsheet
	Map the new Groups, Groups as a Coach and Roles over correctly. Tick the "Remove Existing?" box if you want to remove the existing groups/roles or groups as a coach that the users are currently in.
	Double check your date format and field mapping against the file contents shown at the bottom of the page. Click "Next"
	Import Success?
	Open up a Group see how the list has been updated.


	How to Archive old players/athletes
	Archiving 1-2 players without removing their data from the system
	Set up a new group called Archive
	Create a New group
	Name the Group and add a Description then Save
	Add in all of the details about the group
	To add in a couple of players type their name into the text box and add them one at a time.
	When they have been added, click on their name and then remove them from any other groups that they are in.
	Remove access to the system by removing their roles
	Don't forget to give "Coach" access to the archive group

	Archiving all athletes in one Group or all athletes across Multiple Groups
	Set up your archive grouping structure by creating a new archive group, and/or subgroups using the Groups button
	To archive the athletes, go to the Archive Athletes Button on the Admin Page
	Select the Group that you want to send the athlete to (e.g. an Archive Group or Archive Subgroup)
	Choose which groups you want to archive and send to the previously selected group. This will remove all of the athletes from these groups and the athletes will only appear in the Archive group.
	Ensure that you have selected the correct groups and then click OK.
	Open up the Archive Group to see the newly added archive athletes. The example here shows the U20 group.
	Updating all athletes grouping structures: Archive all athletes across all groups and then import a new grouping structures
	Select all of the appropriate groups
	Import the new grouping structures (see importing multiple groups and roles) and click "remove existing" to take them out of the archive group (the group you have just added them to) and import the athletes into new groups/roles
	Remember that you will not be importing them as new users, but you will receive a message saying that their groups have been updated


	Archiving Professional licences
	When a Professional Leaves
	When a professional leaves the organisation you need to contact them immediately to ensure they have logged in on-line on their desktop system and updated any data which may be stored offline on their desktop.
	Ask that they uninstall the desktop version of the software after they have synchronised. This will be performed through their Programme Files
	To deactivate their account, open their account information on the Administration Site and Untick active on their account information and click Save
	You should also remove all groups that they can access and add in the test athletes group on the installed version (if they haven't actually uninstalled it). Then they will only be able to see the demo athletes data on the installed offline version
	When they try and login online with their username and password the following message will appear and they will not be able to login
	Do NOT Delete the user from the people page
	By leaving them on the site you will NOT encounter the following issue where the entered by is shown as "Unknown"



	Coach Administrator Licence Access
	A Coach Admin is created by a Site Administrator adding an existing user into the Administration Capabilities Section/s
	When a Site Administrator adds a user into the system they assign Role and Group Access to specify what they can access on the main application
	The above roles and groups provide access on the main application (as shown here)
	They can ALSO add this user to be an Administrator of Group/s and Role/s on the actual Administration Site
	A User assigned with Group Administration access can login to the Administration Site and access a limited set of features with reduced functionality
	They can ONLY access users from the groups (and ALL subgroups for that parent group) they have are an Administrator of
	They can open a Group and act as an Administer for any user in that group.
	N.B. They many not have access to this group on the main application, but they can still administer them from the Administration SIte

	WARNING: Do NOT set ANY roles that have been "Admin Locked" to be assigned to a Coach Administrator
	To double check this, open any of the roles that have been set up as Admin Locked and check the "Admins" section has no users

	What is a Coach Administrator Licence and what can these users access on the Administration Site?
	Coach-Admin Licence holders access a subset of features on the Administration site compared to a standard Administrator Licence holder
	They can access the People Module. They can only open and edit users that they have access to as a Coach-Admin
	They can create a new person on the system. Any person they create can be added into the group/s they administer

	They can see any Roles that they have been given access to as a Coach Administrator. They cannot edit these roles or see who is added to them
	They can see any Group that they have been given access to as a Coach Administrator
	They can open a Group and see the Coaches and Athletes in that Group
	They can edit any of the account information for users in that group (who are not in a Locked Role)
	They can change users between groups they administer

	They can access and set up Daily Reminders
	They can see the set up of the Daily Reminders and add in their athletes to these

	Coach Admin: Create new users and add these users to Groups/Roles
	A Coach Admin can create new user on the system from the People Page
	BEFORE you create a new user, make sure that this user is NOT already on the site. You do NOT want to create a duplicate!
	N.B. If the athlete is already on the system but is NOT in your group/s, DON'T add in a new user. E-mail your administrator and they can add this user to your group
	Once you check the user is NOT on the system, click on "Create new Person"
	A new user can be created.
	Once Saved, the Coach Admin can add this person into any of the Groups and Roles that they are an administrator of
	This means a new Coach Admin added user can be given login access to the system once the new user is assigned a Role that provides login and data access


	Coach Admin: How to move people between groups
	To change or add a user to a Group click on the Groups Button
	Once the List of Groups that you have access to loads, click on the Group that you want to add users to
	All Athletes and Coaches that are currently in that Group will appear
	Add in a user using the "Add People" button, the "Copy from Group", or the Add Multiple People"
	N.B. When you do a search or click on Add Multiple (as shown here) ONLY users that you create, or users that are in your existing group/s, can be added into this group

	Remember, that if you add in users into the Coach of a Group section, when they login they will access ALL of the Athletes in the Athlete List
	If you add in users into the Athlete Group Section, when they login they can only see their own details and no other athletes
	You can remove an athlete or a Coach from a Group by clicking "Remove"
	N.B. If an Administrator or a different Coach Administrator creates a new person (as shown here), this user will not appear on the Coach Admin's User List
	When the Coach Admin Logs in and accesses the user lists, this new user does NOT appear in their list and is not available to add to any of their groups
	The user does not appear on the Coach-Admin's list of users. Only the users they are assigned access to, or new ones they add appear in their user list


	Coach Admin: How to edit an existing user's account information and/or remove them from groups or roles you administer
	Editing an existing user's details can only be done via the Groups Module
	Click on the Group the user is in
	Open the User's from the Groups List
	Once opened, you can edit any of their account details
	You can also remove or add them to the Roles or Groups you administer
	To remove a Group or Role, click on Remove for the correct Group or Role

	You can also open a Locked User and edit their groups and Roles. But, you cannot edit their account information
	You cannot edit their account information, ONLY their groups and roles
	Once you add in the Roles or Groups, click on "Cancel" and "OK". You will NOT lose any of the Groups or Role changes
	If you need to edit this person's details, you will need to send through the updated information to your Site Administrator



	Admin Locks Module to prevent Coach Administrators from editing specific users account details
	The Admin Locks Module is available for use again in Version 3.635 and above
	The Admin Locks module is available for use by Site Administrators
	If you had removed Roles, these can be added back in
	N.B. To check what version you are currently using, look at the bottom of the Administration Site

	"Admin Locks" Module: Administrators can set a Role to be locked to prevent a Coach Administrator from editing any of the users' account details in that Role
	To set up a Role so that users' accounts in that Role cannot be altered by a Coach Admin, Click on the "Admin Locks" button
	Create a New Admin Lock
	Name the Admin Lock, add in a Description and click on "Save"
	Now Add in the Roles. Remember, ALL users in this Role cannot have their account details edited by a Coach Admin
	Click on "Add Role" and the role will be added to this Admin Lock Folder
	You can add in Multiple Roles at once using the "Add Multiple Roles"

	Make sure none of the Roles that are set to Admin Locked have any Coach Administrators assigned to them
	To double check this, open any of the roles that have been Locked and check the "Administer" section is blank

	If a User is in a Role that is set to Admin Locked, then a Coach Admin cannot edit their account details
	When a Coach Admin Logs in to the Administration Site, they can see the users in the Groups they Administer
	If the Coach Admin can view this user's account details, but they are locked and cannot be edited
	They can only edit this users Roles and Groups



	The New License Audit Module
	New License Audit button to generate a list of all active licenses on the system
	There is a New License Audit Module on the Administration Site. Only Administratotors can access it; Team Administrators cannot.
	When you click it, a csv file will be generated with a full list of all of the users on your system and the Licences that they have

	The Unique User ID field from a user's account is now included in the Licence Audit Module
	A Uuid field can be entered for each user.
	A column for Uuid is now included in the Licence Audit Module


	Setting up a Favourite Event to appear for all users in a specific Role
	Favourites won't appear unless the Athlete History and Enter Data System Permission are enabled
	Favourite Event Forms only appear on a Users' Login if they have access to the Enter Data AND the Athlete History Module
	The user MUST have the Athlete History Module and the Enter Data Module as part of one of their Role/s
	Once these are enabled, Favourites will appear

	How to set up Favourite Event/s for all users by Role
	A favourite event appears at the top of the sidebar and is available for users to enter and review the history for without having to use the folders to access the data
	A user can set up their own favourites using their account settings and adding a favourite (as shown here)
	You may need to set up Favourites for an entire Role at once. Click on the Favourite Events link on the Administration Tool
	Firstly select the Events by clicking the Add button
	Once you select Add, the Event drop down box will appear for you to select the Events you want to add. You can add in additional events by clicking the "Add" button again.
	Once you select the event forms click the "Select Role" button
	You need to select the Role that you want to apply these favourites to. The example here shows that the Injury and Illness Events are being set up for the Physician Role
	Once you are SURE you have selected the correct role, click "Select" and the changes will be applied and you will return to the home page on the Admin Tool
	The image here shows a User who is in the Physician Role, and they now have the Injury and Illness records set as their favourites on their home page and in their account (as shown in the image below)
	The Favourites on a Physician's Login. These can be removed by the user if they require.
	Please note that when you set up one or more Event Forms as Favourites and then apply them to a role, it will apply them to all users in that role. If you add in a new user to that Role after you have applied a Favourite for it, the new user will not have the favourites set up for them


	Create Messages or Notifications to appear on a Users Home Page. This can be set individually, for a Group or for a Role
	Setting up notifications to appear on a Users Home Page when they login
	An administrator can now can set up Notifications and Messages for an individual User, a Group of users or for a Specific Role. To see how to create this Notification follow the steps below
	On the Admin Home Page click on "System messages"
	Click on Create New Message
	Type in the Message Title and the Body of the Message. Click Save
	Now select the Users who you want to see the message/notification. Select via Individual, a Group or multiple Groups, or a Role or Multiple Roles.
	The example here shows that we are going to set up the message to all Athletes and Coaches who are going to the world champs
	An example of the Message as it Appears on the Home Page for the coach of the World Champs athletes
	The New Message will appear in the Messages List on the Admin Tool for you to Edit as you require (see the step below), or delete when you no longer need it
	To Edit the Message, click on the edit button (shown in the step above) and then click Save
	The Edited Message will be shown on the Home Page of the specific Users
	The User cannot delete the message from their screen. You MUST remove users from the message (e.g. remove the user, the group or the role), delete it from the system or update it as required.
	If you delete the Message on the Admin Site, or remove the users it is applied to, the Message will be removed from the Users Home Page
	Different messages/notifications can include information about team training, new event forms, or even upcoming requirements... use it as you need. Just remember to take the users off a message, or delete the message when you no longer need it

	Using the "System Messages" on the Administration Site to embed a PDF on the Home Page of a system. This is NOT supported
	The system messages are not just being used to display messages. Some users are now setting up messages and embedding a PDF document so that it shows on the Home Page (as shown here)
	To perform this you need to create a link for the pdf (from a URL, or from your site's My Resources Module). You can use the Embed Code Generator for this
	Choose "Standard markup (no JavaScript)" for the Type of code to generate
	Double check the name of the Resource or the URL link
	Then paste in the URL of the PDF file that you want to reference and Click Generate Code.
	N.B. when you type in the name of a Resource and there is a space between words this must be replaced by %20. For example https://my.smartabase.com/fusionallstars/getresource?name=Performance%20Enhancement
	Copy the Code Generated
	In the Administration Site create a new System Message by clicking the "Create new system message" on the System Messages Module
	Name the Message according to the type of PDF you want to embed in it. For this example we are linking to a My Resources Document. Other options include uploading game schedule pdf's
	Paste in the Embed Code into the "Body" text area. The example here is for a Resource from the My Resources section
	Do not click Auto open because it may be a large file and you do not want it to take up all of the space on the Home Page automatically
	Save the Message and enable it for the Roles/Groups/Users that you require
	If you have set this up correct, the PDF will appear on the Home Page on some browsers in the Messages Section
	Some internet browsers may not be set up to display PDF files so the pdf will not display. Instead just click on the link and the pdf will download.


	Daily Reminders: How to set up E-mail and Text Reminders for athletes to enter in data
	The Daily Reminders Module is NOT for critical communication
	Disclaimer: The Daily Reminders Functionality is NOT for critical communication

	The Daily Reminders Module: How to set up a recurring e-mail or text reminder to be sent on a specific day and time to an athlete/s
	The Daily Reminders Module is available on the Administration Site. Click "Daily Reminders" to open the Module and create a new reminder.
	All of the reminders that you have created appear in a list on the left. To create a new reminder click on the "Create New Daily Reminder"
	#1: Name the Reminder. This name will appear as the "header title" in any e-mail alerts, so be very specific about what the reminder is for
	#2: Choose the Event Form that you want the reminder to be sent out for
	#3: Choose whether you want the reminder to be sent depending on whether or not the athlete has already entered in data for that day.
	#4: Communication Preferences: choose whether you want the alert to be sent to the athlete's Internal Mail, External Email Account or via Text
	#5: Carefully consider the Time that you want the reminder to be sent
	#6: Select the Days that you want the reminder to be sent out
	#7: Write in the Message that will be sent
	#8: It is CRITICAL that you set up the timezone that you want the message to be sent in
	#9: Click on "Save" to Save the Reminder and to then select the athletes to send the reminder to
	#10: Select the athlete and add them one at a time, or add in a group of athletes
	When you have set up the reminder, click on Save and you will be take back to the list of Daily Reminders that have been set up
	To see examples of how the Daily Reminders appear in an e-mail message or via text see the next lesson.
	N.B. once you have created your reminder, TEST it on yourself, or follow up with the athletes to double check that you have set it up correctly and that the athletes received it.
	To stop or delete the Daily Reminder see the next lesson

	Examples of Daily Reminders sent via E-mail, Text or Internal Mail
	To see examples of how the reminders are sent please see the steps below:
	If a Reminder was sent to an e-mail it would include: from "support", then the "Name" and the "Message"
	An opened Daily Reminder; note how easy it is for the athlete to click the site address link IF you include it in the original mail message.
	How the reminder appears if it was sent via SMS (Text Message).
	This Reminder was set up to be sent via Internal Mail
	How the reminder appears if it is sent via Internal Mail
	The Internal Mail Message opened

	The Daily Reminders Module: How to stop a reminder for an athlete or remove it from the system
	If you set up a reminder and you no longer require it to be sent out to one of the athletes being notified, simply remove the athlete from the list.
	If you are in the off season and you do not require any athletes to be notified, click on "Clear All" to remove all of the athletes.
	If you no longer require the Daily Reminder for future use, then delete it from the system


	Page Layouts: How to completely change the look and feel of your site
	How the Custom Page Layouts are proritised to show
	You can set up a custom layout and apply it to a Group/s or to a Role/s
	Custom Layouts can be very important to help give the system a unique look and feel depending on the Groups a User is in and the Roles the User has
	You can create as many Page Layouts as you require. This example shows that four have been created. Two have been made and assigned to a different Role, and two have been created and assigned to a Group
	The image in this step highlights how a Page layout applied to a Role is set to display when viewing any Groups that a user has access to.
	The Page Layout of the Role will appear as soon as any User from that Role logs in to the system. The image here shows the Page Layout that was set up for the Coach Role
	An example of the Page Layout changes when the National Team is selected to view. The National Team has it's own Page Layout.

	Creating a new Page Layout
	You can now set up different home page, tab and link configurations for a Group of Athletes and for a Users Role to optimise work flow and system use
	Setting up a Page Layout is completed on the Administration Site e.g. https://my.smartabase.com/name/admin.html
	All of your existing and an new Page Layouts will show on the Page Layouts Page. Click on Create New Page Layout to create a new layout
	You will be able to update the Tabs, Small Links, Sections, the CSS and Background and Header Images. These are all explained in the following lessons
	Clearly name the custom Page Layout. Layouts can be assigned to Groups and Roles, so try and name the Page Layout to that of the Group/s or Role/s you are applying it to so you can easily know which one to open
	Choose the language that you want the Site to Appear in. Select from English to French
	Write in a Description of the Page Layout. This appears in the Page Layout List on the Admin Site to help you identify this layout (as shown in the image below)
	The image of the Page Layout Name and Description as it appears on the Page Layout List
	Now set up the Tabs. See the next lesson for instructions on how to do this

	Setting up the Tabs on a Page Layout
	What are Tabs? The Image here show you the default Tabs that appear on all systems currently. You can now choose ANY of the modules in your system to appear in the Tabs section (see the steps in the image below)
	In the Tabs, section you can select the Modules that you want to appear as Tabs along the top of the Site. Click on the "Add tabs" button
	From the drop down list, select the Module that you want to appear as the first Tab (on the far left of the Site). The example here shows that "Performance Summary Reports" was selected to appear in the first Tab.
	On the application, the first Tab in the Page Layout appears on the left of the Site. You can see that the Performance Summary Reports now appears as Tab (as set up in the previous step)
	Add in the Tabs as you require on the Tabs List. Click on the Add tabs link to add in a new Tab and then select from the drop down list.
	This is how the Tabs set up in the step above display on the application. They are displayed with the Modules at the top of the Tabs list on the left of the page and the Modules at the bottom of the list on the right
	WARNING: You can add in as many Tabs you like, just be careful not to set up too many. If you choose to have this many they will wrap into a second line (as shown in the image here).
	Once you have added in the Tabs that you require click on "Save" to save these settings (you will need to click "Save" twice if you have just set this Page Layout up).
	Now set up the Small Links. See the Next Lesson for information on how to do this.

	Setting up the Small Links on a Page Layout
	What are Small Links? The Image here shows you the default Small Links that appear on all systems currently. You can now choose ANY of the Modules in your system to appear in the Small Links section (see the steps in the image below)
	In the Small Links section you can select the modules that you want to appear as Small Links. Click on the "Add smalllinks" button
	From the Small Links dropdown list, select the Module that you want to appear on the far right of the small Links area on the site. The example here shows that "Profile Data" was selected to appear as the first Small Link.
	Only the Profile Module shows in the Small Links area (as set up in the image in the step above)
	Add in as many Small Links as you require on the Small Links List. Click on the "Add smalllinks" to add in a new Small Link and then select from the drop down list.
	The image here shows you how the page looks with the 4 Small Links set up in the image in the step above
	If you add in a lot of Small Links, the Site can look cluttered! Try to avoid this.
	Now set up the Sections.. see the next lessons on how to do this

	Setting up the Sections for a Page Layout
	A Section is used to display the main Modules on the Home Page site. The default Home Page shows one section with all of the Modules that a User has access to. It also displays any Favourite Events and Front Page Reports that have been set up.
	Now you can set up a User's Home Page so that Modules appear in separate Sections and these Sections can be hidden or shown when he/she logs in.
	To add in a Section, click on Add Section
	This Section example is going to be for Entering in new data and accessing Front Page Reports and Favourites. It will automatically be open when a User logs in .
	Click on "Add Button" and choose from the list of Modules. In this example, the Enter Data Module is being set up to appear in this Section. It will appear first in this Section.
	For each Button (Module) that you select to add into a Section, you can Customise the name of the Button when it appears on the site. This gives you the flexibility to name each Button according to your requirements (see the image in the step below).
	This image provides you with an example of how the system looks with only one Section and the Enter Data Module enabled as a Button in this Section. You can see the custom name and custom description for the Enter Data Module.
	Add in as many Buttons as you require into this Section. You can see here that Enter Data for Group, Favourites and Front Page Reports have been added.
	The Enter Data, Enter Data for Group, Favourites and Front Page Reports appear in the order that was selected when the Buttons where added into the Section. The Custom Staff names and description appear (this is an example of a coach logging in).
	You can continue to add in new buttons to that section. Or, click on Add Section to add in a new Section. This example demonstrates creating a Section for the Scheduling and Recent Entries Modules
	Add in the Buttons that you require for this Section. You can customise each button using a different name if you need.
	Create other Sections that group your Modules together. For example, you could create a Reports Section (as shown here).
	Create additional Sections that group your Modules together. For example, you could create a Training Section (as shown in the image here)
	Don't forget to check for "missing" Modules that a Coach or Athlete may need that you have not enabled as a Button in a Section, or as a Tab or Small Link
	Once you have created your Sections, Save the Page Layout to ensure you do not lose any changes due to an internet connection error, or power outage.
	The image here shows you how the Sections appear in the Page Layout. The Scheduling Section's Buttons are not showing because it was set up to Close (be hidden). The Schedule Buttons will appear when the Scheduling Name is clicked on.
	Now you can add in a Custom Heading Image, a Custom Styling Sheet and a Custom Background Image. See the next lesson for information on how to do this
	WARNING: If you do not set up any Sections or any buttons in your Section/s, NO modules will appear on the home page.
	The image here shows you how the sections and buttons all appear now

	Upload you own custom CSS styling file, Background Image and Header Image
	Your site will be styled according to a main site theme which sets up the colours of the text through to the text font and header images.
	This is an example of the Page Layout with the a different Header Image, Background Image and Styling sheet (changed the text colours)
	For your custom Page Layout you can set your own style, header and background images. To do this, you use the custom document upload fields
	You can upload a different styling sheet. The styling sheet that we are using is based on the main theme of the site, but we are changing the colour of some text and the link for the Background Image
	You can upload your own background image to appear with this Page Layout. The background image will need to be large enough to cover the entire Site so it you have an image, ensure you enlarge it correctly. It should be about 2000 x 865 pixels
	You can also upload any header images that you have as well.
	Now Save the Page Layout changes.
	This is an example of the Page Layout with the new Header Image, Background Image and Styling sheet (changed the text colours)
	Original Theme-without the new header image or background image
	You can choose to leave the styling, header and background images as blank. This just means the main site styling will appear (e.g the styling that appears in the image in the step above).

	Apply a Page Layout to a Group
	Once you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save", the Groups and Roles sections appear below the Save button. The Page Layout you have created can now be applied to a Group/s or a Role/s.
	Alternatively, you can click on the specific Page Layout from the Page Layout List to open it and then access the Groups and Roles sections.
	To apply a Page Layout to a Group add in a Group/s in the Groups Section. You can add a single group at a time or select to add multiple and choose the Groups.
	In this example, the U18 National Team Page Layout (created in the previous lessons in this section) will be added to the U18 National Team Group
	When you open the U18 National Team Group, you can see that the U18 National Team Page Layout now appears in this Group's details.
	Once a Group is added to the Page Layout (e.g. the U18 Page Layout), any athletes in that group will be shown this layout. If they only have access to some of the Modules (buttons, small links and tabs), only the Modules that they access to will appear.
	Once a Group is added to a Page layout (e.g the U18 Page Layout), any Professionals that access that group will be shown that Page Layout ONLY when they load that specific Group of athletes or a Subgroup of that Group.
	When the coach changes Groups to a Group with no Page Layout, the site will just show the main theme for the site (as shown in the image in the step below).
	If the Coach changes to a different group without a Custom Page Layout (as in the step in the image above), then the main site theme will show.
	What happens if you have created multiple Page Layouts and one Page layout is applied to the Parent group and a different Page Layout is applied to a Subgroup?
	The image in this step highlights how a Page Layout applied to a Parent Group is automatically applied to any Subgroups. However, if a Subgroup has it's own Page Layout, this will display.
	When the coach loads the National Squad Group, he/she will see the National Squad Page layout. We choose a red header and strange image here to highlight the changes between Page Layouts.
	When the coach loads the U20 National Team, he/she will see the National Squad Page Layout because the U20 is a Subgroup of the National Team
	When the coach loads the U18 National Team, he/she will see the U18 National Team Page Layout.
	Now you need to learn what Happens if a Coach is in a Role with a Page Layout assigned to that Role, AND they are viewing a Group with a Page Layout or a Subgroup with a Page Layout.
	N.B If an athlete is in multiple Groups and they have a different Page Layout Assigned to each of the Groups they are in, the system will just select a Page Layout randomly.

	Apply a Page Layout to a Role
	Once you create a new Page Layout and you click on "Save", additional Groups and Roles sections appear below the Save button. The Page Layout you have created can now be applied to a Group/s or a Role/s.
	To open an Existing Page layout, you can click on the specific Page Layout from the Page Layout List. The Groups and Roles sections will then appear for you to enter.
	To apply a Page Layout to a Role add in a Role in the Roles Section. You can add a single Role at a time or select to add multiple and choose the Roles.
	In this example, the Coach Page Layout will be added to the Coach Role
	When you view the Coach Role, you can see that the Coach Page Layout now appears in this Roles' details.
	The Page Layout will appear as soon as any User from that Role logs in to the system. The image here shows the Page Layout that was set up for the Coach Role (this just an example and a Page Layout this ugly should never be used in practice!).
	You can create as many Page Layouts as you require. This example shows that four have been created. Two have been made and assigned to Roles, and two have been created and assigned to Groups
	WARNING: If a User is in Multiple Roles and each of these Roles has a different Page Layout assigned to it the software does not know which Page Layout takes priority. It will just pick ONE of these randomly and display it when the user logs in.
	REMEMBER: Page Layouts applied to a Group are applied to any Subgroups in that Group. If the Subgroup has it's own Page Layout this will be displayed. Page Layouts Applied to a Group take Priority over Page layouts applied to a Role.
	Regardless of the Page Layout's assigned to any Roles that a User may have, if the User loads a Group with a Page Layout assigned to it, the Group's Page layout will show.
	When the Coach changes Groups to a Group with no Page Layout, the site will then display a Page Layout assigned to the Role/s that the Coach is in (as shown in the image in the step below)
	When the Coach changes to a group without a custom Page Layout (as in the step in the image above), the Role's Page Layout will appear again (the Talent ID Page Layout appears)
	The image in this step highlights how a Role Page layout is Automatically applied when viewing any Groups. However, a Page Layout applied to a Parent Group is automatically applied to any Subgroups. This takes PRIORITY over the Page Layout of the Role

	Favourites NOT appearing in the Page Layout?
	In order for Favourites to appear in a Page Layout, the user needs access to the Enter Data and the Athlete History Modules.
	Even though this Page Layout has been set up with Favourites Events, any Event Forms set as Favourites will NOT appear because the Athlete History system permission has not been given to a user who will use this page layout.
	When this user logs into the system, even though favourites are enabled on the page layout, they do NOT appear

	The user MUST have the Athlete History Module as part of one of their Role/s
	Once the athlete can access the Athlete History their Favourites Event Form/s will appear
	N.B. You will notice that even though the "Groups" button was also set up on the Page Layout, it does not appear. This is because this user does NOT have access to the Groups Permission (so it can't appear in the Page Layout)


	The Categories Module enables access to Resources and Resource-Attachments
	Important Information you need to know about the new Attachment-Resources Security Measures
	Currently, all Attachments uploaded into an Event Form are available via the Sidebar and Athlete History for anyone with access to the Event Form and the Athlete
	Now all newly attached Attachments can be uploaded and defined using the same properties as a Resource in My Resources Module

	Once an Event Form is set by the system Builder to enable Attachments as Resources, all existing Attachments for that Event Form will automatically be recategorised into an "Attachment" Category
	All of the existing historical Attachments for an Event form will be automatically categorised into an "Attachment" Category
	Additionally, any attachments added into a Category that a user can access are now also available and searchable through the My Resources Module

	Once the Attachments as Resources is enabled for an event, NO USER will be able to access ANY existing Attachments for that event UNTIL they have access to the "Attachment" Category in their Role AND the Resources Module
	In the Administration site, Administrators will now have access to a special Module called Categories
	The new "Attachment" Category will automatically appear in this list

	To enable users to continue to access all previously uploaded Attachment-Resources now stored in the "Attachment" Category, this has to be enabled on a Role by Role basis on the Administration Site
	Open the Role that you want to add in the Category into
	In the Data Permissions, assign access to the specific category that you require

	Once a Role has category permissions added to it, the Users in that Role can then access all Attachment-Resources again in the Attachment Category (for the Athletes and Events they have access to)
	The Attachment-Resources are ALSO still available on the Sidebar and the Athlete History Pages (ONLY if you have access to the Category)

	However, if an Attachment-Resource is uploaded by a user into a Category that is only accessible to a couple of user, no other users will be able to access that Attachment-Resource
	Once attached, the Attachment-Resources appear in the same places as before (In the Athlete History and in the Sidebar)
	However, if another user (e.g. a Physio) has not been given access to that category (e.g. the Doctor ONLY category), the Physio cannot access the attachment-resource that the Doctor stored in the Doctor only category
	This is an excellent example of how attachments can be kept confidential. However it also highlights important training information; your users will need to know where they should and shouldn't store attachments in order to keep them confidential, BUT accessible


	The Categories Module
	What is a Category? A Category is a preset Folder in which Resources and Attachment-Resources can be stored.
	Each Category is set up and managed on the Administration Site
	Access to Resources and Attachments stored on the main system within a specific Category is enabled via the Roles Module
	Go to the next article to learn it is important to use Categories

	Why do we need Categories (Folders) to be set up on the Administration Site?
	Previously, all Resources uploaded into the My Resources Module were accessible to everyone
	Previously, each Resource could have a Main Category (Folder) which it appeared in, but they were text based and they could not be used to restrict access

	Now, each new Resource that is uploaded can be added into a defined Category (Folder). Access to these Categories is set by Site Administration via the Roles
	Additionally, access to Event Form Attachments-Resources is now limited by which Category each user is assigned

	Users will then only be able to access Files/Documents within the Categories they have permission to access

	Automated Categories will be created for Existing Resources, you MUST assign access to the correct Categories
	Previously, each Resource could have a Main Category which it appeared in
	These Categories were just text based and they did not restrict access

	Because access to Resources is now set based on which Category each user is assigned, existing Resources on the system will be recategorised automatically based on the Main Category that was originally written in the Text area when they were uploaded
	Any existing historical Resources on the system without a Text Category, will be recategorised as "Historical". All Resources with a Text Category will be recategorised by their existing label
	The Categories are then available in the Categories Module on the Administration Site. These Categories then need to be assigned to different Roles
	Once the My Resources Upgrade is rolled out, NO USER will be able to access ANY Resources on the system
	Assigning access to a Category is completed on a Role by Role basis on the Administration Site
	Open the Role that you want to add in the Category or multiple categories into
	In the Data Permissions section, assign access to the specific category/categories that all users in the Role need access to

	Once a Role is updated, the Users in that Role can then access all Resources stored within each Category
	The Resource can be accessed and downloaded as required


	How to set up a new Category
	Click on the Categories Module
	Click on "Create new Category" on the right of the page
	Name the Category
	You MUST select "Resources" for the Type.  The Excel Reports and Yearly Plans Categories are not functional yet
	Add in Sub Categories. These do not set permissions. But, they do enable more flexibility for storage, access and retrieval
	The Click "Save"
	The New Category will appear in the Categories List
	This Category can then be applied to any Roles who require it (e.g. a Medical Role)
	As an Administrator, you can automatically add in new Resources into this category on the main site
	Any user with access to this Category will be able to view the appropriate Resources

	How to edit an existing Category
	Click on the Categories Module
	The list of existing categories will appear on the left of the page
	If you know the name of the Category you can type it directly into the search box. Click to open
	All of the existing Category information will appear
	Categories can be safely renamed simply by typing in a new name
	Once renamed, the renamed Category appears in the Categories List
	This Category will still be applied to any Roles who previously had it (e.g. the Medical Role)

	The existing Resources and Attachments from the original name are now stored in the renamed Category
	N.B. You can add in and edit any Sub Categories without affecting any of the existing files stored in those Sub Categories

	How to assign access to a Category/Categories
	What happens when you delete a Category?
	There are existing Resources stored in a Category called "Touring"
	If the Tourning Category is deleted
	The Category will be removed from the Categories List, and no Data Permission to access any Resources in that Category will exist
	The Category will no longer appear in the My Resources Section
	N.B. This means that the two Resources that were previously in the Touring Category are no longer accessible

	However, for every Resource that is in a Category that is deleted, these are automatically placed in a Category called "Unknown"
	This Category can be assigned as part of a Roles' Data Permission if required, but this is NOT recommended.
	Remember, do NOT give anyone access to the Unknown Category Permission

	The Site Administrators will already have access this Category as part of their ability to access and manage all Categories
	N.B.The Resources in the unknown Category should be re-categorised, edited or deleted accordingly using the Manage Resources Module
	Delete, or Edit and recategorise Resources from Categories that have been removed
	An example of a Resource from the Unknown category being recategorised.


	Users who have access to "Manage Resources" System Pemission can upload, edit, delete, and assign a Resource to specific User/s
	Permission to access the Manage Resources Module on the My Resource Module on the main system is enabled via Role Permissions on the Administration Site. The Permission is called "Resources - Upload"
	You should already be aware that users who have access to the manage Resources System Permission can upload, edit or delete any Resource
	Now, each User with Manage Resource access will only be able to Manage the Resource for the Categories that have been assigned as part of their Role/s
	For example, on the system, this user only has access to manage the Resources for Categories that have been assigned
	N.B. Site Administrators don't automatically have access to manage Resources, but if they are given it, they will then have access to all Categories on the system, regardless of their assigned Role/s' Categories
	N.B. Coach-Administrators can be given access to Manage Resources, but they can only access Resources within categories that have been assigned to them
	Users with Manage Resource access can ALSO now assign a Resource to an Athlete or User on the system. This is used for searching enhancements, and to set the Resource to appear in the Attachments Section in their Sidebar
	When the Resource opens, a new section appears below the Resource Details. This is where the Resource can be assigned to a User/s
	The example shows Users being assigned to this Resource.
	N.B. Once you add in the User/s, you do NOT need to click "Save". Just click on the trail bar link to return to the Resources Module

	N.B. If the section to assign Users to the Resource does not appear, you have opened an Attachment-Resources.For data protection purposes Attachments uploaded as an Attachment-Resource cannot be reassigned to other users
	On the My Resources Page, now when you filter by the User's name that was assigned to the Resource, the Nutrition Resource appears
	N.B. The Resource can still be accessed via the original Category (e.g. Athlete)

	For each User/s whom the Resource is assigned to, as long as they have access to the correct Category (e.g. Athlete) AND the My Resources Module, the Resource that is assigned to them will appear in their Sidebar
	The user can click on the Resource from the Sidebar to download it
	If the user has access to the "Manage Resource", then the Edit and Delete buttons will also appear alongside the Download button

	Alternatively, the User can Search for and then Download the Resource using their name as a search from the My Resources Module
	If you have any questions about how the changes affect the Manage Resources Permissions, then please ask your Distributor

	Parent-Child Form Uploads, Attachments, Attachment Resources and Assigned Categories
	If a file is uploaded into an Event Form that is shared between a parent and child site, the file will be shared between the parent and the child sites
	The File Upload will be available on the child site

	If an Attachment is uploaded to an Event Form that is shared between a parent and child site, the attachment will be shared between the parent and the child site
	An Attachment is Uploaded and Saved with the Form
	On the Parent site the newly uploaded Attachment appears in the form's history and in the sidebar
	The Attachment also appears on the child site in the exact places.

	If an Attachment Resource is Uploaded to an Event Form  shared between a parent and child site, to access the Attachment Resource the category it is stored in will need to be linked between the Parent and Child sites
	When the attachment is uploaded, which ever Category it is uploaded into the on the Parent site, the SAME category will need to be shared with the child site
	If the Category is not shared, then the Event data can be accessed, but the attachment cannot be accessed.

	On the Parent Site, the Categories (set up on the Admin site) now all appear with a "link to child"
	Click on the "Link to Child" to link this Category to a Child site.
	The Linked Category will then appear in the child site
	Permissions to access this Category will need to be assigned to the user/s who access the Event Form (e.g. to the Injury Record Form)
	Once the correct links and permissions are enabled, the Attachment Resource will now be available to download on the child site
	On the child site, users can also search for that Attachment Resource using the My Resources Module

	Resources that are stored in a linked Parent-Child category, AND are then assigned to a shared athlete, will be shared between a parent and child site
	The Resource is shared on the child site if the user has access to the linked Category
	The Assigned Resource will also appear in the My Resources Module on the child site if a user has access to that category
	N.B. ONLY Attachment, Attachments Resources, and Resources specifically assigned to an athlete, are shared between a shared Parent-Child category



	Public Registration allows a user to register on a site and their details are added to the application. They can even be set to login automatically if you need
	New Users can now Register for the system on a Registration Page.
	You can now set up User Registration Pages to appear on your Site for Public Registration
	To be able to access this feature your application will need to be set up specifically to allow Public Registration Pages. Only the Distributor can complete this for you, so ask your Distributor for assistance
	When people come to your unique url, there will be three pages available now. They need to click on the "register" page
	They need to complete their first name, last name, username, e-mail, password and date of birth and then click "Save"
	They can also enter in their own address and phone numbers
	There is a default role section that also shows on the registration page. If you have set up a Default Role/s then the user can select one of these before they click save.
	The User clicks on Save to enter their details which are Automatically Stored on the Administration Site and the Administrator receives an e-mail specifying that a new user has registered.

	Once a New Users Registers their details, the steps the Administrator needs to take vary depending on whether there was a default role/s set up
	If there was NO default role set up, or the role was not set to autoactive, a pop up box appears for the New Users notifying them that the administrator will be in touch. They will not be able to login.
	If there was a default role set up and it was set to autoactive, the user will be able to login immediately (as shown here)
	For all New Registrations the Administrator will receive an e-mail from support regarding "New User Registration"
	No default Role: The content in the e-mail will include the users e-mail address and username. The example here is for an athlete who is NOT autoactive and is not in any groups or roles
	Default Role: The e-mail will detail whether the New User has been added to any new groups or Roles and whether they are activated or not.
	To Activate a User (or Add them to the correct Groups) on the Administration Site search for the new users details (as per your alert e-mail) on the People Page.
	The Administrator needs to open their details and activate them by ticking the "Active" button and then clicking Save. You only need to do this if there is no default role, or if they are not set to autoactive
	Open their user account again and assign them to a new role and a new group in order for them to be able to login (that is if they actually require a login). If they were already assigned a group and a role, CHECK it is the correct one.
	You will then need to e-mail them saying that their account has been activated and they can use their username and password that they entered initially to login.
	You should already have a generic welcome information sheet for new users outlining any important information about login details, security, data protection etc.
	You could even set up a Message on the Admin Site for the group that the new users are added to so that when they login they have a welcome message on their home page.

	Setting up a Default Roles for the Public Registration
	To set up Default Roles that appear on the Registration Page, you need to create these on the Administration Site
	On the Administration Site Click on "Default Roles". DO NOT click on Roles, these are separate.
	Click on Create new Default Role on the Right of the Default Role Page
	You need to name the Default Role. This Name will appear on the register page for the new user to select. Now select if they will be automatically activated, and if this is a coaching role.
	After you select Save, a Group and Role boxes appear for you to set up the access for newly Registered Users
	Now you need to select a Role and also a Group that the newly registered user will be set to included in, or as a coach of. The following example is an Athlete Registration Default Role
	An Example of a Default Medical Professional Role is shown here
	Be Warned: ALL default roles that you set up in this Default Roles section will appear on the registration page, so you MUST test each of your roles once you create them to ensure have set them up correctly.
	If you have ANY concerns ask your distributor. You need to be confident that you are safely allocating access to your site and your data.


	Users who are shared between two or more applications.
	Users who are in one or more applications are now only removed from the application they are deleted from
	If you have a user that is shared between more than one application, you can delete them from one application and it will not affect their status on any other applications
	However, if you make them inactive, they are made inactive across ALL applications that are a user on



